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INTRODUCTION

Beoause of his 'originality and produetlvity, Ricardo 
Palma is the greatest writer that Peru has produced and its
finest representative of her national characteristics.

. ' . . ’ . -

Palm is one of the most important writers in Spanish- 
Amrioan literature •

In his Tradiolonea Peruanaa. he offers a new type of 
literature, midway between the realistic novel and sober 
history. Palma is thoroughly Peruvian and limenb in his 
sprightly wit, in his ironic subtlety, and in his natural 
tendency to jest at anything and everything.

It is in Palma, the tradioionlsta. that we find the 
happy combination of the best that was In him as poet, 
historian, archeologist, and genial critic of life and of 
literature. He was keenly.interested in the social and 
political life of Peru from the earliest times down to his 
own day. Ho familiarized himself with all the available 
documents in print or in manuscript, and with the creative
imagination of a poet he converted the dry and lifeless

"  ' • <  . '■ 'details that he gained by careful historical and archeo
logical research into hundreds of living pictures.



Tradlolon as used by Palma cannot be translated by 
tradition. It Is difficult to define It, but here Is how 
the author himself defines it:

Basically the Tradicion is a form of 
history, but without the difficulties of 
the latter, without using Imagination, and 
evaluates it from the social point of view 
with impartiality of judgment and elevation of 
purpose. The limits of the Tradicion are 
less rigorous. In the Tradlol&n only a small 
base of the truth is needed, anil a castle can 
be built. Tho tradlolonlsta must bo a poet, 
and a dreamer, Tifhe historian a man of reason 
and reality,

A writer of Tradloiones not only must give 
them local color, but must even sacrifice the 
language, whenever the opportunity necessitates- 
It, from the pure Castilian, to have his char
acters speak the colloquial language, A light 
style, perfect phrasing, moderation in descrip
tion, rapidity in relation, presentation of 
people and characters with a stroke of the pen, 
and simple.as well as animated dialogue are 
essential.1
The historian Is concerned with the main current of 

national’life, and with the logical development of social 
and political Institutions; he gives his attention to 
events and persons of outstanding importance, and he is 
concerned with them only in so far as they are related to 
the main current of. events or to the growth of institutions 
or customs. 1

1, Palma, Kioardo-ttiaphrey, George. Tradiclones Peruanas.
p, xvii.

v



Palm*s purpose was not to give the connected history 
of Peru. It is true that iaost of the important events of 
his country and native city are covered in his Trad!clones. 
but only incidentally, as It were. They serve mainly as 
the historical background for the tradlolohes. and are 
usually presented with concise brevity in tho distinct 
division of each tradioion that is historical in content.
The incident, custom, legend, or anecdote that forms the 
nucleus of the tradioion may have to do with some important 
historical event or personage; but it is always treated as 
an ineldent or custom that is interesting in itself and 
not because of its relation to important events or person
ages. ■ • , ■ ■ ■" -

Palma, in his historical research and archeological 
investigations, always sought out the human-interest story 
that oould be expanded into a tradioion by the addition of 
fictitious elements. Some of his material he got from 
printed histories; the greater part, the small details and 
incidents that the serious historian overlooks or passes 
over consciously as matters of relative unimportance, Palma 
obtained from moth-eaten manuscripts and from dusty archives 
or from the lips of those who had gained it through per
sonal experiences or by tradition*

The scores of tradloionea contained in six large

vi



volumes give a complete though diaoonneeted series of 
pictures that place vividly before our eyes the life of
Peru, and particularly of Lima, from the early fifteenth

. o .century down to the war with Chile. They do not follow 
each other in chronological sequence, because of tho casual 
manner in which tho themes attracted the attention of Palm. 
Human frailties, rather than heroic deeds, gave him the 
material that he could use to best advantage.

From the scores of Palma1 a tradlotones I have selected 
only those details which relate to the Viceroys. The 
ordinary historian does little more than enumerate the 
many Viceroys that were sent out from Spain, one after the 
other in long succession, with brief comments upon their 
good and bad points. It is here that Palma proves his 
originality and genius as a story teller in his ability to 
discover material for many interesting tradiclones. How- 
ever, more to his Individual taste was the eighteenth 
century in which his ironical skepticism, his irreverence 
and Voltairean wit found a perfect atmosphere.

It is difficult to make a general statement regarding 
Palma * a method of procedure, because of the great variety 
of treatment. Usually tho tradlolon is divided into three 
or more short chapters; the first chapter introduces the 
historical or legendary Incident about which the author 
weaves his fictitious details. Then, having awakened the

. vli



reader^ interest, he leaves the story and in the second 
chapter gives a comparatively sober account of the his
torical background of the period. It is her® usually 
that the Viceroy is introduced to the reader. In the 
following chapter or chapters, he carries the story to 
its conclusion, sometimes rapidly, sometimes with many 
digressions.

Palma* *s wit, tinged with maliciousness often decided
ly picaresque, and at times even salacious, will obscure 
a great Viceroy’s talents and cause him to appear unworthy 
because of a human failing. My thesis is: Was Palma
historically correct or incorrect in his judgment of the 
Viceroys? . •

George Umphrey and Valera y Alcala say that Palm is
historically correct at times and at other times he is

' 2 . v ■ ■ • ■
historically incorrect! So I have set out to discover
whether this statement is true. My subject for research 
is concerned only with the details which pertain to the ^
Viceroys,

Palma» l̂oarddrtfmplir'oy, George, op. cit.. p. zZIIT 
Valera y Alcala Oaliano, Juan. I^uevas Cartas
• Aiaericanaa. Vol, 16, p* 179.

Till



CHAPTER I

LICENTIATE CRISTOBAL VACA BE CASTRO

Regarding Licentiate Vaca de Castro, Palm has the 
following to sayt

Vaca do Castro was born in Kayorga in 1492.
At the time of the news of the sad end of Don 
Diego de Almagro el Viejo, he was an oldoc in 
the Andienola of Valladolid.5-
The Emperor, after investing Castro with the order of

Santiago, ooramissioned him to put order in his reign of
Peru, Hew Grenada, and examine the aoeusations raised
against Plzarro and the Adelantado Beneloazar.

Aoemrding to Palm (a personal opinion), Charles V did
not make a wise selection, since the appointed judge did not
possess the integrity, energy, sagacity and honesty of Gases.

Palma emphasizes the point with this illustrationt
In the battle of Ohupas (September, 1542) the 

Licentiate was so frightened that he was on the 
point of fleeing. After the victory he thought of 
nothing but his personal gains. : :
Palma does not think much of Castro as a military man.

The battle of Chupas was won only because he had the

1. feaima. Ricardo. Tradiclonos ftoruanas. Vol. 1, p p . 13l-
. 142. ' .
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valuable assistance of the great militarist, Francisco de 
Carbajal,

To illustrate how interested Castro was in amassing a 
personal fortune, Palma quotes directly from Cartas do 
Indies a letter written to his wife. Dona Marla do QulSanes. 
In this letter Castro states that the King made Francisco 
Plzarro a marquis as a reward for the conquest of Peru and 
he, Castro, who had relieved the country of tyranny would 
also be paid for his work.

He continued, telling bis wife of various sums of money 
he had sent her, cautioning her never to speak of it to 
anyone, not even the family. The less the King knew of his 
personal fortune, the greater his reward when he returned to 
Spain, Castro also directed his wife to buy property, an 
estate, either in the country or near the city. The pur* 
chase should only be made by herself, or a person of great 
confidence. Nothing was to be in his name, for he was to 
be known as being penniless.

Only with Francisco Becerra, his messenger, would 
Castro send money and Jewels to his wife. His hypocrisy . 
was refined and if one doubts the authenticity of the 
letter, it can be found written and signed in his own hand 
in Cartas de Indies,

Also from Cartas de Indies, Palma copied another 
letter Don Cristobal wrote to his wife. This letter
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concerned the securing -of protection of several ladies in 
the Court. Castro was sending his v/ife eight hundred gold 
pieces to give to the Countess of Miranda.

His enemies wer© many Spimtards escaping from Peru# 
Among them was the powerful family of Juan Tello, El 
sezillano. judged in Cuzco by the order of Don Cristobal. 
They succeeded in Intercepting his letters and presented 
them to Charles V, revealing that Castro's lust for money 
had reached an extreme # He had even opened a shop on the 
plaza in Cusco selling essential articles#

Palma relates what he calls a popular story regarding 
Castro's avarice:

After the battle of Chupaa, Castro entered Ouse© and 
punished Almgro's followers. In the first days he 
ordered many people to the gallows, many of them innocent# 
Among the friar® of the Merced (who distinguished themselves 
for their affection for the rebellion) there was one who 
decided to save the life of a certain captain in prison#
The friar pretended he had been a school mate of the 
Licentiate* and trusting in the eonfidence this would bring 
he visited Don Cristobal# The latter received him coldly, 
and of course didn't recognize the friar, despite all the 
minute details he provide#

Finally the friar apologized; he must have been



k

mistaken. He expressed sorrow, too, for he had brought for 
hie classmate and childhood friend, and not for the governor, 
a gift. From the sleeve of his robe he took out two large 
gold bricks and laid them on the table.

The governor1o eyes opened wide. Scratching his head 
he feigned; an air of meditation. Ee asked the priest to 
wait, and began to question him. Why of course, it was his 
old friend! Overjoyed the two men embraced. The gold re
mained on the table, and the captain who was to be hanged 
was freed and exiled to Charcaa,

Although Charles V did not take action immediately, 
Castrors doom was the letter he had written to his wife.

In June of 1545* Don Cristobal arrived in Valladolid 
with a few coins, as he called it, but what historians 
have called a treasure.

He was placed in the prison of Arevalo and submitted 
to rigorous judgment. Stripped of all his titles, he was 
then imprisoned for life in La Villa do Pinto on the out
skirts of Madrid.

But Charles V, shortly before his abdication, took pity 
on the judge and rehabilitated him.

In 1561, old, a widower, and broken-hearted, Castro 
entered the cloister of the Augustinians of Valladolid 
where he died. The famous Carta de Indies will always be 
a black mark on his reputation.
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Palma*s facts concerning Castro*s birth and his birth*
place, hie position as oidor In, the AMlenoia, and hi®
appointment to Peru by Charles V, are verified by Prescott,2
Lavalle, and Means#

It Is obvious that Palma does not have a high regard 
for Licentiate Vaoa de Castro, His statement (previously 
given and noted) that Charles V did not mice a wise selec
tion, for Castro did not possess the integrity, energy, 
sagacity and honesty of Gasoa, is in complete disagreement 
with historians#

Prescott has written nothing but praise regarding the
character of Castroi

A learned judge, Castro was a man of 
integrity and wisdom, and though not bred to arms 
had as much address and such knowledge of charac
ter as would enable him readily to turn the re
sources of others to his own account. Re was to 
appear before Pissarro in the capacity of a royaljudge#3

He continues:
If he may be thought to have abused the ad

vantages of victory by cruelty towards the con
quered, it must be allowed that he was not 
influenced by any motives of a personal nature#
He was a lawyer bred in high notions of royal 
prerogatives# Rebellion he looked upon as an 
unpardonable crime; and, if bis austere nature

2 . lavalle, j u a n * Galerla dehetratos, p« 16J 
Means, Philip, fall of the Inoalmplre» p, 70, 
Presoott. William.Conquest of Peru. ?ol. II. t>. 135* 

3# Presoott, William, op# clt#.p# 135.
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was unrelenting in the exaction of Justice, he 
lived in an Iron ace, ^ e n  Justice ims rarely 
tempered by moroy«4
Appropriately entering into this discussion of Castro*s 

oharaotor is the previously stated fact by Palma, that the
success of the battle of Chupas was due to the valuable

' . - ' ' . ■ .. . \

assistance of Carbajal. That Castro*s auceess at Chupas was 
due to S M  assistance of this great miliary man is confirmed’ " ■ g " " "
by'Means, Helps, and Prescott. But Palma docs not give 
Castro any credit whatsoever, whereas historians do*

According to Prescott, Castro, though possessed.of no 
more military science than belonged to every cavalier in x 
that.martial age, knew that to avow his ignorance and to 
resign the management of affairs into the hands of others 
would greatly impair his authority, if not bring him into 
contempt with the turbulent spirits among whom he was new 
thrown* He had both sagacity and spirit, and trusted to be
able to supply hia own deficiencies by the experiences of

. .  .6 ■ ■ ' ... ■ .... • ,• - ... ■ •.
others, '■ : ■ 1 ' ■■ •-' ' ■. . . . .  ..- - - - : - ' ' . : ' ' - . ......y - ' ' ' 'Castro*8 conduct from the hour of his arrival in the
country had been such as to command irespeot and prove him 
competent for the difficult post for which he had been

olt.. p. ^7.km Preaoott, William, o
5. Ibid., pp. 21>214. 

leans. Philip* ‘ op. olt*-.-. p* 87*
Helps, Sir Arthur. i*he Spanish- Conquest in Amerloa, 

Vol, IV, p. 147, quoting.the historian Herrera.
6. Prescott. William, op* elt .̂ p. 204.
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selected. (This view by Prescott is exactly opposite to 
Palma*8.) Without funds, without troops, he had found the 
country in a state of anarohy; yet by courage and address 
he had gradually acquired sufficient strength to quell
the insurrection» Though no soldier, he had shown un-

1 • ■ • >

daunted spirit and presence of mind in the hour of action, 
(this hardly agrees with Palma’s illustration of Castro’s 
action at the battle of Chupas}, and made his military 
preparations with such discretion that they roused the ad
miration of the most experienced veterans,

Palma’s illustration of Castro’s fear at the battle of 
Chupas to the point of desiring to flee is news to me. He 
does not give a source of information, and I m s  unable to 
find it in the books examined. That historians are con
trary to this view was pointed out in the previous para
graph. ' ,

The letters Castro wrote to his wife Palm copied di
rectly, by his own admission, from Cartas do Xndlas, a 
document published by the Spanish government. There is no 
doubt as to its authenticity.

The popular story related by Palma concerning the 
Licentiate’s avarice, as well as the fact mentioned that

7. i?re3oott\ William, op. clt., pp. 2 2 & - & 2 V ' ,
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Castro had even opened a shop on the Plaza in Cuzco selling 
essential articles, X can not prove, Faina1a source is 
unnamed and unknown to no.

However, historians have made general statements in 
regard to Castro’s avarice. Means states:

The rule of Taca de Castro after the death of 
the Lad (Diego de Almagro) was on the whole good, 
except for a perhaps natural tendency towards 
too-great a splendor combined v/ith some degree of 
avarice and favoritism,8 * 10

Merrimen merely has a footnote after the following:
Vacs de Castro, interrupted In the midst of 

his task of restoring order, behaved it is true, 
with tact and moderation.

The footnote is: "He had apparently laid away some treasure
9for himself and his family,” Prescott says:

.,, he entered at the head of his victorious 
battalions* with all the pomp and military display 
of a conqueror. He maintained a corresponding 
state in his way of living at the expense of a 
sneer from some who sarcastically contrasted this 
ostentatious profusion with the economical re
forms he subsequently introduced into the 
finances« But Taca de Castro was sensible to the 
effect of this outward show on the people gener
ally and disdained no means of giving authority 
to his office.*®
Palma is historically correct In the relation of 

Castro’s fate after his return to Spain.

8. Means, Philip. on. olt.. p. 8l.
9» Herriman, Robert. %Er Rise of the Spanish Empire.

Vol. Ill, p. 597. 1*ootnoie quotcd from Relaolon del
oro y Plata quo Vaca de Castro envlo a au muger.

10. Prescott, William, op,- olt.. ppT
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Preeoott ©ontinuea:
The rumora of his coming had already pre

ceded him, and charges against him were not 
mating from some of those whom he had offended 
by his administration• (Palm mentions the 
powerful family of Juan Tello, which I did not 
find mentioned anywhere.) He was accused of 
having carried measure* with a high hand, re
gardless of the rights both of the colonists and 
of the natives| and above all of having embezzled 
the public moneys and of returning with his 
©offers richly freighted to Castile, this last 
was an unpardonable crime.11

Ho sooner had the governor set foot in his 
own country than hg was arrested and hurried to 
the fortress of Arevalo; later removed to better 
quarters, where he was treated with the Indul
gence due to his rank, but still kept a prisoner 
of state for twelve years, when he was then 
acquitted of every charge, and his honors rein
stated. It was proved he returned home no richerthan he went.!2
Martinez Arzanz y Vela, Lavalle, and Means also agree 

that Castro was reinstated and remained a member of the
Council of the Indies until his age caused him to enter

■: - - . . ■ • ' 13the Augustinian Monastery of Valladolid, where he died,
Calvete blames envy for the accusations against Vaoa 

de Castro. He believes Vaoa de Castro was justly acquitted 
of his charges and took his rightful place in the Council 
of the Indies.

op. ol¥.t p. 272."11. Prescott, William.
12. Ibid.
13. Lavallo, Jose. Galeria de Retrat

Martinez. Arzanz y Vela. Histori_____________
imperial de Potosl. p. 176. ; •. ...

Means, Philip, op. oit., p.,89. #
Calvete de Estrella.Rebelion de Pizarro en el Peru.

itos, p. 16,
Fla do la villa

Vol. II, Bk. VI, p. 507.
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It is evident that Palm has duelled greatly on the 
euhjeet of Castro*s avariee* On this point historians have 
been kinder in their treatment of this weakness in Castro. 
They have passed over this phase of Castro*s oharaeter 
lightly and aoem to exouse it, or if not exeuse it, to 
aeoept it as a natural thing. Palma, however, typical of 
his satire, has found perfect enjoyment in exposing this 
weakness in Castro.

Palm is historically correot in the following:
Castro1s date of birth, birthplace, his position as oldor 
in the Andlenda. his commission to Peru, hie fall into 
the disfavor of Charles V due to his letters which were 
Intercepted and presented to the King, his imprisonment upon 
arrival in Spain, his acquittal and reinstatement by 
Charles V, and his entrance into the monastery of the 
Augusttnians of Valladolid. These facts are verified by 
Prescott, Calvote, Lavallo, Means, Martinss Arzana y Vela, 
Merriman, and Helps,

By his own admission, Palma is historically correct in 
the relation of the letters Castro wrote to his wife. These 
were quoted from Cartas do Indies, an authentic source,

Palma is partially correct in that the battle of 
Chupas was won because of the assistance of Francisco 
Carbajal, Palma claims Carbajal worthy of all the credit.
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Castro was not a good soldier. History admits the valuable 
and skillful assistance of Carbajal, but Castro also is 
rated highly in military ability as confirmed by Prescott,
Helps, and Means.

Palm has not been historically oorreot in his judg
ment' of the evaluation of Castro's sagacity, ability, and 
talent as a governor and military man. His view is opposite 
to that of Prescott, Means, Helps, Calvete, Morriman, and 
Lavalle. However, Palma admits a personal opinicm, #ileh 
anyone is entitled to have.

The sources for the basis erf the story, of the Licen
tiate and the friar* the fact mentioned that Castro opened 
a shop on the plaza in Cusco, and the mention of the power
ful Juan Tello family I have not been able to verify.

I believe Calvete *s opinion expresses history*s evalua
tion of Castro, His rule was a good one, and his question
able honesty m s  exaggerated due to envy and. enemies.



VICEROY BLASCO HuSeZ DE VELA

CHAFFER II

Rioaxdo Palma has the following to say about Blaaeo 
MuEez do Vela: - ;

Ilian Suarez de Carbajal, the Factor of 
Peru, was appointed by the CnMldo to go to 
Trujillo to receive and felicitate the new 
Viceroy, Vela, But in Huaura he was informed 
of Vela's severity In putting into effect the 
Hew Laws, and decided to return. Before his 
return, he wrote to his brother that they had 
little to expect from Vela; and if they were to 
take his Indians av/ay, he would convert hi# 
property into money and return to Spain before 
the Vieeroy had a chance to endanger his inter
ests. /The Viceroy heard of this and from then 
on Ilian was in disfavor. Thus on May 15, 1544, 
when Vela received the notables at the Palace, 
while embracing Ilian whom he knew in Spain, he 
said: "Siento que seals vos de los pooos a quienes 
no podrl haoer bien ni merced alguna.rl
Of the brief governorship of this Viceroy there is 

not much worthy of mention, except the acceptance of the 
royal seal in Lima, Here Palma quotes an unnamed his
torian:

The seal was paraded in a case mounted on 
a horse, decorated with a saddle cover of red 
velvet fringed in gold. The horse, led on the 
right by a councilman of the Cabildo, walked 
under a brocaded canopy supported by other 1

1, Palma, Ricardo, Yradioiones jPcruanas, Vol. I. 
pp, 144-145. — ~ _
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oounellmene Behind then come the Viceroy and
four oldorea. who bad eomer from Spain with him
to establish the Royal Audlenoia*
Realising the events that were to happen and the 

oomlng rebellion of Oonsalo Pizarro, Suarez de Carbajal 
remained loyal to the King’s cause and even wrote to his 
brother that he would not join the revolutionists. But the 
unpopularity and blunders of Vela were the greatest aids 
toward the revolution.

One night, among other neighbors who escaped from 
Lima, were two of the Factor’s nephews who lived with him, 
Ilian ignored the fact that his relatives were so closely 
connected with the revolutionary cause. When the Viceroy 
heard of the escape, he had Ilian roused from sleep and 
maid to him; "Traitor* You have sent your nephews to join 
the rebels."

"I am not a traitor, but just as good and loyal a 
servant of the King as you," answered Carbajal.

Angered by these words, the Viceroy stabbed Ilian 
through the heart with his dagger. He ordered his servants 
to finish killing him.

The unjust murder of Ilian was a climax for the pub
lic. It kindled the fir® which brought catastrophe for 
the Viceroy at Inaquito,

At the battle won by Oonzalo Pizarro, Benito Suarez 
de Carbajal, brother of the Factor, found Vela on the
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battlefield covered with noimd®# After slapping him he 
had hia head out off by a Negro and dragged it, tied to 
his horse- tail, to the plaza in Quito, Oonzalo disap
proved of Benito1s conduct, and ordered funeral honors and 
burial for his unfortunate rival# Thus was the death of 
Ilian Suarez de Carbajal avenged, .

Palma refers to the same event in the story of the
2life of the Licentiate Benito Suarez de Carbajal,

The Licentiate distinguished himself above all others
in Inflicting insults on the corpse of the unfortunate
Viceroy, to the point of pulling, from its beard hairs to
make a little plume for his hat,

Palma mentions Don Antonio Solar, the wealthy
eneomendero. whom Vela wished to have hanged. The Viceroy
believed him the author of a lampoon which alluded to the
reforms his Excellency was enforcing. There was written

3on the walls of Tambo de la Barrancai *A1 que me echare
/ 4de mi casa y hacienda, yo le eohare del mundo,w

The first fact mentioned by Palma, Ilian—  fall into 
disfavor with Vela, Is true. All points are proved except 
the reference to the reception Vela gave on May 15, 1544,

2, Palma.klcardo, op, olt,
3, Tambo. an Inca Inn.
4, Palm, Ricardo, op, olt.

p, 206,
p, 15,
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However, Palma by hla own adaission has quoted an authentic 
source* He doeenH mention tho source, and I have been un
able to find it*

That the Factor was in disfavor is true, but Oalvete
gives the first cause of the Viceroy’s suspicions of
Ilian as the lampoon on the walls of the tambo. The tambo
belonged to Antonio Solar, and the Viceroy suspected the
wealthy enconendero did not favor his policies. However,
there were those in Vela’s party who told him that probably5
Ilian had written it, for he had been there recently.
That the Viceroy did remember Solar as the suspected author 
will be discussed Inter*

Sir Arthur Kelps states that a letter written to the 
Factor by his brother, the Licentiate Carbajal, fell into
Vela’s hand, which caused the Factor to fall under the; ■■ 6 ■ ■
suspicions of the Viceroy.

Palma’s description of the acceptance of the royal 
seal, quoted from a historian by his own admission, Is
continued by Helps:

His entry Into Lima was magnificent. All 
the skill of the Indians, great in festal 
decoration, such as making triumphal arches of 
flowers, was exhibited; but nevertheless, it

5 * dalvotG do Lsirella* Hebei ion deftlzarro on el' "Peru."
Vol. I, Book I, pp/ 43-44, ' ‘

6* Helps. Sir Arthur. The Spanish Conquest in America, Vol. IV, p, 174. -' •:" : —
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was noted that the ceremony was more like a 
grand funeral than the welcome reception of anew Governor./ , .
Bernard Moses merely states:

The Viceroy upon arrival was attended by 
members of the Audlenola. and by a retinue with 
which he hoped to Impress upon the people M s  
idea of the dignity of his office.8

Oalvote mentions only that the Audlenola was established
■ —  ■ . . 9

and the Royal Seal was received with the usual solemnity. 
There is no doubt as to the truth of this fact, since Palma 
admits a direct quotation from a chronicle writer, unnamed 
and unknown to me.

The murder of the Factor, the next incident mentioned 
by Palma, is true historically. Considering the fact that 
every historian has a slightly different version of the 
tale, the important points, however, agree. To understand 
more clearly the murder of the Factor, a brief summary of 
the details concerning Oonzalo Plzarro’a reason for re
bellion is essential.

The most serious case of opposition to viceregal admin
istration was that of Blaaeo Hufiez de Vela, the first 
Viceroy of Peru. From the moment he landed in Panama, Vela 
began to put into effect with great rigor the New Laws.

Helps. M r  Arthur. . op, olt,. p. 166.
8. Prescott, William, Conquest of Peru. Vol. II, pp. 249-260.

Moses. Bernard. The Spanish Dependencies. Vol. I.
P. 219. .9. Calvete de Estrella, op. olt.. p. 48.
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All along th® way to Lima he adhered to the letter of the 
new regulationB, declaring the natives to be free* and re
fusing to permit them even to carry his baggage or that of 
any of his attendants# His tactlessness and arroganee
-filled the people with consternation, as it was annotmeed
everywhere that he would put the New laws into effect
without delay* Therefore a civil war was waged in Peru 10 ' against him..

The Inhabitants of Lima, Ouseo, and southern cities 
of Peru, hearing of the severe proceedings of Vela, were 
inclined not to receive him as their Viceroy* The rebel
lious colonists wished to maintain Vaoa de Castro in power# 
He did not yield to their wishes, however, and by his pleas
and those of Ilian Snares de Carbajal, it was agreed to

, 11
receive the Viceroy ip Lima#/Caspar Rodriguez, an important person on Pisarro’s
side, decided to quit and join the Viceroy# Knowing the
severe disposition of the Vleeroy, he did not venture to
go to Lima until he received a safe conduct and pardon.
Accordingly he and his friend® sent a friar, Loaysa, to
negotiate with the Vleeroy for a safe conduct, Iveryone

■ . - . ... - ..............• - . " - • ■ ■ -  ! ' .

10. Fisher, Lillian, Viceregal Administration, pp* 87-93• 
11# Helps, Sir Arthur# op# oit#* p, 165# v-'.Percy®a| Carlos* - Historia de' America. Vol. VII, 

pp. 158-159.
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in Lima knew the nature of Loaysa’a mission, and many of 
them were Gomalo's friend#. I’wenty-five decided to pursue 
the friar and take the dispatehes. Among them were tiiroe 
nephews of the Factor, (Palma says there were two nephews; 
Helps claims there were three $ Calvets names four,) Thelr^ 
plans materialized and Pizarro had Rodriguez put to death.

This was bad enough for the Vleeroy, hut by his savage 
imprudence he made it absolutely fatal. The Factor had 
been one of those who mainly persuaded the people of Lima 
to receive the Viceroy peacefully and respectfully, but

13soon he had fallen under the suspicions of the Vleeroy.
The twenty-five men who went in pursuit of Friar 

Loaysa had not been secret in their preparations, and 
knowledge of their intentions had reached the cars of the 
Viceroy’s Master of the Gamp. The night of their depar
ture, as this officer made his rounds of the elty, he 
went to the houses of these men. He found they were ab
sent with their horses and their Indian servants, He

Himmediately went to the Palace and reported the news.
The Viceroy, furious, rose from his bed and ordered 

a check-up of those who were absent. He soon discovered 
that the Factor’s nephews were among those gone. An

I2• Galvete de kstrelia 
Helps, Sir Arthur.

13. Ibid.
14. H H .

♦ o p . oit;.»- PP. 55-55 op, oit,. p. 174. #
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additional oiremastanoe against the Factor waa that these 
men lived with him In hie house. The Viceroy sent his 
brother and a party of guards to bring the Factor before
him.

They found Ilian in his bed, made him get up and 
dress, and brought him to the Palace. The Viceroy was 
lying in his armor upon his bed. As the Factor entered 
the room the Viceroy rose and thus addressed him: "So,
Don Traitor, you have sent your nephews to serve Oonzalo 
Pizarro." The Factor answered: "Let not your Lordship 
call me traitor, for in truth I am not one," "I vow to 
God," exclaimed the Viceroy, "that you are 6 traitor to 
the King." Tho Factor boldly replied: "I vow to God that 
I am as good a servant to the King as your Lordship is." 
Upon these words the Viceroy sprang upon him, drawing 
forth a dagger. Some say that he struck him with his 
dagger. The Viceroy always declared that he did not but 
that his servants and halberdiers, hearing how rudely the 
Factor answered, struck him down with their partisans and 
halberds and slew him. The Viceroy did not send the body 
out through the Guards, who were in the principal vesti
bule; he had It taken but through a corridor which led

15. baivote le Estrella, on. clb/. DD. 55-56. """""
Helps, Sir Arthur, op. olt.. p. 174.
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into the great square# Some Indians and Negroes were 
sent to receive it, and they carried it to the church and
buried it there* This took place September 15s 1544*

Prescott says the Viceroy struck the Factor with his 
poniard* In an Instant the attendants, taking this as a 
signal, plunged their swords into the body of the unfor
tunate man* Markham claims the Viceroy killed the

18
Factor, and so do Calvete and Garcilaso*

Zarate tries to put blame on the Vioeroy,s guards or 
servants, but Prescott cites a manuscript by Zarate which 
says the Viceroy did the deed himself. Only Monteslnos 
and Fernandez say the servants or guards did it, Philip

VMeans is sure that the Viceroy personally was the murderer* 
As Palma says, the unjust murder of Ilian brought 

catastrophe to the Viceroy* From then on Vela was held in 
universal abhorrence; and his crime in this instance be
came one of ingratitude,sinoe Ilian had been known to
have had the greatest influence In reconciling the citizens

. . • . ,  20
to his government*

16* rieipa, M r  Arthur* op* cit*. pp, 174-177.
17* Prescott, William, op* oTtV. p. 260*
18, Oalvete de Estrella, op* ait,, p* 56, quoting from 

Oarcilase:, Parte II, Libro IV, Capitulo XIII, 
Markham, Sir Clement. A History of Peru, p. 123*

19* Means, Philip* Fall of the Inca Empire, p. 105.
quoting from karate, Book V, dhap. VlII of his 
printed works; Prescott, Vol. IX, p, 279; Monteslnoa, 
Annies, Alto* 1544; Fernandez, Book I, Chap. XVIII,

20. Oalvete de Estrella, on* elt.. pp. 56-57.
Helps, Sir Arthur, op* bit*.' p, 165.
Prescott, William, op, cit.. p, 261*
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The death of Vela on the "battlefield and the revenge
of his brother^ death by the Licentiate Benito Suarez de
Carbajal are historically correct. Calvete relates the
event as Palma does, adding more details: that Benito
wanted to eut off the Viceroy1® head, but Pedro de Puelles
did not let him, thinking it an act of degradation* Then21
Carbajal ordered his black slave to do the deed* Agree
ing with Calvete are Helps, Lavalle, Markham, Merriman,22
Moses, and Preaeott*

Of the books examined, only Lavalle mentions that
Carbajal made a plume for him hat out of hairs from the

23Viceroy's beard."
Palma mentions Don Antonio Solar, whom Vela wished to 

have hanged. This fact Is confirmed by Calvete, Helps, 
Lavalle, Preaeott (who quotes Herrera), and Peroyra, in 
the following!

. As Vela journeyed toward Lima, he same to 
a district celled Cuawia, where there was a 
tambo* on the walls of which, the Vioeroy saw 
these words written! "Tho man who comes to 
thrust me out of my house and estate I shall

2i. dalvete de Isirella* op. olt.. Vol. I. Book 11. p.l53. 
22; Helps. Sir Arthur*, op. citi. p« 192*

Lavalle, J.A. Palerla de Hetratos. p« 20*
Markham, Sir Clement* op* olt.. p* 126* 
hferrlman. Robert B. Rise of the Spanish Empire.

Vol. Ill, p* 597. " .
. Moses. Bernard* op. clt*. p. 123.
Prescott, William, o p * olt.. pp. 290-293*

23. Lavalle, V*A. on. clt.. p. 20.
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take oare to thrust out of this world." The 
proprietor (Helps says the neighboring pro
prietor) was a certain Antonio Solar. The 
viceroy said nothing but these words made a 
deep impression and he resolved to deal with 
Antonio Solar when the opportunity arose.2**
The Viceroy dldn*t forget the threatening notice.

After he became settled in Lima he sent for the suspected 
writer, Antonio Solar, ordered the gates of the palace to 
be closed, demanded a confession from him that he was the 
author of these words, called a priest to confess the 
prisoner, and had preparations made to have him hanged in 
a corridor that opened out into the great square. Solar 
would not confess. A rumor of what was going on in the 
palace spread through the city and the Archbishop, with. 
others of the chief personages, hurried into the presence 
of the Viceroy imploring him to suspend the execution. He 
did so, but sent the man to prison without making any 
charges, in writing or otherwisg, against him. There Solar 
remained for two months, until one day the oldores. going 
their rounds of the prison, visited Solar’s cell and in
quired the reason of imprisonment. He replied that he 
did not know. The oldores protested. The Viceroy said

TSt." Calvete do jjstrella. op. olt.. Vol. 1. Book 1.
pp. W -49.Helps, Sir Arthur» op. oit,. pp. 164-168.

lavalle. J.H. op. oit.. p. 18,
Prescott, William, op. oit., p. 249, quoting from 

Herrera, Historla General. Sec• VII, Libre VII, 
Gapltalo 18.

Pereyra, Carlos• op. oit.. p, 160,
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he had power to hang hla without "being obliged to give
them an eccount. The Auditors allowed Solar to ohange the
prison for M s  own house as a place of confinement, and 

. 25 . . "...afterwards sot him free, ‘
In conclusion I would say Palma has not been exactly 

in accordance with historianse He credits Ilian Suares 
d® Carbajal’s fall into disfavor with Vela to a letter 
written to his brother, expressing little hope from the 
new Viceroy. However, Palma does admit a historical 
source, unnamed by him and unknown to me* Palma’s refer
ence to Vein’s reception of May 15# 1544# by his own ad
mission is historically correct, but I have not found any 
source,

Calvete claims the first suspicion oast on Ilian by 
Vela was due to the lampoon on the taabo. That Ilian 
could have been the author was suggested to the Viceroy by 
members of his party, since Ilian had stopped there re
cently , Sir Arthur Helps, on the other hand, credits the 
Viceroy’s suspicions of Ilian' to a letter which fell into 
his hands, written to the Factor by his brother Benito,
That the Factor was unjustly under suspicion is agreed upon II,

II, WreyraV Carlos, op. oit,. p, 160.
Helps, Sir Arthur, op. oit,,. p p. 164-168,
Prescott, William, op. oit*. p, 249, quoting from 

Herrera, Klstorla General. See. VII, Llbro VII, 
Capitalo W .  "
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by all, tout It la evident that a variety of reasons Is
given.

The numtoer of the Factor nephew, who joined 
Pizarro, la another disputable point. Palma mentions two. 
Helps claims there were three, and Calvete names four.

The actual murder of the Factor toy Vela is another 
disputable point. Palm states the Viceroy did the deed, 
which is in agreement with Calvete, Prescott, Zarate,
Helps, Garollaso, Markham, Lavalle, and Means. Montesinoji 
and Fernandez, on the other hand, blame the servants or 
the guards.

There is agreement with Palma toy historians in the 
relation of the acceptance of the royal seal, and the re
venge of the loyal Factor’s murder toy his brother, Benito 
Suarez de Carbajal.

Regarding the incident of the lampoon on the wall of 
the tamtoo. which Palma says was on the property of Don 
Antonio Solar, only Helps disagrees. He said "the neigh
boring proprietor," tout Prescott, Calvete, Lavalle, and 
Pereyra claim the tamtoo was on Solar’s property.

It would hardly seem possible that Palma could agree 
with all the historians, since the historians them©Ives 
disagree on certain points.



' CHAPTER III '

LICENTIATE PEDRO DE LA GASGA

Aoeording to Palma, after the tragic fate of the first
Vloeroy, Don Bias®® Nunez de Tela, the Spanish court de-
oidod not to send an offiolal in that capacity• For the
time "being and invested with ample powers by Charles T,
tho Licentiate Pedro de la Casca was sent to Peru with the
title of Governor, and history credits his success over
Gonzalo Plzarro more to his sagacity and talent than to

1
arms. That Palma is correct with this general statement 
is proved in detail by well-known historians.

History has sung the praises of Pedro de la Gases, 
and every historian except Sir Clement Markham has con
firmed this fact.

When Gasoa landed at Noahre de Dios (1547) in the
plain garb of a simple ecclesiastic, those who received
him wore not aware that he was the bearer of the essential2
powers of an absolute prince.

1. Palma * i<Ioardo. ‘I'radioiones Peruanas, Vol. 1.
p. 149. ■ --------------------2. looses, Bernard. The Establishment of Spanish Rule in
South America, p.-127. " ."''7 '
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. Preseott aa>s: : -
Pedro de la Gaso q , q nano which, brighter 

by oontrast with the gloomy times In whleh It 
first appeared, still shines with undlalnlshed 
splendor after tho lapse of ages.3
Pedro de la Gasoa was born probably toward the ©lose

of the fifteenth oontury In a small village In Castile
named Baroo de Avila, He came, both by his father’s and
mother’s sides, from an ancient and noble lineage. His
biographers contend he derived his descent from Gasoa,
one of the conspirators against Julius Caesar, Be made
rapid progress in liberal studies at the famous seminary
of Alcala de Henares, He received the degree of Master

4 " - ■ .of Theology,
However, the young man discovered other talents than 

those demanded by his sacred calling. From Aloald, Gasoa 
was later transferred to Salamanca, where he distinguished 
himself by his skill in scholastic disputation and ob
tained the highest academic honors in that ancient univer
sity, He was then made a member of the Council of the5 , • ' '
Inquisition,

In this latter capacity he was sent to Valencia about 
1540 to examine certain alleged cases of heresy in that

3. frescoW. W illiam .. Gonqaest of Peru. Vol, II. p. 31b. 
4* Calvete de Estrella. Rebollon de Plzarro en el Peru. 

Vol, I, Book I, pp* 1-1 
Prescott, William, op, oit,. pp, 314-316,

5. Calvete de Estrella, op, oit., pp, 13-22,
Prescott, William, op, cit.. pp. 314-316,
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quarter of the country• His eonduot In this difficult 
matter showed so much penetration and such perfect.Impar
tiality that he was appointed by. the Cortes of Valencia 
to the office of vloltador of the kingdom* an extremely 
responsible post, which required great discretion. He 
executed this task with independence and ability.

Casoa superintended the construction of the defense
against the Turks and French, It was so successful that

7the chief credit is assigned to him.
The latter part of the year 1545* the Council of 

Philip selected Gasoa as the person most competent to under
take the perilous mission to Peru, His character seemed 
suited to it. His loyalty had been shown through his whole 
career. With great suavity of manners he combined the 
most intrepid resolutions. Though his demeanor was humble 
as befitted his calling, it was far from abject for he was 
sustained by a conscious rectitude of purpose that impressed 
everyone. He was acute in hie perceptions, had a shrewd 
knowledge of character and, though bred to the cloister,
possessed an acquaintance with affairs and even military8science such as one would expect from a military man,

6. Calveie de ketrella. op. oli. . pp. 22-34. ~
Prescott, William, op. olt.. pp. 314-3I6,

7. Oalvete de Estrella.op. oit.. pp. 22-34.
8. Prescott, William, op. olt,. p, 317•
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Sir Arthur Helps continues with glowing praise the 
character of Gasoa:

Gasca did not hesitate to undertake the 
commission. He therefore asked for the two 
largest powers that could ho given, as large in 
fact as his Majesty himself possessed. For 
himself, he did not wish any salary, and he 
would take with him hut few attendants in order 
that the revolters might observe that the thief 
means which ho had were his clerlc*8 robe and 
his breviary.®
When he landed at Nombre de Dios, July 26, 1545, the 

poverty-stricken aspect, as it seemed, of himself and his 
followers, so different from the usual state affected by 
the Indian Vieeroys, excited some merriment among the 
rude soldiery, who did not hesitate to make coarse jests 
on his appearance in the hearing of the President himself. 
"If this is the sort of governor his Majesty sends over to 
us," they exclaimed, "Pisarro need not trouble his head 
much about it,"

Tet the President, far from being ruffled by this
ribaldry or showing resentment to its authors, submitted
to it with the utmost humility, and only seemed the more

10
grateful to those who appeared anxious to do him honor. 

Regarding Gasoa1s personal appearance, Helps quotes

Helps. M r  Arthur, I’Ee Spanish Conquest in America.\ - Vol* ivy p, 202. ~ -----------10. Oalvete de Estrella, op. olt.. Vol. I. Book II.
pp. 191-192.Preseott, William* op. cit.. p. 325*
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Oaroilasoi
Gasoa*s peraonsl appearance was not im

posing. He was very small and somewhat de
formed. From the waist downwards he had the 
person of a tall man; and from the waist up
wards his body was not more than a third, It 
Is said, of the height it should have been.
On horseback he presented a strange appearance, 
the body sunk down in the demipique saddle 
like those of any other cavalier, so that he 
appeared to be all legs. His countenance too 
was very ugly. 13.
Agreeing with Helps on the description of Gases*s 

personal appearance are Prescott, Pereyra who quotes
Prescott*s judgment of Oases, Martinez Arzanz y Vela,12
Merriman, and Lavallo who quotes Mendlburu.

Oasoa*s natural disposition, however, seems to have 
been as well composed as his body was ill formed. Of his 
powers of mind there is but one account; all those who 
describe him speak of his penetrating sagacity and astute
ness. A common soldier once asked him for some gratifica
tion which the President said he was not able to confer 
upon him, and the soldier in despair replied* "Let your 
Lordship then give me that cap of yours with which you 
have deceived so many persons; with which I shall consider 
myself paid and shall be content." The President merely, 11

11. Helps, M r  Arthur, op. olt/. p. £5A. quoting r̂bra
G-aroilaso, Comentarlas Roales del Peru. Part II, 

. Book V, Chap, 2# : ■ “ ' .
12. Prescott, William, op. olt.. p. 438.

Merriman. Robert B. wise of the Spanish Empire.
Vol. III,zp. 599. ~ -------- ----

Lavalle, lose. Galeria de Retratos. p, 24.
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13looked at him and bade him go away In God's nano.
But howevor plain and unpretending the manners of

Gasoa, Hornan Mexia^ a captain of Plsarro's, on his first
Interrloxv with him soon discovered that he tod no common

14
man to deal with#

The candid and conciliating language of the President,
so different from the arrogance of Blaseo Nuzfez do Vela
and the austere manner of Vaoa de Castro, made a sensible
impression on Mexia* His courteous manner and his mild,
persuasive discourse also had a visible effect on other 

15individuals•
Plzarro could not discern that under this modest ex

terior lay a moral power stronger than hie own steel-elad 
battalions, which was operating silently on public opinion, 

Prescott toe a footnote from Carta de Oonsalo Pizarro 
a Valdivia, a manuscript* Oonsalo in his letter to Valdivia 
speaks of Gasoa as a clergyman of a godly reputation, who
without recompense in the true spirit of a missionary tod

17come over to settle the affairs of the country.
He was a man of the utmost skill in negotiation# He

12 (coni#) fearilnez Arzanz y Vela. flloolas, Hlaiorla de 
la Villa Imperial de Potooi. p. 1?6.

13. Helps, Sir Arthur#op# oit,, p. 2©4#
14# Ibid. .
15a Kreaeott, William# on# oit.. pp. 325, 329.
16. Ibid., p. 334.
17. T5I¥.
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won over the captains of Bizarre*e fleet. So skillful 
was this Cortes la priestly garments that he succeeded not 
only in winning over these captains, but in restraining 
them from action until the proper tin© for acting should 
arrive. Gasca showed patience and judicious foresight.
He was unwilling that any,blood should be shed that could18 . . ■ ..

possibly be avoided.
The President♦s letter to Pizarro is a long and very

skillful production. He speaks of himself as a man who
desires nothing in the enterprise he has undertaken but to
serve God and procure peace,

Bernard Hoses quotes Prescott s
Gasea found the colony in a state of anarchy, 

or rather organized rebellion under a powerful 
and popular chief. He come without funds or 
forces to support hi®. The former he proeured. 
through the credit which was established in his 
good faith. The latter he won over by argument 
and persuasion from-the very persona to who* 
they had been confided by his rival. By a calm 
appeal to reason he wrought a change in the 
hearts of the people, lie left the country in a 
state of tranquillity and returaed to Spain.*®
Sir Clement Markhae, on the other hand, calls Presi

dent Gasoa ’♦the equable conqueror* and the "cowardly 
priest," and suggests that after the death of Gonzalo

18. Helps, sir A r ^  oit.. n. 212.
19* Ibid., p.1 216,
20. Moses, Bernard, on. elt.. p. 130.
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PiBapro "tbe oolonlats had little cause to rejoice at the 
change of neater•n Referring to the President’s conduct 
after victory he sayas

At Idngth, sated with blood, Gaoca left 
Ouzoo and went to a small village in the neigh
borhood with Archbishop Loaysa of Lima, to 
arrange the distribution of grants of land and 
Indians among his followers* Ke retired into 
this seclusion to avoid the inportunities of 
friends# Having completed his work, he sent 
the announcement of his awards to Ouzeo and 
they caused a howl of rage and disappointed 
greed* He himself went down to Lima by the 
least frequented route and when a positive order 
from the emperor arrived that all personal ser
vice from the Indians should be prohibited, he 
suspended Its publication until he was safely out of Peru#21
Markham does not find the tranquillity of which

Prescott writes, for he claims that when Oasca sailed for
Panama in 1550 "he left the country in the greatest con- 22
fusion*"

Moses quotes Markham’s judgment that Oasca left the 
country "in the greatest confusion and all the most diffi
cult administrative points to be settled by others#" .The 
task of bringing order out of the social chaos was taken 
up by the Audiencia which conducted the government until

W ~September, 1551*

£ L  Moses, Bernard, on* clt.. n* 136.
22, Z^arkham, Sir Olement, A History of Peru, p. 133. 
23* Moses, Bernard* The Spanish benendency. Yol, I, 

P* 229.
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Philip A. Means says:
If the Tioeroy Blaeoo Nu&es Se Tela was a 

hyena, the new envoy was a wily spider. During 
a brilliant oareer in Spain In-the fields of 
seholarahip, theology, warfare, and administra
tion, Qasoa had displayed astuteness, bravery, 
and considerable histrionic ability. Possessed 
of a saintly and ingratiating exterior, he had 
an inner self of finely-tempered steel.**
Robert Williamson says of Oases:

• » - v  * * " ,• -r f. ,  . • ' - x  ■ '

He displayed a gentle and insinuating 
temper accompanied with mubh firmness. He was 
of advanced age and feeble constitution with 
mild deportment and simplicity of manner.25 .

- - . ■ ■Robert Merriman discusses the widely varied view
points. According to him Prescott and Moses represent the 
extremes in the judgment of Gases. Merrlmn approaches 
the problem from the sixteenth century viewpoint. Moses * 
verdict has been too harsh. The real credit for ending

.  v  ,  ■ :  .  '  ■

the,regime of the Oonquistadores in Peru and establishing
the authority of the crown in its plaoe is principally due 

- ’ 26to Pedro de la Oasea.
Thus are presented the various viewpoints. According 

to Prescott,*Means, Merriman, Helps, Oalvete, and Lavalle, 
Palma is correct in his statement that history credits 
Gasoa with sagacity and talent rather than arms in his

24. deans,Philip X. Pall of the Inca AmpTre*p. 43.
25. Williamson, RobertV History of America, p. 247.
26. Merriman, Robert, op. oit.. t?p. 599-602.
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suoooas over Gonzalo Pissarro, According to Markham and 
Moses that statement would he incorrect, Palma’s statement 
does agree with the majority of historians. Therefore it 
would be fair to say that he has been historically correct. 

The other fact mentioned by Palma concerning Gasoa is 
the following story.

On April 10, 1547, the vessels left Panama with Gasoa 
in charge and aoeompanied by Archbishop Ix>ayaa, who had 
reeently fled from Lima, After two days at sea a terrible 
storm earn up, Gasoa called a meeting of the orew. The 
sailors were in favor of going bask to Panama and sailing 
for Peru in September, when the weather would be more 
favorable.

Gases realized that eiz more months would aid the re
bellion in Peru, and therefore he ordered the vessels on to 
Oorgana, " ■ ' ■ ■' . . . ■

Pelma, by his own admission, has quoted Juan Orlstobal 
Galvete as to the description of the storm.

The sailors wished to take down the sails and Gases 
ordered them left up. At three o’clock in the morning 
Gasoa went down to his cabin and the crew took down the 
sails, Y/hen Gasoa returned he became furious. Ho one 
would hoist them up. The storm was still raging and mutiny 
seemed inevitable, Gasoa crossed his arms, raised his . 
eyes toward heaven, asked a miracle of God, and God heard
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him.. •. ’ : .. ■ ' . .. .
light shone. They were the lights of San

Tolrao annoimelng the end of the tempest. The crew fell to
their knees before Don Pedro Just as Columbus1 drew had done

27Mien the watoher shouted "Land.”
Six Arthur. Helps gives an account of this story, but 

it is somewhat different.
Gfasea set sail from Panama on April 10, 1547* He 

encountered dreadful storm. Many of his company were for 
returning to Panama and continuing the enterprise the next 
year. They had much to say in favor of their views. Ex
perienced captains were ready to declare that the troops 
which had come from Spain, or from Hoahre de Dios, would 
be sure to feel the effects of the Peruvian climate.

The President proceeded almost to foolhardiness in 
his determination to sail on. In the midst of the gale he 
would not allow the sail to be furled, although his 
vessel, which was over-freighted, labored heavily in the 
storm and shipped-much water. As long as he remained on 
deck M s  orders were obeyed, but when he went down into 
his cabin at three o’clock in the morning, not to sleep but 
to secure M e  papers from the water which had made its way 
into the cabin, the mariners took advantage of his

27* âima, bloardo. op, olt.. Yol. iV. pp. 2l3-2l4.
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absence and began to furl the sail. When he earn® on deck 
again he could not make hie orders beard for the noise 
that prevailed; moreover, the orders were such that the 
sailors were glad to have any excuse for pretending not to 
hear them# Just at that moment, however, those luminous 
appearances were seen upon various parts of the vessels 
which the sailors in the Mediterranean think to be a mani
festation of Saint E l m * . On seeing these lights they knelt 
down and began to pray* There was thus a little silence* 
The President took advantage of this silence to reiterate 
his orders, and this time he was obeyed* He then made a 
speech in which he explained to the ehief men in the vessel 
what Aristotle and Pliny thought about these luminous ap
pearances ; namely, that they were a good sign and indicated 
that the storm would soon abate. And although it was not a 
favorable time for the narration of fables* he related the
well-known story which ancient poets have invented about 

28
the lights*

Helps, who has quoted Qeroilaooi on this event, is 
also in agreement with Oalvete* Calvete, whom Palma has 
quoted concerning the storm, makes that part of Palma*s 
relation correct, As for the miracle of the ceasing of

£s. Kelps,' Sir Arthur, op* oit.. pp. 23^-%^. quoted from 
Commentarlos Reales. Book V, Chap. II,
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' . • . ■ - ' . . 29 ■■ 'the storm, Oalvete does not mention suoh a thing#
In conclusion, Palma has not been completely histor

ically correct in his treatment of Pedro de la Caeca#
The first fact mentioned regarding Caeca*s sagacity 

and talent is in agreement with most historians: Calvete,
Fernandes, Helps, Means, Lavalle, Qarcilaso Pereyra, 
Prescott, Martinss Arsanz y Tola, Merriman, Williamson; 
?;5arkham, and 'Mosest however, disagree with these historians# 
Therefore it is impossible to say Palma is correct or in
correct , since historians themselves have such variedi
opinions in their judgment of Caeca.

The second fact— the story of Caeca at sea— is not 
fully correct as Palma relates it# Of the books examined, 
only Helps and Oalvete mention the event at all#

Palma agrees as to the date of the event, and the 
description of the storm was taken from Oalvete, according 
to his own admission, a historical source of information# 
Upon examination of Oalvete I find that a miracle is not 
mentioned. Oalvete*s relation agrees with Helps#

Whether Palma found tho miracle in some other source 
or whether he wishes to be more dramatic or romanticize,

29. fralveie do Estrella. Juan, op# olt#. "VolVY. Book' ill, 
pp# 2,02-404 •
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I do not know. Upon the basis of my findings I would say 
Palma is incorrect in his story#



CHAPTER IV

VICEROY DOB ABTONIO DE MENDOZA

Pa l m  has the following to say regarding Don Antonio 
de Mendoza, Marquis do Mondejar, Count of Tendilla, and 
second Viceroy of Peru; ;

Don Antonio de Mendoza, upon the advice of 
Pedro do la Casoa, was appointed as the second 
viceroy of Peru. He already was a man of great 
experience in such affairs, for he Imd served 
the King as viceroy of Mexico.^
Don Antonio do Mendoza entered Lima with modest pomp 

on September 23, 1551,
It was not exactly under happy auspices that Viceroy 

Mendoza took charge of Peru. He began by adopting a con
ciliating policy. Palm quotes, by his own admission, 
ILorente, a historian:

A captain accused tv/o soldiers of living 
among the Indians, subsisting by their hunting 
and making gun powder for their personal use, 
and the viceroy sternly answered, "Such things 
deserve more gratification than punishment, 
because two Spaniards living among the Indians, 
eating what they hunt and making gun powder for 
themselves| and not to sell, is not a fault but 
rather a virtue, worthy of imitating. Co and 
Cod be with you, and do not come with such com
plaints again, for I do not care to hear them." i.

i .  Palm a * MoarSToV 1 T r a c ilc io n e s  P e r u a n a s . V o l .  I .  pp. 149-150. ' '  — — —
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This, says Palma, vms a wise answer.
Viceroy Mendoza appointed his son, Don Franolaoo, to 

inspect Cuzco, Chuouito, Potoal, and Arequipa for Informa
tion concerning the needs of the Indians; he appointed 
Juan Betanzas to write a history of the Incas; created a 
royal guard; dictated several wise ordinances regarding 
the municipal police of lima; and severely punished anyone 
who took part in a duel.

Unfortunately his illness drained his energy, and he 
died in July, 1552, without having completed ten months 
of command. Eight days,before his death there was heard 
in Lima a terrible thunderclap, accompanied by phenomenal . 
lightning which was the first witnessed since the founding 
of the city.

Agreeing with P a l m 1s first statement that the King
appointed Mendoza as Viceroy of Peru upon the advice of

' 2Oasott are Chapmen," Fisher, Helps, Markham, and Moses,
Palma1s second statement, that Mendoza was already a 

man of great experience in such affairs for he had served

2. flimpman, C'.E. Colonial Iilspanlo America, p. 1#,
Fisher, Lillian, Viceregal Administration in America.

P. 7.Helps, Sir Arthur. The Spanish Conquest In America.
Vol. IV, p. 284. ... "" ------- —

LSarkham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, .p, 134*
Moses, Bernard. The 3panlsh Dependencies. Vol, I, 

p* 267: Establishment of Spanish Rule in America.
. p. 132. ' : : :----------------
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the King as Viceroy in Mexico, is historically correct and
confirmed by the following historical facts:

He was a member of one of the most distinguished
families of Spain, He was connected with the celebrated
naval commander, Bernardino de Mendoza, and the equally
famous statesman and historian, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza.
Both as regards character and ability, he warn well fitted
for the place. Hia governing capabilities were equalled

3by the integrity of his intentions.
Austere in his habits, and practicing 

abstinence to an extent injurious to his con
stitution, he never relaxed his exertions in 
the discharge of his duties while the responsi
bility of his position increased his anxiety.4
Chapman continues:

,*.firmness and resolution stand out in 
everything he did. Like the Emperor ho made it 
a rule to listen to the advice of many different 
counsellors, but to reserve to himself the final 
decision, and he showed hia Spanish training and 
traditions when he told his successor that the 
secret of good ruling was to do little, and to 
do that slowly, since most matters lend themselves 
to that kind of treatment.*«Hor were the 

gentler virtues lacking; there are countless 3 4

3. Bancroft, Hubert. History"ofMexico. Vol. ll« n . 376. 
Chapman, C.E. on. oit.. pp. 137-13a.
Oalvete de Estrella. 'Hebelidn do Pizarro en el Peru.

Vol. II, ^ook VI, p. 506.
Lavallo, Joaa. Galeria do Hetratos, p. 26.

4. Bancroft, Hubert, op.cit.. p. 376.
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.instances of his generosity, liberality, and boundless hospitality,5
Chapman quotes Alton:

Alton ealla Mendoza "the first and from many 
points of view, tho ablest of a long line of im
perial agents in the New World, Mendoza*a 
sueoess was in the main due to three things! his 
prestige, hia statesmanship, and the reasonable 
use he made of the wide powers of his office.
By nature firm and just, be knew when to yield , 
to popular olamor, In order to avoid destruction,
Thus from the above facts presented, Palma has been

historically correct in his judgment of Mendoza.
That Viceroy Mendoza entered Lima with modest pomp

in September, 1591, is oonfirned by Means, Markham, Booses, '
' '7 ~ " '

Helps, and Fisher,
He was ordered to Peru and arrived in Lima 

in 1551, Instead of entering with the bombastic 
pomp which Vela and Qasea had loved so well, 
Mendoza entered hia capital with sober dignity,5 6 7 8
As Palma mentioned, Viceroy Mendoza did not enter 

Lima under happy auspices. Means confirms this:
The Viceroy, who never knew an hour of good 

health in Peru, was weighted down by his knowledge 
that benevolent frenzy of Bishop Bartolome de 
las Cases was one® more bearing fruit, in the 
form of a modified revival of the New Laws, this

5. Chapman, C.H. op.olt,. n. 137.
6. Ibid., p. 136. ----“
7. ./labor, Lillian, o p . olt.. p. 7,

Helps, Sir Arthur, op. cit,. p. 2S4,
Itarkhaa, Sir Clement. op, olt.. p, 134*
Means, Philip. Fall of the Inca Empire. p. 99•
Moses, Bernard. The Spanish Dependencies. Vol, I, p, 267. 

Natabllshmnt of Spanish kule in /onerioa. p. 132.8. Means, P h i l i p . op, cit..p. 99.
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time abolishing not the land-grants, but the 
mlta or obligatory personal service of the 
Indians in mines, on estates, on the roads, and 
in private houses. This abolition was coupled 
with a new and disquieting low tariff of 
tributes which the Indian® would have to pay 
henceforth to enoomenderos and other masters.
The Viceroy knew that once these regulations 
were published tumults equal to those of 1544- 
1546 would burst forth,°
Palma is historically correct in his relation of the 

story of the captain who accused two Spaniards of living 
among the Indians and the wise answer by the Viceroy, It 
is quoted from Lorente, by his own admission, and is also 
confirmed by Peroyra,

Means and Mart Lie z Arzanz y Vela confirm Palma1 s 
statement that Don Antonio, being so very ill, could not 
inspect his new realm personally, so he sent his son, Don
Francisco, on a tour of inspection throughout the central1 11and southern highlands,

I was unable to find mentioned in any of the books 
examined the following facts mentioned by Palm: Mendoza
appointed Juan Betanzas to write a history of the Incas; 
he sreated a royal guard; dictated some wise ordinances 
regarding the municipal police of Lima; and severely

9* Means, Philip,- op.-cit,, p, $9. ~ ~
10, Pereyra, Carlos, Hlatdrio de la America Espanola.

■ ■ Voi, vii, p, 1737 .:  — *
11. Means, Philip, op, oit.. p. 99.

Martinez Arzanz y vej.a.' Kistorla de la Villa 
Imperial de Potosi. p, 216, "
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punished anyone who took part In a duel, Palma*8 source
of this Is unnamed and unknown to mo.

It Is historically correct that Mendoza was very sick
and his premature death occurred in July of 1552# $&rkham,

■ 12 .

Means, Helps, Moses, and lavalle agree#
Means says:

The viceroy never knew an hour of good 
health in Peru. Unhappily, when he and his 
son Don Francisco de Mendoza y Vargas sailed 
from Realejo for Peru on March 9th, 1551, the 
Viceroy was a very sick man,
Palma mentions a terrible thunderclap accompanied by 

phenomenal lightning such as never before seen in Lima 
eight days before the Viceroy’s death# In all the books 
examined I could not find this fact mentioned# P a l m ’s 
source is unnamed and unknown to me#

In conclusion, Palma has a high regard for Mendoza 
which agrees with historians’ judgments of his character 
and rule in Mexico and Peru.

Chapman, Fisher, Kelps, Markham, and Moses confirm 
Palma’s historical correctness that Gasea recommended 
Mendoza for the position as Viceroy of Peru,

12. Helps. M r  A r th u r# o n . oit.. fol. Ill, p u . . 
Lavalle, f o s d . op# o l tV V p . 26#
Markham, Sir Clement. op, oit#. p# 1. ,
Moses, Bernard# The 3Danish"Dependencies. Vol# I, 

p. 26?J Batablisknont.of ananish Rule in South. p" 13&. — - — -
13, Means, Philip, op, oit#̂  p. 99.
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Palma’s statement that Men&osa was already a man of 
great experience in sueh affairs, for he had serred the 
King aa his Viceroy in Bexloo, Is proved by Bancroft, 
Chapamn, Calvete, and Larall®,

His historical correctness in the statement that 
Mendoza made a modest entrance into Lima on September 23, 
1551* is confirmed by Means, Markham, Moses, Helps, and 
Fisher,

Means mentions Mendoza1s entrance into Lima under un
happy auspioes, which proves Palma’s same statement.

By his own admission Palma is historically correct 
in his relation of the story of the captain who accused 
two Spaniards of living among the Indians, and the wise 
answer by the Viceroy. Palma quoted Lorente, I also 
found this story related by Pereyra.

Means and Martinez Arzanz y Vela confirm the histor
ical correctness of Mendoza’s appointing his son to in
spect the central and southern highlands*

Also confirmed by Markham^ Means, Helps, Moses, and 
Lavalle Is the Viceroy’s illness and premature death in 
July of 1552.

I was unable to find the following facts, of which 
the sources are unnamed and unknown to me* The terrible 
thunderclap eight days before the Viceroy’s death;
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Mendoza1s appointment of Juan Betansas to wit® a history 
of the Incasj M a  creation of a royal guard} his wise 
ordinances regarding the municipal polio® of Lima; and 
his severe punishment of anyone who took part in.a duel*



CHAPTER V

VICEROY DOR ANDRES ,HURTADO BE M5RD02A, 
FIRST MARqm^S DE CARETE j 

VICEROY DOR LOPEZ DE,ZUNIGA, QONDB DE HIEVA; 
LICENTIATE DON LOPEZ GARCIA DE CASTRO

Palma has the following to say of the Bartuos de
Canete, Don Andres Hurtado de Mendoza, third Vleeroy of
Perm "The first viceroy to enter Lima with ceremonial
solemnity was the first Marques do CaEete. He entered June 

1
29, 1556,"

The King was not mistaken when he selected
Caifete as his representative, of whom a con
scientious historian says (Palma quotes the 
unnamed source by his own admission) that he 
united the prudence of Gasoa and the firmness 
of Vela.%
Before hi# entrance into Lima, which was celebrated 

with a pomp never before seen, Oa&ete issued an order to 
the members of the Gablldo that they would bo addressed as 
nobles aenorea. His predecessor, Don Antonio de Mendona, 
had accustomed them to the title of muy nobles aenorea« 
This produced an uproar among the members and one of them, 
Martin do Robles, said before the Cabildo: "Que venga el

1* Palm, tiioardo, fradioiones Peruanas. Voi. ill.
. p. 228. . .~

2, Ibid., Vol. I, p. 153.
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•e&or Tirrey, que ya 1© enaenaremos a tenep orianza."
The Vieeroy did arrive and hio first act v;aa to order 

put to death all those who took part in Giron’s rebellion, 
including Martin Robles#

The King owed Oaneto a groat deal; but while the 
Vieeroy was fulfilling his duties ho mad© many enemies 
who were influential in the court, and they succeeded in 
persuading the ungrateful monarch to have him relieved of 
his command# The King did not bear in mind Canete’s ser
vices nor those of his son, Don Garcia, who had pacified 
Chile, and appointed the Condo de Nieva as Viceroy,

The newly-appointed Viceroy was worthless, CaBete 
sent an envoy to receive him in Panama, and it is said 
(the source is unnamed) the following words were exchanged:

"His Excellency the Marquis de Canete 
sends me —  ”

The Count de Hiova angrily interrupted the
the envoyt

"I want you to understand. Captain, that 
. only I am addressed as Excellency, and you can 

inform your master .that from now on he will be 
addressed as SeKorla."Q ,
Canete’s pride was deeply wounded# He became very

ill and died shortly before Nieva arrived in Lima. Canete
in his delirium constantly exclaimed, "Nieva1 You will have

3# Palma, Ricardo# .f 
4# Ibid., p. 154. ™.
5. TH$., pp. 151.-155.
6, T6m ., p, 156.

S B .oionea ^Peruanas. Vol. i. p# 154#
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Palm relates the following story illustrating

Canete^ character« I have not been able to discover
6

Palma’s source•
Oa&ete believed there v/aa nothing better than mar

riage to calm the adventurous spirit of a young man. One 
afternoon the Viceroy visited' the home of Older Santillan 
and acting as hostess was the Older’s niece. Dcma Beatriz, 
a beautiful widow about thirty years of age. The Viceroy 
was charmed with DoSa Beatriz but, after all, he could 
not consider marriage because of his age, and he had to 
limit himself to a murmur, "Were it possible1"

He learned from conversation with DoSa Beatriz that 
she wouldn’t object to another marriage. So the Viceroy 
decided he would personally sponsor this marriage. After 
careful thought he decided on Don Diego Lopoz do Zuniga, 
a member of an old Castilian family, Don Diego had been 
active in the past rebellion, and was always ready to take
up arms. The Viceroy thought it sad that such a gallant

. 1youth would some day be hanged, so he decided to have him 
marry and thus save his life!

The young widow was thrilled with such a prospect,

7» Palm , Ricardo, op, oit,, Voi, I. p . 1̂ 6. ~ “
8, Ibid,, Vol^ IV, ppT 11^-232.
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tout Don Diego refused the Viceroy?s offer. He would not 
marry a wealthy woman and toe supported toy her* * Genets was 
amazed at the audacity of the refusal and flew into a rage* 
The Viceroy, who had a violent temper (so violent that he 
died from a fit of anger), ordered Don Diego to prison and 
threatened to have him hanged* However, he exiled him to 
Spain under the pretext that he was dangerous*

I was unatole to prove the above story. I can only 
prove (confirmed toy Means) that the Viceroy did have a 
temper, and his death was aggravated toy rage due to a 
letter which he received from his successor, the Conde do 
Hieva,v

Means, Markham, Arzanz y Vela, and Lavalle verify
Palma1s statement that the Marques 4e Gamete entered Lima

10
with pomp on June 29, 1556+

That the King was not mistaken in selecting CaKete as 
his representative in Peru is historically correct* Palma 
has quoted, by his own admission, a historian unnamed and 
unknown to However, I found the following additional 
facts which prove Palm is in accord with history.

Markham saysi

9. Means, Philip, tail of the Inoa-Emolr'e. n. 101.
10. Ibid., p. 100. -

Markham, 3iryClement,y History of Peru, p. 142.
• Lavalle, Jose. Galeria de>Hetratea. p. 30*

Martinez Arzanz y Vela, Nicolas. Historia do la Villa 
Imperial de Potoai. p* 320.
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Mendoza, a native of Quenea, M S  aeeepted. 
the position from a bonse of duty and with some 
reluctance. This statesman v/as a salon of the 
noblest house of Castile, distinguished In arms 
and letters* He was a gentleman of mature years 
and great experience of affairs* He had studied 
the conditions of the country with great care*H

His measures were strong and secure and completely success- 
' "  ̂ • . 12 1

ful. Ho was capable and resolute* '
Gamete had ruled almost five years, and during this

period he had succeeded in establishing peace among the
inhabitants of Peru and had laid the foundations of an

‘ 13 •orderly administration* Helps says: "At first he acted
with great severity and afterwards with singular mildness
and succeeded in re-establishing the royal authority in
Peru*" . .; ’■ :: . -

P a l m ,s rolation of the Viceroy’s order for the form
of address to be used by the members of the Cabildo and of

15the remark made by Martin Robles is confirmed by Pereyra* 11

11. Markham* Sir tilement* ob« oit*. on* lU.-li*2.
12. Ibid*, p. 146*

Moses, Bernard. Establishment of Spanish Rule in 
Amerioa. p. 5. ; - . .■ .

Fisher, Lillian* Viceregal Administration in America, 
p* 135»

Sweet. William. A History of Latin7unerlea. p« 148.
13. Legula, Jorge. Hlstorla y Blo^raffa.

Pereyra* Carlos. Historla t
Vol* VII. p. 18f.

Means, Philip, op; oit,. p. 101.
14* Helps, Sir Arthur! The Spanish Conquest in America.
; ’ .: Vol* IV, p. 296. . . - : ■ \---:------:

15* Pereyra, Carlos, op; oit.. p, 183,

graria, p. 44. 
la Ambrloa SspaSola.
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•Palm is historically correct in hi# statement that 
Oemete1* first order in Lima vras the death sentence for all 
those who took part in Gir6n*s rebellion* including Martin 
Robles# Lavallo eonfirms this with a letter quoted from 
Doomaentoa del ArehlTO do la caaa do Alba# This letter 
m s ’1 written by CaHete himself to his friend, the Duke of
Alba, telling him that he ordered the death of eight hun-

.dred sympathizers. Means also has quoted from this same 
letter, ■ : ■ . ■ - ' ; . .' • ' '

History has verified Palma*s statement that the King 
was ungrateful in forgetting the great services Ganete had 
done, and also those of his son, Don Garcia, and allowed 
himself to be influenced by CaHeto's enemies to have him
superseded, ' -

Boses, Means, Lavalle, Fisher, Markham, and Sweet 
agree that the torques ruled with a firm hand. He was 
severe but effective. The Spaniards whoa he had banished 
found their way to Philip II v/ho took action on one-sided 
information, superseding the Viceroy by the Count of Nieva• 

Ganete sent his.son, Don Garcia, to pacify Chile, a

16, Lavalle, Jos4, bp, oit.. n. 30. quoted from 
~ oumehtos dol Archi’

... TlmlinT*"
17, Ibid,

—— ~ ^ de 1c.  ĉ wAklba#Meansi Philipi op; oit;p";' ~
tiles, Bernard, op, oit., p, 135, 
Markham, Sir OlomentV op, oit.. p, 146, 
Lavalle, Jose, op, oltTr~p. 3l.
Fisher, Lillian, op, clt.. p, 38.
Sweetj William, op, oit.. p. 148.
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task the young m n  tiM well# Likewise Gamete stamped out 
the embers of Giron’s rebellion. The King’s ingratitude 
was a surprise and a blow to Ganote.

Historically correet is Palma’s judgment of the char
acter of Nieva, Canete’s successor. However, Hieva’s 
weak character will be disouasM later in the chapter. For 
the present, the point to be proved is the conversation 
between Oanete1s envoy and the Oonde de Nleva in Panama, 
which resulted in deeply wounding the Marques’s pride and 
hastened his death.

Palma has quoted a historian, but I have been unable 
to looate the source. However, Lavalie also eonflrras 
Palma.

The Oonde de Nleva from Panama gave him the title of 
Senoria and denied him that of Exoelenoia, since no one in 
the viceroyalty was above him# These and other futile ques
tions of etiquette with his old and respectable predecessor
detained him in Panama until Oanete1s death (which he had

18
quickened with his impertinence) hurried him to Lima.

Means says: . , ' . . ' . \
The Marquis of Oanete died after a sickness 

aggravated by rage, on account of a discourteous 
letter which he received from hia successor, the Oonde de Nleva, written at Panama.1"

18. lavalle. Jos6. op« olt.. p. 33.
19. Means, Philip, op. olt., p. loi.
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In all the hooks examined I do not find mentioned the 
statement that Canete In hia delirium constantly exclaimed 
"Nleval You will have had luck!" Palma does not give his 
source of information#

To summarize, I would say Palm has been historically
correct, on the whole, in the treatment of Canete, Of all
the facts mentioned, only two are not verified.

Since Palma has already mentioned the Conde de Nleva20
in connection with Canete, it seems proper to include him,
as well as his successor, Licentiate Don Lopez Garcia de 
Castro, in this chapter,

Palma, in addition to the previously mentioned in
sulting manners of the Conde de Nieva, the fourth Viceroy 
of Peru, says that his three years of governorship would 
have passed unnoticed In history if it had not been for
his mysterious murder. The Viceroy thought more of feasts21
and of women than of administration.

On the night of February 19, 1564, some time after 
midnight, the Viceroy was assassinated as he was about to 
step down on the ground, masked, from a rope ladder hanging 
from a balcony of a house located on the angle which today 
forms the Plaza of the Inquisition and the lonely Call# 
de lorn Trapltos, This home belonged to a very influential

26',1 Palma," A'lcardb, .op, bit
21. Ibid..
22. TEIF,. pp, 157-158, 

Vol. IV, p. 13.
• # Vol. i, p* X56V
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end aristocratic family of that epoch*
Tho Viceroy vvna attacked by fivo masked men* 1810 

beat him to death with send bags* The servant# of the 
Zarate homo, which m s  eeroee the street, heard the commo
tion and ran out to assist. It was too late; the Viceroy 
was dead,

Nieva had met his tragic death from the revenge of an 
offended husband, Don Rodrigo Maoriquo do Lara,

The Viceroy’s body was carried to the palace, and the 
Audlenola tried to hush the acendal by saying he had died 
in bed of apoplexy. However, the truth was known through
out Lima, He was buried with great pomp in the church of 
San Francisco,

The Royal Audlenoia secretly proceeded to punish the 
assassins* but since the affair involved very influential 
people, the case was dropped to avoid further scandal. The 
woman in the ease was a second cousin of the Viceroy, and 
a member of an aristocratie Castilian family.

Philip II decided to send Licentiate Don Lopez Carofa 
de Castro while he considered a new appointee for the 
position of Viceroy, The Licentiate had special orders
from the King to punish the murderers of the Viceroy. But

/. ■ 'when Garcia do Castro arrived in Lima on September 23,
1564, he found that Don Rodrigo, the principal man accused, 
was dead, that four of his relatives were very influential
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in Lima, and that the widow was of high noble birth so he
deoided against it j v/ith this comment to the members of
the Audienoiat "Qnedese eeto quedo, que poor es meneallo."

Palm has been historioally correct in the relation
of the Viceroy's ajurder. By his own admission, ho has
quoted Relaelones de Indies by Don Maroos Jimenez de la
Bspada, a historical source.

Means, V/insor, Leguia, and Pereyra agree with Palma's
22

relation of the story# .
The Count was a handsome young cavalier of loose 

morals and fond of every sort of pleasure. Dishonest and 
lazy, his chief Interest besides gathering all the money 
he could was love, Be maintained a seraglio hard by the 
town of Charrillbs near Lima, and there he had scandalous 
affairs with high-born ladies, chief among them his beauti
ful cousin, DoSa Catalina Lopez de Zuftiga, wife of Don 
Rodrigo Memrique de Lara, There is very little doubt he 
lost his life owing to Lara's jealousy,

Markham agrees with the above-named historians, and 
also all the details given by Palma, except as to the

• ; : ' 23assassins, Markham stated they wore "several stout Negroes."

£2. llinsor. luatin, Narrative and CrItioal history of
America, Vol. II, Pi. II, p. $V7. ‘v,

Means. Philip. op, oit.. d p « 101-102,
Leguia, Jorge, op, oit., p, 44.
Pereyra, Carlos, op, oit.. p. 180.

23. Markham. Sir Clement, op, oli.. p, 147.
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Lavalle agrees with Palina also exeept on ene point*
He ol&lmafow figures atiaeked the Vleeroy; Palma said 

24five* Lavalle also has quoted Mendiburn, who emphat-
leelly claims it was Lara himself who committed the mar- 

25der, ' ' - ■ ■ . : ■ . .
It is evident from the above that historians themselves 

disagree as to the number of men* Since Palma, by his own 
admission, has quoted from a historical source* I think it 
only fair to say he has been historically correct*

The Audieheia*s attempt to hush the matter and pre
vent further soandal has been confirmed by all the above- 
given historians *. I

Palma Is also historically correct regarding Licen
tiate Lopez Garcia de Castro,

Means pays: - '■ - ' - ' ; , ■ - ■
* Complaints against IT leva had already been 

sent to King Philip, so that on September 22,
15&4, Garcia de Castro arrived in Lima, not as 
Viceroy, but as Governor-General and President of the Audienoia.2o

Moses agrees with Means and adds, "and served an unevent-
27 ■ful terra of five years,” Wineor and Lavalle agree to 28

this*

&4. lavalle.Vose. op* olt.. pp* 35-36.
25. Ibid.. quoted from MenAiburu, Diocionario historic©.
, P. 20. . ... ----------- — -------*

26. Means, Philip* on# Git., p* 102.
27* Moses, Bernard* o p *, cit.. p. 138.
28, Winsor,. Justin* op* olt. . p, 557. ’

Lavalle, Jose. op. cit*'. p, 38.
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Palma1a statement that Garola de Omstro decided to 
let matters alone in the investigation of Hleva,o death
with the oomment, "quedoso osto quedo que poor es

. ' ■ ; 29 . •meneallo," is confirmed by Lavallo.
Palm has been verified by history in all the facts 

he gave regarding Mleva and tho Licentiate Lopez Garcia 
de Castro*

The only disagreement, and that also was among the 
historians themselves, was as to the number of men who 
heat the Viceroy to death* Means, .'Moses, Winsor, Lavalle, 
Leguia, and Pereyra have confirmed the imworthiness of 
Nleva's ability for administration, as well as M s  loose 
morals, which led to his mysterious death by an offended 
husband* ,

Palma did not have much to say concerning the Lioen*' , . - ,• ■ . '■
tiato Don Lopez Garcia de Castro, which I found also true
in the books examined. His was an uneventful term of 
prudent rule. <

P a l m * s evaluation of GaSet% Nleva, and de Castro 
has been, I would say, on the whole historically correct.

29V t a v a l l c .  j o s e .  op* o l t * , p .
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CHAPTER YI

VICEROY DON FRANCISCO DE TOLEDO

Conoerning Don Franeiaeo de Toledo, Palma has the 
1

following to nay.
Don Franoiaoo de Toledo was the second Count of 

Oropesa, Majordomo of Philip II, and fifth Viceroy of Peru, 
He had, without a doubt, a gift for polities, and to 

him Spain owes a great deal for the union of the country 
conquered by Pizarro and Almagro, After a visit through 
the Vioeroyalty, a task which took him five years, Toledo 
began to make laws with a knowledge of public needs and 
the character of his people. The famous laws made by 
Toledo are even today appreciated as a monument of good 
governing. Under these laws the Indians began to benefit, 
and he was dearly loved by them.

Peace was had under his paternal rule. Letters and 
science began to shine with the founding of the Real y
Pontifioia Universidad de San Narcos, whose first Rector- '
was Doctor Meneses,

After thirteen years and two months of good governing, 1

1. Ihlma. hioardo.Tradlcionca Peruanes« Vol. I« 
pp• 162-163• zIbid,, Oaohlvaoherla, p. 30.
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Toledo | ill with, old age (he was now seventy-five years 
old) decided to return to Spain, The four Viceroys who 
preceded him had met a sad end in America,

Arriving in Spain, h® was the victim of envy. His 
fortune, which exceeded two hundred thousand pesos, was 
confiscated; and, to add insult to injury, the ungrateful 
Philip II reprimanded him for the execution of the Inca 
Tupac-Amaru which took place in 1599. He said to Toledo: 
"Idos a vuestra oasa Don Francisco, que yo no os envie al 
Peru para aatar reyos, sino para servir a rey#s*n

Toledo, whom historians call 3S1 Solon peruano. did 
not live long after the King1s insult,

According to Palma, it is a known fact that Toledo 
was extremely fond of money, an evil which blackens his 
great qualities as a statesman in history, Palma in his 
story, SI Pape Ohloo. Rives an account of Toledo’s avarice. 
The source Palma used is not known to me,

Garoi-Outlerrez, a poor man, now rich because of an 
Indian’s disclosure of a hidden cave with gold, appeared 
before the Viceroy saying he was a relative of his, Carol 
had brought with him twenty thousand pesos in gold curios 
as a gift for the Viceroy. The Viceroy was very friendly 
and did not question the truth of the relationship. Indeed, 
thought Toledo, this was a cousin to have, who instead of 
asking favors brought gifts!
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Palma relates another story of Toledo’s weakness—
money• By his own admission Palma has quoted the ohronlole

2w riter, Melendez*
In spite of Toledo’s holiness, for he reeelved com

munion every week, he frequently lost his temper* One 
day he heard that a certain Father Sanahrla, a Dominican 
priest, was criticizing the administration, Many officials 
had warned the priest about his Indiscreet comments, to 
which the friar answered that it was a shame the Viceroy 
could not hear his sermons for he would even tell him the 
truth*

One Sunday during Lent of the year 1576, Toledo went 
incognito to Santo Domingo Church to hear him. Just as 
the priest was going to ascend the pulpit, another priest 
warned Sanatoria that the Viceroy was attending mass. But 
the priest, after reading the Gospel, gave the sermon- 
saying among other things that the silver the Viceroy 
was sending to Cadiz for his family would be taken toy the 
sea*

The Vleeroy m s  ddshbties*, because the best and most 
fruitful things in Peru he divided among his friends. He 
bit his lip and said nothing. The next day Toledo hod the

2* !Palina, Moardo. on* olt.. Vol. IV. -d p. 'iVi-wL. '
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friar brought before him, and t o M  him he.was in time to 
board the ship going to Cadiz^ with the silver he was 
sending to hie family#

In Panama the friar died of a malignant fever. As
for the silver, Palma quotes Melendez that it was lost in
the sea# However, Palm adds, Melendez was a Dominican
too, and maybe said that to "save face" for his colleague.

According to history Palma has been correct in his
statements regarding the governorship of Toledo,

Fisher credits Toledo with remarkable ability and
judicious ordinances which were observed for many years.
He was an aggressive executive, and among the best of the

3colonial governors * ,■
Means calls him the greatest of all Peru*s rulers#

The real eatablisher in Peru of the Spanish colonial sys
tem, "The dour and saturnine figure of this great Viceroy
oasts its shadow over Peruvian administration for 200 

4years."
, Markham describes Toledo as a tall man, with round, 

stooping shoulders and a gloomy, sallow face with a high 
forehead and piercing black eyes, A man of great energy 
and resolution who devoted his heart and soul to his

3. Fisher, lillian
America, n.

4. Means, Pliilip,
flEEEBBSE!

5.
Administration in

Fall of the Inca Empire. pp, 102,117 #
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public duties but narrow minded and unsympathetic• He
used cold-blooded cruelty to extirpate the native dynasty
in Peru. (This refers to the execution of the Inca,
Tupae-Amru, mentioned by Palma*) He was incapable of
understanding the liberal and generous policy of G&Hete.
He believed that while natives retained a feeling of love
and veneration for their ancient sovereign there wasn’t
any security for Spanish rule* He was a great master of 

5.statesmanship.
Lavalle, Kerriman, Winsor, Pereyra, Markham, Means,6

and Moses confirm the following facts given by Palma*
That Toledo’s reign was a peaceful one, that he spent 

five years visiting all sections of his realm, that edu
cation flourished, that Toledo is known in history as the 
Peruvian Solomon, that his laws benefitting the Indians 
endeared him to their hearts* Concerning the beneficial 
laws for the Indians, Means relates that Toledo founded a 
special Indian town called Santiago del Cercado, in the 
outskirts of Lima.* .Here the Indians were provided with • 
quarters, whereas before the Indians who had come to Lima

5. Markham, Slr diement* itlsiory of Peru. t o . 1 Ad-158.
6. Ibid*, pp. 149-15@e

Fisher. Lillian, op. oit.. pp. 5, 34*
Lavalle. Jose. Qaierla de Retratos. p. 41,
Means. Philip♦ op. oit.. p. 131.
Merriman. Robert.Rise of the Spanish Empire. Vol. IV.

p. 218. : ~ — :— — :-----—
Moses, Bernard, The Spanish Dependencies* Vol. I.

pp. 318, 168, — --------
Winsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of
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to serve in various capacities had lived miserably in the 
olty of Lima proper#

It is historically correct that after thirteen years
and two months of good governing Toledo, ill with old age,
returned to Spain; Taut far from basking in the sunshine of
royal favor, he was received by the King with a piercing
coldness which caused his almost sudden death from a

7broken heart. The King’s reprimand is also confirmed by
8Markham, Fisher, Moses, and Lavalle,

Thus did Philip II reward a man who, however wrong 
his course may have been, had served him with extraordin
ary devotion for many years amid the most difficult olroum- 

9stances# .
Up to this point Palma has been entirely in accord 

with history# However, the two stories he related con
cerning Toledo’s greed for money I did not find in the 
books examined#

In the first story of the Viceroy’s acceptance of

b. (oont.T /imerioa. VOl. 11. ^t. ll. np. 451-SSk.
Pereyra. darlos, Bietorla de la America Eananola,Vol# VII, p . M d T T  — — — --— — --------

7# Wlnsor, Justin, op, cit#. pp» 551-55L.
8, Fisher, Lillian# op# cit#. p, 5#

Lavalle, Jose, op, cit.. n. 41#
L!&rkham, Sir Clement» op# cit.« p. 158#
Moses, Bernard# on. oltV,V.168.

9# Means, Philip# on, cit.. p# 133.
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gifts from Oerei-Quitierrez who preteM@4 to be his
oousln, Palma does not state his source*

The second story of the outspoken Father Sanabria and
Toledo, Palm has quoted, by his own admission, the
chronicle writer, Melondex, Even Palm at the end of tho
story questions the authenticity of the fate of the silver
Toledo sent to Cadiz, Melendez claims Father Sanabriafs
prediction came true— -the silver was lost; but Palma slyly
adds that Melendez was a Dominican too, and probably was
trying to defend his colleague*

History has had very little to say about Toledo’s
avarice as brought out by Palm, Only Merrimn has oast
any reflection upon his honesty* "He was accused and found
guilty of having derived unlawful profits from his term of 

10
office.’*

Means only, comments on Toledo’s love for the elegant 
things in life:

A very great lord himself and personal 
representative of the mightiest king in Chris
tendom, Toledo always lived and moved in the 
grand style which, although decidedly cumber
some , was certainly Impressive, constituting 
a background for his existence which can be 
appreciated fully only by those who have seen 
and studied the Spanish architecture and art 
of his time,U * 11

10, Morriman* Robert, op, olt.. on. 218-219.
11. Means, Philip, op, pit.. p. 118,
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In conclusion, Palma has been historically correct in 
his resume of Toledo1 a qualities as a statesman and his 
wise and prudent rule of Peru. Typical of his writing, 
Palma has discovered a flaw in the character of his 
excellent statesman, and with his unmatohable humourous 
satire has delighted in exposing Toledo’s avarice in the 
two stories.

without a doubt Toledo was not above such conduct 
and, as confirmed by Kerriman, Toledo was found guilty of 
deriving unlawful profits from his term of office. Palma 
undoubtedly has had a historical source for his relation 
of 11 Peps Chico, although I am unable to verify it. In 
his second story he admits quoting Melendez, a chronicle 
writer, but it is evident in history that Toledo’s avarice 
is a minor fault, for his administration was honest and 
sincere.



CHAPTER VII

VICEROY MARTIN ENRIQ.OE DE ALMANSA

Palma ha a only a fev/ comments regarding Don Martin
Enrique do Almanac, Knight of Santiago, brother of the
Marques de Moanlees, and the Marehbneaade Poza, a former
Viceroy of Mexico and sixth Viceroy of Peru. To Almanac
also came misfortune In Peru, for It Is a known fact that
Don Martin only governed twenty-one months. If you can
call It governing when his Illness did not allow him to
do anything but prepare for death. He warn known as El

1 ""
Sot080. During his term he did nothing memorable.

Palma in his few brief comments of Almnsa has been
correct. Most of Almanac's reputation was made as Viceroy
of Mexico. Markham says: "... his zeal and experience2were out abort by untimely death."

Moses continues:
He tias already advanced beyond the years, 

of most effective service and his brief reign 
was closed by his death less than two years - 
after he arrived in Lima.3

1 .  Palma. Ricardo, Tradlolones Peruanas. Vol. 1. p. 16$. •ibid., voi. iv, pTnz;---- — —  .
2. Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 159.*
3. Moses, Bernard. The Snanish Dependencies, Vol. I.

p. 380. ---:-----  ■
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He brought to this new position of Viceroy the pres
tige of distinguished birth end of the high offloe from

' . 4which he was transferred.
Wilson credits him with beneficial aptitudes and in

telligence. Bancroft claims he had the reputation of a 
man of sterling character, whose amiable and charitable 
disposition was united with firmness, and who possessed 
good administrative abilities,

Lavalle quotes from Oartas de Indian that Alransa
asked to be relieved of his duties in Mexico, but the King

7instead sent him to Peru,
Palma claims the people of Lima called Alransa El 

Gotoso* He does not specify his source for that statement, 
nor can I verify the origin of such a title. However, 
gotoso means gouty, and in all probability it alludes to 
Almansa’s illness but this is merely a guess on my part. 

Concluding with this discussion of Alransa, it is 
obvious that not much has been said of him, either by 
Palma or history. As confirmed by Wilson, Markham, Moses, 
Bancroft, and Lavalle, Alransa had made his fine reputa
tion in Mexico, He did not have a chance to demonstrate

4, kosea. Bernard, op, olt.. p« 3&Q.
Bancroft, Hubert, History of Mexico. Vol, II, p, 639,

5, Wilson, Baronesa, Mexico"y bus GoVernahtas.Vol. I,
p. 71,6, Bancroft, Hubert, op, olt,. p, 639, quoted from
Peralta,

7, Lavalle, lose. Palerla de Retratos. p, 45,
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hia abilities in Peru beoause of bis illness and untimely 
death, Palma1a judgment of Almansa is upheld by history 
with the exelusion of the title, El Gotoao.



O H A m S  Till

. VICEROY DON FERNANDO DE TORRES Y PORTUGAL*
CCWDE DE VILLARDOMPARDO

Palma relates the following of the seventh Viceroy
of Peru, Don Fernando de Torres y Portugal, Conde de■. 1 ' '
Villardoaj^irdo.

Almost fatal was the government of Don Fernando for 
Philip II, During the three years of his command he did 
nothing but enter into ridiculous quarrels with the In
quisition, disagree with the Audieneia, lot defrauders 
of the treasury go unpunished, and allow immorality in all 
public affairs.

He was known as El Tembleoon by the Limenoa. because 
of the nervous weakness of his hands, Don Fernando was 
relieved by the second Marquee de Canete, and went to 
live in the Ban Francisco monastery in the village of 
Magdalena till the boat left for Spain,

Markham and Moses say that when DonvFernando entered 
Lima in November, 1586, he was an old man, without energy 
or much intelligence, and was quite incapable of meeting 1

1, Palma. Mioar&o, Wadi clones Peruana s, V ol, 1. 
pp, 168-170,
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the calamities of pestilence, famine, and desolating2
earthquakes with remedial measures,

Winsor confirms Palma that Don Fernando allowed 
abuse to creep into the financial accounts, which were in 
great confusion when he was superseded in the year 1590, 

Lavalle has quoted from Historia do la Inquisioion 
de Lima by Medina that Don Fernando entered into ridicu
lous quarrels with the Inquisition, His quarrels even 
reached the point where the tribunal had excommunicated 
the Viceroy, but Don Fernando,soon to leave for Spain, be- 
came frightened and received absolution,

Markham, Moses, Wlnsor, and Lavalle have proved that 
Palma has been historically correct in Don Fernando’s 
incapability as a governor,

Palma has referred to the Viceroy as PI Temblcoon, 
Palm has merely said the people of Lima called him that 
because of his nervous, weak hands; but he did not name 
his source and it has not appeared anywhere in my research. 
With the exception of this fact, Palma has agreed with 
history, .

2, ivlarkham, sir Element, history of Peru, p. 159.
Moses, Bernard, The Spanish Depen&ehoies. p, 141,

3, Wlnsor, Justin, Narrative and CriiioallTistory of
America, g. 56̂ ), ,. . -

4, Lavalle. Jose. Galerla de Hetratoa. p. 51•
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VICEROT DON GABCIA ̂ JETADCT DB I MfDOZA,
SECOND MARQUES DE OAKETE

The following facto are given'by'Palma oonoernlng Don
Oaroia Hurtado d@ Mendoza, second Mnrquea de Caffete, and 

/ .1 eighth Viceroy of Peru#
Yfhen Don Garcia's father, Don Andres, was Viceroy of 

Peru In 1558, Don Garcia was governor of Chile, Don Garcia 
earned a great reputation in Chile for he conquered the 
Arauoanos, founded important cities such as Mendoza, and 
dictated wise ordinances#

When his father, the Viceroy, died, Don Garcia re
turned to Spain where Philip II showered him with honors 
and made him his ambassador t© Venice. Later he sent him 
to Peru as Viceroy, a position M s  father had filled 
thirty years before.

Don Garcia entered Lima on January 6| 1590, accom
panied by his wife, Dona Teresa de Castro, and many 
Spanish families. The reception was a solemn one, and 
the city was in a state of celebration for eight days# 1

1, i’aira. Ricardo, ^radiciones ^eruanas. Vol. I. pp. 175-178. —  —
Ibid., pp# 239, 240.
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They say (Palm gives no source) that when the Arch
bishop visited him in the palace he saw under the canopy 
only one chair, and it was occupied by Don Oarofa. The 
Archbishop brought over another chair and placing it next 
to the Viceroy said, "There is room for both of uo under 
this canopy, for we both represent the Council of His 
Majesty." Don Garcia frowned and from that moment on he 
treated Archbishop Toribio de Mogrovejo coldly.

The city saw in Don Garcia a savior,, for with the 
Invincible Armada destroyed the English launched into 
pirateering on the Spanish colonies. The new Viceroy had 
organized coastal defenses.

The Spanish treasury had to be saved by the colonies.
Thus the Viceroy had to devote his energy to that, as well 
as fulfilling the King's other orders. It is said Don 
Garcia succeeded in suffocating a rebellion in Quito more 
with his sagacity than with his military strength.

Referring to his character, Palma has quoted an un
named source that the Viceroy said of himself;

Aunque me encolerlzo con facilidad, pronto 
me pasa ol @nojo$ que mi ooridloi6n ©s oono la 
de la polvora, que despues de baser el estrago 
se oonvierte en hwac.
Don Garcia and the Archbishop had a quarrel about the 

placement of a crest. It seems that the Viceroy was al
ready enraged at the Archbishop for having excommunicated ^ 
Ortiz de Zarate, and when the Archbishop placed his crest
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on the door of the seminary he founded, the Viceroy thought 
It an Insult to the King’s representative. So Don Garcia 
sent his soldiers to break It, which they succeeded In 
doing.- : : ' ■■ ' ;

The public 'went' Into an uproar, and two factions de
veloped, one": tilde in favor of the Archbishop and the 
other in favor of the Viceroy. The battle continued, and 
finally had to be settled by Philip II with a royal decree. 
Tho decree stated that the Archbishop could place his 
crest on the door as long as the King’s crest was In the 
most predominant place.

After six years of governorship, in which he made 
wise ordinances for the Indians, founded Villa Oastrovir- 
relna, and made many useful reforms, he returned to Spain.

Markham, Moses, and Lavalle agree with Palma that 
Don Garcia, when appointed to the post held by his father 
thirty years before, was in tho prime of life and a lead
ing statesman of Spain. He had been Philip II’s ambassa
dor to Venice, He entered Lima in state January 6, 1590, 
with his wife, Dona Teresa, and a retinue of Spanish 
families.

Don Gareia was an-, active and intelligent mler, but

2. Lavaiie. /oseV ^aleriade ketratos. pp. SL-56.Moses| Bernard. The Spahiah, Depen&eneles. Vol. I, 
p* 383; Vol. Il, p. 49.

Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, pp. 160-161.
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all the good he attempted to do was oounterbalaneed by the
calls fop the treasury of Spain* Att the end of slz years,
broken In health, suffering from the gout, and unable to
endure the cares any longer, he asked to be relieved* He
returned to Spain, grown gray in service and shattered in

3health, where he was treated with shameful ingratitude*
/Don Garcia had been governor of Chile while his father

was the Viceroy of Peru, At this time he was only twenty-
two years old and eager for conquest and distinction. He
founded important cities in Chile, and his rule was a wise4
one,

Lavalle and Fisher confirm Palma’s statement that
Don Garcia succeeded in suffocating a rebellion in Quito

5without the use of arms.
Lavalle confirms four of Palma’s statements— that

Don Garcia organized good coastal defenses against the
English pirates, that he founded Villa Castrovirreina,
and that the Archbishop and Don Garcia had arguments. In
the latter statement Lavalle relates the feuds exactly as
Palma does. He quotes also what the Viceroy said of

6
himself and his temper,

>, Markham, dir clement, op. oit.. pp. 160-161.
4. Ibid.
5* Fisher, Lillian, Viceregal Administration in America.

Lavalle, Jose* op. oit,. p. 54.
6. Ibid,, pp. 54-56.
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Means confirms Palm that Don Garcia made wise
7ordinances for the Indians#

In conclusion, Palma has been verified by history in 
all of hig statements regarding Den Garcia*

7. Means..Philip. Pall of the Inca Empire# pp#r



CHAPTER X

VICEROY DON LUIS DE VELAZCO, 
MARQUES DE SALINAS

Regarding the ninth Vloeroy of Peru, Don Luis de
" ' ■ ,........  1 ' ....Velazoo, the Marques de Salinas, Palma says:

Don Luis entered Lima as Vleeroy of Peru,
July 24, 1596, having been transferred from the 
Vioeroyalty of Mexico#

He concentrated his efforts on the defense 
of the Colonies against the Dutch, who were 
planning to take Spain’s colonies# He built 
schools in Lima for poor children, paid the 
teachers who instructed them, and established 
a house of refuge for women of bad reputation#
Many of his wise rules have made his epoch a 
memorably one# Philip II gave him the title 
of Marquee de Salinas, and again transferred 
him to Mexico,
Bancroft, Wilson, Markham, Moses, Fisher, and Lavalle 

agree with Palma. When Don Luis entered Lima oh July 24, 
1596, from Mexico, he had a reputation of being one of the 
beat colonial executives. 1

1. Palma# Ricardo. I'radiolonea ^eruanas. Vol. I.
pp# 183-186•

2. Bancroft, Hubert# History of Mexico. Vol, II, pp# 75-77 
Wilson, Baroness. Wxico y sua Gobernantes. Vol. I.

p# 88. ■------- -----------------
Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p, l6l.
Moses, Bernard. The Smnisk ueDendenoies. Vol. II, 

p. 391.Fisher. Lillian. Viceregal Administration in America,
P. 16. ; ■' .. ...  :------------ -----------

lavalle, Jose. Galeria de Retratos. pp. 58-59.
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Don Luis possessed ability and energy* He was intelli
gent and learned, and above all he was loyal not to the
King alone, but to the people. He was honest upon in-

3atinot, V
Wilson says he was popular and well loved. The Mexi-

4cans felt profound sorrow when he was transferred to Peru#
Don Luis had asked to be returned to Mexico again# Long
and prosperous had been his government and, as few had done,
he had made his own the cause of the Indians#

Fisher verifies Palma that Don Luis built schools in
Lima for poor children, paid the instructors, and estab-

• 6
lished a home for women of bad reputation#

Lavalle affirms Palma's statement that Don Luis con
centrated his efforts on the colony's defenso against the 

7Dutch#
In conclusion, Palma's statements have been histori

cally correct regarding Don Luis. It is evident that Don 
Luis is better known in history because of his rule of the 
Mexican Yiceroyalty than that of Peru#

3. ' Moses. Bernard, op# clt.. p. 391.
4. Wilson, Baronesa, op. clt.. p. 88.
5. Ibid., p. 103.6. Fisher, Lillian, op# clt.. p. 244. 
7# Lavalle, lose# op. clt.. p. 58.



CHAPTER XI

VICEROY DON CASPAR DE SUN IGA, 
CONDE DE MONTERREY

The following has Worn said of Don deeper 4e Zuniga^ 
Conde de Monterrey, the tenth Viceroy of Peru, hy Palma, 

Monterrey entered Lima, November 18, 1604* He.de* 
serves the title Yirrey de loa Milaaros not because he 
performed them, but bocause in his brief term miraeles 
seen to have been the fashion. Such wore the conversion 
of the libertine, Selenquo, in Cuscoj the resurrection of 
the dead; the strangeness of the earthquake of November 
25, 1604, in Arequipa; and an everlasting list of miracles 
with which Palma claims chronicle writers have filled 
pages. He does not state from which chronicle writer he 
quoted the above miracles,

Monterrey, a former Viceroy of Mexico, arrived in 
Lima in very poor health. He was so ill he could not at
tend to his administrative duties, and his few hours out 
of bed were spent visiting churches and distributing alms. 
When he died, on March 16, 1606, he left nothing and was 
burled at the expense of the Royal Audionola in the Church 1

1. talma, Ricardo, ^radicionoB Peruanuas, Vol* 1,
pp, 187-188. ----------
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of San Pedro with the inscription, Haluit mori quasi foedari,
Lavalle and Fisher oomoent on Monterrey’s illness and

charity, the latter leaving him almost penniless at death
so that he had to he hurled at the expense of the Audien- 

2
oia.

Wilson relates that when Monterrey moved to Peru from
Mexico suoh splendor was displayed that in eight days the

3income for one year was spent*
Concerning the Viceroy’s title of Vlrrey de los 

Mllagros and the list of miracles given by Palma, by his 
own admission quoted from a chronicle writer, I did not 
succeed in finding the source* Palma has not named a 
definite one»

To summarize, so far as I have been able to discover, 
Monterrey as presented by Palma is historically correct*
All of Palma’s statements are verified by Lavalle, Fisher, 
and Wilson*

2. Lavalle, Jos&* Galerfa de Hotratos. t>. 6l«
Fisher, Lillian, floeregal Administration in America.

P. 5»3* Wilson, Bar one sa* Mexico y Sue Gobernantes. Tol, I, 
p« 91#



VICEROY DON,UTAH DB MENDOZA Y LUNA,
MARQUES DE M0NTESCLAR03

Palm has the following to say of Don Juan de
' .... . ....' . 1

Mendoza y Lu m , the Marques de Monteaolaros,
Monteselapos contributed a great deal- to the organi

zation of the Vioeroyalty* He was transferred fro® the 
Mexican Vioeroyalty to that of Peru on December 21, 1607.

He straightened out the bursar’s offlees, where the 
accounts had gone astray; and so strict 7/as his attention 
that he succeeded in sending to the King huge sums of 
money. For this reason the Limenos called him desnensero 
del rey. a title which highly pleased the Viceroy.

Moitaaolaros protected the mining industry, estab
lished the Consulate Tribunal which aided commerce, and 
built schools for the poor children* He ordered the priests 
to influence husbands to prohibit their wives from appear
ing on the street closely veiled,

The Viceroy was a great practical joker, and they 
tell that once a gentleman fell asleep at one of the

1. talma. Ricardo. Tradloionea Peruanaa. Vol.1. •
pp. 192-196. .... " ■ " ........

CHAPTER XII
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tertullas given at th® palace. The Viceroy ordered the 
candles put out, and when the man woke up he had him he
ller® he had suddenly become Mind.

Montesolaros, although a good governor, was quite
old and lacked youthful energy, Palma gives his source

. . . .  . 2for this statement as the Analog del Cusco.
Palm has quoted from Santa Rosa fle Lima, Canto XII,

by the Conde de la Granja, and Lima fundada by Don Pedro
de Peralta in th© relation of Moiteselaros* direction of
the battle In July* I6l5> with the Dutch pirate, Jorge
Spltberg, The Spanish resistance was very weak, but after
eight days Spltberg disappeared from Callao without a
known reason and the Spanish were saved. This Is attribu-

3ted to a miracle by Santa Rosa, Idea’s patron saint.
Superseded by the Prince of Esqullach®, Moiteaciaros

returned to Spain In 1616 and was appointed President of
. ' ... . - . V . :the Oounoil of Aragon.

According to history. Palm has been correct In the 
following facts with confirmations given by Fisher, Mark
ham, and Lavalle* Montesolaros, former governor of Mexico, 
entered Peru on December 21, 1607. Ho was a wise

Palma, Ricardo♦ op. oli.. p. 266i 
Ibid,,.pp. 196^19^7 200T 
Ibid., p, 1 % ,
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administrator, and added luster to the name of Viceroy In
both Mexico and Peru, He ruled with the heat of Intern-

5tions, and clearly saw the irregularities,
Fisher says, "The extravagant Philip III gave special

thanks to the Viceroy for having remedied abuses relating
6 ' " - - : '

to the qulntos," That Montesolaros v/as called despenaero
del rey I did not find In my research,

Fisher| Lavalle, and also Memorlas do los Vlrreves 
confirm that Ifontesolaros ordered that women of Lima should 
not appear on the streets closely veiled, and he asked the 
husbands to prevent this custom. In his Relaolon. 
Montesolaros tells his suooessor that when he realized that 
each man could not succeed with his own wife, he gave up 
trying to enforce the rule on so many!

Lavalle verifies Palma’s statements that Montesolaros 
protected the mining Industry, established the Tribunal del 
Consulado which helped commerce, and built schools for the 
needy children; that Montesolaros was very capable but well 
on In years; and that when he returned to Spain he was

5, Fisher, lilllan. Viceregal Administration In America.
p, 5•Markham, Sir Clement. , History of Peru, p, 172, 

Lavalle, Jose, Paleriado kefcratoa. p, 65•
6, Fisher. Lillian, op. oii., p, 105.
7, I W .  / „Lavalle, Jose, op. oit.. p, 66,z 

Memories_de log Virreyea. Relaolon de Montesolaros, 
Vol, X, p, 3"5e



honored with the appointment as President of the Connell 
8

of Aragon*
I oannot verify that the Vioeroy was a great praotioal

joker. Palma has not mentioned his oouroe, and I have not
been able to find the story related. However, Palma has
named his sources for the relation of the attack on Callao
by the Dutch pirates. He quoted from Santa Rose de Lima
by the Condo de la Orsnje end Lima fundada by Don Pedro do
la Peralta, both authentic sources of information. I also

9found this event related in Lavalle.
In conclusion, Pa l m  has been historically correct in 

all but one fact he has given. His brief resume of 
Montesolaros* term has been verified by the historians 
Fisher, Markham, Lavalle, and Memories do los Vlrroyes» as 
well as by those he quoted by his own admission— Conde de 
la Granja, Peralta, and Analeo del Cuzoo.

8. lavalle, lose. op. cit.. no. 66-67.
9. Ibid.. p. 67.



CHAPTER XIII

VICEROT DON/FRANCISCO DB BORJA T ARACHk,
PRINCIPE DE ESQUILACHE

Palma admits quoting the following statements about 
Don Frandlsoo de Borja y Aragon, Principe de Esqullaoh® 
and twelfth Viceroy of Peru, from Anales del Cuzco. The 
Analos^dol Cuzco are not edited and belong to Bishop 
Ochoa.
■ Esquilache was only thirty-:two years old when Philip

. . ,HI, who esteemed him highly, appointed him Viceroy of
Peru, The Court criticized Philip H I  for this appoint
ment, for Esqullaoh# spent his time writing verse. When 
Philip III heard this he answered, "In truth Esqullaoh® is 
the youngest Viceroy ever sent to Peru, but Esqullaoh# is 
intelligent and more than intelligence ho has strength," 
The King was not mistaken.

According to some historians, Esquilaohe entered Lima 
on December 18, 1615; others say December 23, 1615, 
Esquilaohe had almost been captured by the pirates on his 
way from Panama to Callao, His reception was a sumptuous

Palma, liicardo,
pp, 199-202;

Ibid., Oaohivao]
ones Pc;ITBmias,
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affair, and the C&tolldo outdid itself in giving it splendor•
Esquilaehe greeted a guard, fortified the port, and 

passed wise ordinanoee for the mines of Pote#f mad Euan- 
gavelioa# A descendant of Popo Alexander VI and of San 
Franoiseo do Borja, Zsquilache governed under the Influ* 
enee of the Jesuits, Ho was known as El Virrey Poeta.

A man of letters, he founded the famous Coleglo del 
Principe for the education of the children of noble 
Indians, He did not permit the staging of comedies or 
autos sacramentales until he had censored them. He would 
say, "Deter del que goblema os ser solicit© por que no se 
pervierta el gusto."

His censoring was purely literary, and a better judge 
could not he found. Esquilaohe is one of the most notable 
literary mem of his epoch, if not for the greatness of his 
thought, for his clarity of form. His historic poem, 
Hanoles reouncrada. alone is sufficient to give him a 
preeminent place in the Spanish Parnaso.

He is not less notable in his prose, for•the Relaoion 
he left to his successor shows pureness of ctdiation and 
clarity of thought.

In"-Lima he established a literary club which met every 
Saturday in the palace. Among the witty sayings attributed
to Esquilaohe this on® is told. He said to the man who

/  •

read a great deal and got nothing out of it, "Dejese de
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llbros, amigo, y persuade#* quo el huero alentraa mas 
eooido, mas duro#"

He returned to Spain In 1622 and was honored by 
Philip IV.

The following story Is told by Palma in Una Adventure 
del Virrey-Poeta. The source Is.not given# As the 
story goes, it was on Holy Thursday of 1618» Esquilacbe 
was visiting seven of the principal churches of Lima.

When he was leaving the first church, Santo Domingo, 
he encountered a beautiful woman followed by a slave. The 
lady gave him a magnetic glance and the Viceroy, smiling, 
stared at her, also putting his hand over his heart as if 
to tell the girl that the dart had reached its destiny.

Esqullaohe was quite a ladies1 nan, and his amorous 
good fortunate# were talked about in Lima. He had an 
arrogant and military figure and was in the prime of life, 
being only thirty-five years old. With an ardent imagina
tion and being valiant and generous, he was a typical noble 
oabhllero who would die for his King and his lady.

At every church he met the same lady, and at the last 
church he sent his page, Jeromlllo, to follow her and to 
find out who she was, leromillo returned with a message,

2. Palma, Iloarclo. op. oit.. Vol. ll. pp. 36-Lo. '
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an Invitation to dino at her home. The invitation was 
written in poetic form, which Impressed the Viceroy even 
more. In half an hour he was on his way to her homo.

The unknown lady was DoEa Leonor de Vaeeonoelos, a 
beautiful Spaniard and widow of Alonso Yanez, beheaded by 
the oorregidor of Potosl, She had come to Lima to seek 
revenge for her husband's death. To her Esquilache was 
the real murderer of her husband,

Esquilache had been in polite conversation with Dona 
Leonor for half an hour when she revealed her identity and 
tried to get an explanation of the Potos£ incident, 
Esquilache, astute, avoided the subject, realising all the 
time he was a prisoner In the house. The moment arrived 
to enter the dining room for the promised colacion, W e n  
the Viceroy sat down at the table, he picked up a bottle 
of fine Malaga wine and apologized for not being able to 
drink it since he had made a vow only to drink wine pro
duced in his vineyards in Spain.

So a servant was sent out with a clever message, V/hen 
leromillo, his page, received the message, he realized the 
Viceroy was in danger for the cupboard in his room,where
he said the wine was to be found, held nothing more than

_ ' - * ' - - - •

two pistols.
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The page had the messenger arrested and in a few 
minutes the Captain of the Guards with a squad surprised 
six Vicunas conspiring to kill Bsqullaohe or force from 
him concessions for the damage done, Eaquilaohe set them 
free.

Palma, as already stated, is historically oorreet in 
his statements about Eaquilaohe, for he has quoted from 
Analog del Cuzco,

The books examined arc in agreement with Palma and
his very high opinion of Eaquilaohe. Fisher believes him
the only Spanish grandee who stands out among them as a

3competent executive. Pereyra says he governed with
4talent and conscience.

Winsor, Markham, Fisher, Pereyra, Moses, and Lavalle
refer to Eaquilaohe*o great literary talents, the founding
of the College of Princes for children of Caciques, his

. 5establishment of a literary club, and his noble birth.
As far as the story, Una Aventura del Vlrrey-Poeta, 

is concerned, I cannot locate Palma's source, nor have I

3. Msher, Lillian. Viceregal Administration In America.
P. 6. . —  ---- !--------------- :---- -—

4. Pereyra, Carlos. Historia do la America Espanola.
Vol» VII, p. 288T~ " “ ----------- -

5. Winsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of
America. Vol. VllI, Pt. it, p. 297,

Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 173.
Fisher, Lillian, op. cit.. p. 6.
Pereyra, Carlos, op. olt.. p, 288.
Moses. Bernard. The Spanish Dependencies in America.Vol. II, p. 65~ 7  ---------------------
Lavalle, Jose. Galerla de Retratos. pp, 70-71,
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discovered it in ray research. Undoubtedly Palma has used 
a chronicle writer, but he has not admitted it.

In closing there is not much to say regarding 
Ssquilaohe, for Palma's source and Judgment agree with the 
above-mentioned historians in all facts, Palma and history 
agree that Esquilache was a fine ruler and an excellent 
literary man.



CHAPTER XIV

VICEROY DON DIEGO FERIIAHDE^ D! CORDOBA,
MRqOES D1 (mEALOAZAR

Of tlm thirteenth Vleeroy of Peru, Don Diego
Fernandez de Cordoba, Marques de Guadaloazar, Palma says 1
the following# .

Iton Diego was transferred from the VIoeroyalty of 
Mexico to that of Peru# Philip IV could not have chosen a 
worthier successor to Bsquileohe# He entered Lima in 
July, 1622.

In the books of the Cabildo of Lira, minute details 
can be found of the magnificent reception the city gave his 
Excellency and his two daughters, Dona Mariana and Dana 
Briaada#

Don Diego eradicated the Vicunast and only his genius 
and valor in soldierly qualities prevented the pirate, 
Jaoobo L*Hereaite, from sacking Lima#

Once the King reprimanded this prudent Viceroy for not 
being severe with certain men in Panama, to which he ans
wered:

1# Palma. Ricardo, ‘iradicionea Peruanas. Vox. 1. —
pp. 206-20S#
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SeKor, eomo iesde aqu£ a&lo aleaneo con 
las puntas de los dedoa a las justlolas de 

, Panazad, no lee puedo aimque lo aableiqno mucho# 
apretar la nano.
Quoting from Loe doe ouoMlloa. printed in 1657 and 

written by a quiteno. Villarrocl, a Bishop of Apequipa and 
Santiago de Chile, Palm relates a personal feud between 
Gonzalo de Ocampo, fourth Archbishop of Lima, and the 
Viceroy,

At one o'clock one day when the city of Lima was go
ing to entertain its Archbishop, the Viceroy, looking out 
of a palace window to view the adornmenta in the plaza, 
noticed a red velvet canopy on the balcony of the Arch
bishop's palace. This-was against royal dedree and the
Viceroy declared the Archbishop had no right to sit under

' ' -- 1 ' " • ■.' . • ■■ -  • ■ .
a canopy. The Licentiate Ramirez was sent to inform the
Archbishop that to prevent any scandal he should sit with 
the Viceroy, and his canopy would be taken down.

The Licentiate returned with a haughty reply from the 
Archbishop, The Audlenoia agreed with Don Diego, but the 
Archbishop had many influential friends and, being very 
rich, could afford to err on this point of etiquette. So 
he ordered the canopy taken down, closed his palace, and 
left the city for the day. However, the Viceroy did not 
change the program, and everything went on as usual.

The Archbishop, as previously stated, was very influ
ential, so influential that In the last months of 1626
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the ships from Cadiz brought news that the Court wished to 
appoint him Vioeroy. The delay was due to Philip 17 who 
was seeking a way to do so without offending Don Diego,

The Archbishop would have realized his ambition to be
2

Viceroy, if death had not overtaken him In December» 1626.
Lavalle and Markham confirm Don Diego1s arrival in

Lima with his two fair daughters in July, 1622, Don Diego
3had governed Mexico for eight years, calmly and justly.

Don Diego’s wife, a German, had died in Mexico and
4that made him desirous of a change,

Wlnsor, Lavalle, and Markham agree with Palma that 
Don Diego was a worthy successor of Esquilaohe, The 
Marques was a very diligent administrator, and his minutes 
and dispatches have boon collected in three large volumes. 

At this time the Dutch were at war with Spain and at
tacked her ships, It was Don Diego’s ability as a soldier 
that saved Lima, There is much to his credit. He opposed
the Inquisition, and only one auto-de-fe took place in 

6
M s  term.

2. Palma, kicardo. op, olt.. p. 209.
3* Lavalle, Jose. Calorie de Itetratos. p. 73, 

Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru. n. 175.
4. Ibid. ------ ------ —
5. wlnsor, Justin, Narrative and Critical History of

America. Vol, Vlll, Pt. 11, pp. 298-356, 
Lavalle, Jose* op, olt,, p. 73.
Markbam, Sir Clement. op, olt.. p. 17$.

6. Ibid,
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Lavalle oonfirma the er&dioation of the VlouSag by
7 : .Don Diego,

Lavalle and Fisher have also related the dissension 
between the Viceroy and Archbishop, with the same opinion# 
So great was the arrogance and influence of the ecclesi
astic that evil would have befallen the executive if the8Archbishop had not died when he did# Palma himself quoted 
the feud from Los do# ouchlllos,

I am not able to verify the King1s.reprimand nor the 
Viceroy's answer concerning the men in Panama, Palma gave 
no source, and It has not appeared in the books examined.

This is the only statement that has not been verified 
in this discussion of Don Diego# Therefore, I would say 
that Palma has been quite historically correct#

7* Lavalle. Jode« op# oit.. p. 75.
8, Fisher, Lillian# Viceregal Administration in America.

p. 223. , -------— ------------
Lavalle, Jos®, op. oit.. p. 74.



OMrai xr
VICEROY DON LUIS JERONIMO FERNANDEZ DE 

CABRERA Y BABADILLA Y MENDOZA,
COHDE DE CHINCBON

Palma has the following to any of Don Lais Jerdnlmo
a© Cabrera, Oomle do Chlnchon and fourteenth Viceroy of

1 . . -Peru.
Chlnchon arrlYed in Lima, January, 1629, and two months 

later his beautiful and young wife, Doila Francisco, ar
rived. Her delay was due to being left in Paita so as not 
to expose her to a possible naval battle with pirates* 
Sometime later she was taken with malaria. 'The doctor did 
all he could, but only a miracle would help her. A Jesuit 
priest asked to see her, for he said he could save her.
A month later a party was given in honor of the Vicerinc’s 
recovery. The Jesuit priest had given her what we today 
know as quinine.

t' ■ , 'Chlnchon spent most of his energy in fortifying the 
defenses of Callao, which was in danger of Dutch pirates 
and the Portuguese. He sent two thousand men to Chile 
against the Araucanoa. and three expeditions to Puno, 1

1. Palma. Ricardo, ^radioiones ^eruanas% no. 212-215.
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Tuouman, and Paraguay#
Palm.claims Ohlnehon was as fanatical as,one would 

expect an "old Gbriatlaa" to be# His many orders prove it. 
Passengers were not allowed to board a ship without show
ing a certificate that they had confessed and received 
communion# Soldiers had to comply with this same order 
at least once a year or bo severely punished# During Lent 
men and women were prohibited in the ease church.

Palm, by hi® own admission, quotes from his own 
book# Analeo de la Inqulsieion de Lima, that during 
Chinehon’a reign more victims were sacrificed to the autos- 
de-fe than at any other epoch#

He twice ordered an edict against women wearing veils, 
but the women ignored it and, as Palma adds, it is useless 
to make laws for women# .

Palma read in a book by, the Duke of Frias that upon 
Chinohon's first inspection of the jail he became acquainted 
with a case Wiioh happened to a man from Quito who was ac
cused of having tried to rebel against the Monarch. The 
Viceroy realized it was slander and ordered the prisoner 
set free, authorizing him to return to Quito and giving him 
six months to raise a rebellion, with the understanding 
that if he did not succeed the aeeusers would have to pay 
for the lawsuit and the Injury suffered by the gentleman,
A capable way of dealing with slanderers and envious
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peopleI
Winsor and }£arkhan say that OMnehon was an enlight

ened etetesoen of hlgb. rank and deeeendod from an ancient
Catalonian family. He left Cadla In 1628 and entered2
Lima in January, 1629*

Moses, Winsor, Markham, and Lavalle agree with Palma
that the discovery of quinine took plae® during M s  reign.
His wife became ill with fever and was eured fey the use of3Peruvian bark. It was known as Chlnohona in her honor.

That the zoal of the inquisitors m s  especially mani
fested during his reign is confirmed fey Lavalle, Moses, 
and Winsor, He was a vigilant protector of the Indiana, 
but not so firm in discountenancing the atrocities of the
Inquisition, There were three autoa-de-fe in his term of

4eleven years. This m s  not much to his credit,
Lavalle verifies Palm that Chlnohon fortified Callao 

against the Dutch pirates and the Portuguese, sent aid to 
Chile against the Arauoanos. and sent expeditions to Puno, 
Tuouman, and Paraguay, and ordered women not to wear veils * * 3 4

"2♦ Winsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 
Ameriea, Vol. VXll," Pt. H ,  p. 300,

Markham, 5ir Clement. History of Peru, p, 176,
3, Moses, Bernard. The Spanish Dependenolea. Vol. II, p. 17. 

Winsor, Justin, op, it.« p, 300.
Markham, Sir Clamant,'op. clt.. p. 178,
Lavalle. Jose. Qaleria $• Retratos. u. 78.

4. Ibid,, p. 79. ~  'Moses, Bernard, op. clt.. p, 17,
Winsor, Justin, op, clt.. p. 17,
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5on the street#
Palma1s souree for Chlnohon* s fanatical orders con

cerning confession and communion Is not known to me.
Palma has quoted from the Duke of Frias * book In the 

relation of Ohlnchon'a wise manner of punishing slanderers.
Palma, In my opinion, has been historically correct 

In his statements* His sources, Anales de la Inculalclon. 
written by himselfi and a book whose title was not given, 
written by the Duke of Frias, and the confirmations of 
Lavalle, Winsor, Markham, and Moses verify that Ohinohon 
was a religious fanatic but, despite this, a wise governor. 5

5. la v a l le ,  Jose. on. elt.. p. 99.
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VICEROY DON PEDRO DE TOLEDO Y LEYVA*
MARCHES DE MANCERA

Palm relates the following of the fifteenth Vioeroy 
of Peru, Don Pedro de Toledo y Leyva, Marques de Mancera.

llancera took energetic measures to keep peace with 
Peru*s neighbors, Brazil, siding \7ith Portugal in its war 
with Spain, was of course unfriendly to Peru, The Dutch 
also were giving Peru trouble* The prudent Viceroy not 
only fortified Callao, but put his son in charge of the 
fleet.

In 1642, Manoera expelled the Portuguese from Peru, 
but his enemies say he revoked the order because he ac
cepted a huge sum of money as a gift. He was accused of 
this in his residenola, but he was later absolved.

Mancera*a enemies tell this story. One day his major- 
domo announced that,three Portuguese Jews were seeking an 
audience with him, Mancera answered, "I do not care to re
ceive these dogs who crucified our Lord Jesus Christ," The 
majordomo named the three visitors, who were the richest 
merchants in Lima. Mancera softened and replied,

I, Palma, Ricardo. Tradiciones Peruanas. Vol. 1 . on. 210- 220, '
183249



Ah, let these poor flevUs enter. It has 
. been a long time since the death.of Christ# Bio. 

knows if it is not exaggeration and slander, the 
things that are said about Jews.

Thus his enemies claim 1/aneera had been bought by Portuguese
gold#

In 1645, Manoera restored the marble plaque that dis
graces the memory of Francis®© de Carbajal.

The Memories de los Yirreyeo del Peru (1899) confirm 
Palma’s statements of Mancera’s measures to keep peace with 
Portugal and to defend Callao from both the Portuguese and 
Dutch# Mendiburu writes that Maneera mixed his arbitrariness, 
and they were many, with pious and charitable acts# He did 
not respect the laws nor the King’s orders# He went against 
them many time® and usually worked according to his will, 
although some of his acts wore laudable# He dominated with 
his influence and sternness# To protect his friends he
stopped at nothing, even less in spending money or making

2 . - . - -.
concessions to the clergy.

NO mention Is made of an acceptance of money from the 
Portuguese, but Moses says that it was charged, that in ob
taining funds for his public works he had often neglected 
or violated proscribed forms, that in levying an excise on 
various articles he had acted without the authority of the

2. Memoriaa do lo s  Vlrreycs del Peru, n. xl.
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Crown, and that in many transactions which involved
salaries or other financial considerations he had not been

. ... ...... 3careful to observe the requirements of the law.
Fisher adds that he was reproved for a deficit of one

hundred thousand pesos in the royal treasury, and for
4habitual tardiness at divine services. Markham calls him

5a prudent Viceroy. This agrees with- Palma * a opinion.
Means credits him with special diligence in his efforts 

to improve the condition of the Indians. Fisher claims 
he considered the Creoles a bitter raoe, which always had
a repugnance for subordination and a craving for authority.

8
Lavalle says he was very religious and charitable,
The source of the story told by Kanoera's enemies,• 

that he accepted money from the Portuguese Jews, is un
known to me. Palma does not mention his source. However, 
from what the historians have recorded of Manoera’s char
acter relative to both his stern will and questionable

3. Moses, Bernard, the Spanish tienendenolea. Vol. il.P. 79. - ---- --4. Fisher,^Lillian. Viceregal Administration in Amsrloa.
5. Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 180. •
6. Means, Philip. Fall of the lnca 'Empire, p. 183,
7. Fisher, Lillian, op. cit.. p. 309.
8. Lavalle, Jose, Oaleriade Hetratos. o. 83.
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honesty in handling funds, I do not think it impossible 
that Manoera did such a thing* But I cannot verify my 
opinion* With the exception of this one uncertain event, 
Palma has been historically correct in his treatment of
Manoera* .



CHAPTER XVII

VICEROY DOB GARCIA DE 30T0MAY0R,
COBDE DE SALVATIERRA

Palma says the following of the sixteenth Viceroy of 
Peru, Don Carole de Sotomyor, Condi® de Salratlerra.

Salvatiorra as Vieeroy of Mexloo was the most power
ful aid the Jesuits had in their feud with the Bishop of 
Puebla Palafflixe The King wisely believed it necessary to 
separate him from this command, and appointed him to the 
Vioeroyalty of Peru. He made his state entrance September 
20, 16W.

The «F©suits in Peru also influenced the old and sickly
■ - ' - . -

Viceroy, who gave them many concessions as well as protec
tion of their mission in Haynos and the mission in Paraguay.

Palma quotes Lorente that during his reign a terrible 
earthquake ruined Cuzco.

The Viceroy built in 1650 the elegant fountain which 
today stands in the main plaza.

In 1655 the Conde de Alba de Liste relieved 
Salvatierra. Salvatiorra*s illness prevented his return 
to Spain, and he died in Lima, June 26, I656* 1

1. talma, Ricardo. Tradlelones Peruanaa. Volt. 1.
pp. 227-228. ~~
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In Meaoriaa do los Yirreyes la found aonfIrmetlon of 
all the fact® given by Palma.

Salvatlerra assumed command of Mew Spain In 1642 and 
was transferred to Peru In 1648, He was very zealous In the 
service of the King, and was not subjected to a resldenola 
upon leaving Mexico because of the inmens® satisfaction 
with his prudent government. He left the reputation of be
ing a religious and moderate governor, and gave an Impulse, 
though short, to the betterment of the country. The many 
arguments in which he found himself implicated were due 
more to the character of the epoch than to him,

Salvatlerra was a docile instrument of the Jesuits in 
their quarrel with Don Juan do Palafqx, Bishop of Puebla.
His transfer to Peru was due to these quarrels. It is only 
natural that ho would continue to be a friend of the Jesuits 
in Peru,

Mendlburu continues that with his authority and with 
his own money, he attended to the missions among the un
faithful in the mountains and helped the Jesuits in the 
conversion of the Indians in Maynas and Paraguay.

In 1655 he turned over the rule to the Oonde do Alba 
de List®. In his six year# and five months and four days

%Y Meaorias de loo Virreyes. p, xx. ' ' 1 ' "
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of rule, he left the country in peace and quiet, and in a 
state of adequate defense• He had also embellished the 
city. He died June 26, 1659» from an illness which lasted 
three years.

In agreement with the above, quoted from Memories.
. ■ • .. 3are Moses, Wilson, and Lavalle.

Fisher claims h© m s  too lenient and lacking in energy
to deal with corrupt officials. He himself stated that he
always availed himself of the Opinions of the judges in

4 'grave matters of administration.
To summarize Salvatierra, Palma has been historically 

correct in all his statements concerning Salvatierra,
Palm docs not give any personal opinions regarding the 
Viceroy's character, and all the historians exeept Fisher 
agree regarding his rule of Peru,

3. koses. Bernard. % e  Wwnlsh Dependencies. Vol. II.
Pe 80. ,Wilson, Baronesa. Mexico y su Gobernantes. u. 145. 

Lavalle, Jose. Oaloria de Hetratos. p p .T6»88.
4. Fisher. Lillian. Viceregal Administration in America.

p. 148.



CHAPTER m i l  .

VICEROY DON LUIS HSHRIQUEZ DE GUZMAN,
OOHDE DE ALBA DE LISTS

Palm has the following to smy eonoemlng Don Luis
Henrique* de Guzman, Condo do Alba do List©, the seven-

1teenth Vioerby of Peru# •
Lists was the first Grandee of Spain to com to Peru 

with tho title of Viceroy. Ho was transferred from Mexico, 
and relieved his nephew, the Conde de Salvatierra*

He was a capable administrator$ and a man of advanced 
ideas for his ©pooh. His rule is notable in history only 
for its misfortune* His six years of administration were 
six years of tears, mourning, and public quarrels#

The galleon whieh was carrying over six million in 
gold and silver to Spain and six hundred passengers was 
shipwrecked# A year later, in 1656, the Marques de Baldes, 
in charge of three boats loaded with riehes, when defeated 
in a naval battle near Cadis by English pirates preferred 
to surrender himself. Another fleet coming from Cadiz with 
merchandise for Peru lost seven of its ships in a storm.

The greatest misfortune was the earthquake in Lima,

I' * % % %  | f A ° l ° n o s . P _ o , V°l. I, pP, 231-
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November 13, 1655•- Publleatioos of that epoeh describe' 
minutely the horrors and fear of the people. These are a 
few of a never-ending list to illustrate the six years of 
his unhappy reign.

The Vieeroy v/as not liked In Lima beeause of his free 
religious beliefs. The people thought it was his fanatical 
uneonventionality that was bringing the wrath of heaven 
upon Peru, He was called £1 Virroy hero.ie. a title which 
a Jesuit priest by the name of Allosa helped to popularize, 
Listo attended a feast in the church of San Pedro where 
Father Alloza gave him a sermon because he was not attentive 
to the mass, talking instead with one of the oldores.

One year Archbishop Villagomez appeared with a para
sol in the procession of Corpus Christ! Xtay, and the Viceroy 
reprimanded him. The Bishop left. The Monarch then de
creed that neither the Vieeroy nor Archbishop could use a 
parasol in a procession. ; /

Liste opposed the oonseeration of Friar Cipriano 
Medina as Bishop of Ouamanga because the royal orders were 
not accurate. But the Archbishop at midnight in San 
Franoisoo monastery did consecrate Medina, ,

The Archbishop excommunicated the court police for, 
having imprisoned the secretaries of the ecclesiastical 
tribunal for disrespect. The Viceroy, backed by the 
Audlenola, made him revoke the order.



Mate had many quarrels over eoeleslastloal benofioea 
with the Arehbishop, questions whioh eontributed to the 
fanatioal public belief that he was unchristian, when 
actually ho was a zealous defender of the King.

Mate also had the misfortune of living in open war
fare with the Inquisition, so omnipotent at that time*
The Viceroy, among other prohibited books, had brought 
from Mexico a pamphlet written by the Dutch Guillermo 
Lombard©• In confidence he showed it to an Inquisitor, 
who denounced him. On the first day of Easter when Liste 
attended mass with all the government bodies, a tribunal 
member ascended the pulpit and demanded ho give up his 
book and also give up to the Inquisition his doctor, 
cisar Hieolas handler, suspected of being a Lutheran# The 
Viceroy left the church indignantly and wrote a complaint 
to Philip IV. A series of arguments developed from this 
which the Monarch ended by reproaching the Inquisition’s 
conduct and advising Liste to surrender the pamphlet which 
was the motive of the quarrel.

As for the french doctor, the Viceroy did all that 
was possible to keep him from the Inquisition, but It was 
not easy. After eight years of imprisonment Wandier was 
sentenced to death#

In 1661 Liste, superseded by the Conde de Santisteban, 
returned to Spain, happy to abandon a land where he might

108
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have been burned as a heretic.
Another story Palma tells of the heretic Viceroy is 

the following.
In Lima at this time it was the custom to ring the 

dhuroh hells whenever the Viceroy or the Bishop passed by 
the respective ohmrshe - One Sunday the Viceroy went by San 
August£n Ohxmihand, since the bell ringer was not in the 
tower, he did not see Liste go by so did not ring the bell. 
The Viceroy was ruffled and at the evening tortulia he 
blamed the Augustinian Prior. The Prior, a personal friend 
of Liste, hoard about this and the following day visited 
him. The bell ringer, afraid to confess his Inattentiveness, 
said that although he saw the Viceroy’s carriage go by, he 
did not think it necessary that bells should ring for the 
presence of a heretic Viceroy. /

Now this error could have caused a great deal of dis
cord between the Viceroy and the Augustinians so Jorge 
Esoorqulz, the boll ringer, was severely punished.

Jorge vowed revenge for this. Not quite a "week had 
passed when one night between the hours of twelve and one, 
the bells of San Augustin rang out loud and long, awakening 
all the citizens of lima,

Liste, not a libertine, did have his moments, and it 
happened.to be an aristocratic lady. Each night at ten 
o'clock, when no one in Lima dared walk the streets, the
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Vieeroyi awaked and aoeomp&nled /by his majordomo, would 
visit the beauty who had captivated his heart. He would 
then return to the palace sometime after midnight.

The following morning it was known throughout Lima 
that the Vioeroy's nocturnal walk had caused the bell 
ringing. It was whispered that Liate was attending mys
terious heretleal meetings. No one suspected that such 
a serious gentleman would have other motives.

Lists seeretly had Jorge brought to the palace. He 
demanded to know who told him it was he walking by the 
church, Jorge remained undisturbed, and when the furious 
Viceroy threatened a jail sentence, he revealed the know
ledge of his secret nocturnal visits. The Viceroy knew 
he was at Jorge's mercy. Jorge said that one simple favor 
would keep it a secret. He wished to be returned to the 
monastery. In 1660 Jorge celebrated his first mass, and 
none other than the Viceroy was present at the service.
The Viceroy, however, never again walked by San Augustin 
Churoh. , . ' .

Lavelle confirms Palma that Mate's governorship was 
a series of disasters. The earthquake, the shipwrecks, 
his serious disagreements with the Inquisition and the 
clergy were a few. Lavalle gives the same details as

2. Lavalle, Jose. Oaleria de Betratos. pp, 90-92.
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Palm in the eesounts of the Yioeroyvo refuaal to give up
M s  pamphlet to the InqulsltloaB as well as turn over to
the Trihuml his doctor. He also gives an aooount of
Listens difficulty v/ltb the ArehMshop eoaoeraing the us®
of a parasol in proeessionse

List© on Viceroy of Mexico was well liked In that
country for hi# kindness and'good examples* ' Mste super-

3seded him nephew In Peru* ■ ' ' i' :
Moses, Winsor, and Markham merely say that in Listed

six years of administration he improved the fortifications
of Callao, founded scientific studies in Peru, and paid at-

k
tention to the creation of an adequate navy*

I am unable to verify P a l m ’s statements that Listo’s 
♦ opposition to Friar Medina’s consecration as Bishop of 

Quamanga was ignored by the Archbishop, and that Lists 
forced the Archbishop to revoke his order of excommunication 
of the police who had imprisoned several ecclesiastical 
secretaries* Also unknown to me is the story of Jorge 
Esoorquiiz and the San Augustin bell ringer’s revenge on 
Liste.

3. lavalle. Joed* op* oli., quoted from blvera. Qobemantes
de Mexico, pp. 90-92• ~

Wilson, Baronesa, Mexico y aus Gobernantes. p. 79.
4. Vvinsor, Justin. Narrativo and Critical ilfitory of

America. Vol* VllY,- P« 303• “ ~
Moses. Bertrand. The Spanish Dependencies. Vol. II.p. 174. .. ......
Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 179.
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In oonolualon it is my opinion that Palm, on the 
whole, has been historically correct. P a l m ’s evaluation 
is true that Listo was a capable governor but, due to a 
series of disasters in his term and his independence in 
religion, his rule is notable in history only for its mis
fortunes, Palm, I believe, symphatises with this Viceroy 
for he refers to the public as being fanatical and to the 
Viceroy as a zealous and able defender of the King. Such 
is history’s evaluation of him, especially as the Viceroy 
Of Mexico, ' ■ : . . . : ■ , ■' . v . . . :  . - ;;



CHAPTER XIX

VICEROY DON DIECO DE BENAVIDES Y DE LA COEVA,
CONDI DE 5ANTISTEBAN DEL PUERTO

the eighteenth Viceroy of Peru, Don Diego de
Benaridee y de la Cueva, Conde de Santlsteban del Puerto,

1
Palma haa the following to say.

Santlsteban entered Lima, July 21, 1661, having been 
the Viceroy of Navarra. Palma quotes Peralta, by his own 
admission, that the Conde had great virtues, especially in 
piety, devotion, and charity. He was gifted with talent, 
which is proved by hia book. Las Horae sueesivaa. a volume 
of Latin verses now in the Biblioteoa Naoional.

He was an able administrator of the public rents, and 
the treasury instead of showing a deficit was a half a 
million pesos over its quota. His labor laws for the pro
tection of the Indians contribute to his reputation for * ■ ' ■ ■1 ■ " ■ • • ' - . • ► ... ■ ■ - - ...... .............
ability.

Pirates, an earthquake in 1664, epldemios of smallpox 
and typhus, and the beginning of disturbances by the Saloedo 
brothers affected the spirit of this old and kind Viceroy,

r. Paim. Ricardo. Tradioiones Peruanas. Vol. 1. nn. 241-
■ 242. ------ .
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@au*lng hie death,in 1666* He was hurled in Santo Domingo 
Ohuroh. " V-. ,v v  ■ x.: ' ; ' -J . ■■

Palma, by his ovm admission, quotes Peralta concern
ing Santistebanfo fine character and poetio talent.
Lavalle hag also confirmed these same facto, adding that2
Santisteban was educated at the University of Salamanca.

Winaor and Markham say he was a descendant of Alfonso
VII. He was distinguished both ao a soldier and a dlplo-

3mat, and had been Viceroy of Navarra.
Lavalle verifies that he was an able administrator

4of the public rents, Lavalle, Winsor, and Moses credit
5him with the protection of the Indiana•

Lavalle quotes- Hendlburu that the beginning of the 
disturbances in the rich Layoaeata district, owned by the 
Salcedo brothers, took place June 25, 1665* These dis
turbances became serious and alarmed the Viceroy so that

6
they aggravated his ill health and shortened his days.

lavalle, lose. PalerfadeRotratos. p. 93*
3. Wlnsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 

America. Vol, V III, Pi. I I ,  p, 304. “
Marknam, Sir Clement. History of Peru, n. 179.

4* Lavalle, Jose, op. cit.. p. 94.
5. Winaor, Justin, op. oii.. p, 304* 

lavalle, Josd* opV bit'.', p, 94,
Moses. Bernard. TheSpanish Dependencies. Vol. II.pe 17g# ~  ---------- --------- — »

6. Lavalle, Jose. op. oit.. p. 95.
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He died May, 1666, and m s  buried in Santo Domingo Chureh* 
Palma has been historically correct in his relation 

of Santisteban* In connection with this Viceroy he has
not related any tradloiones which would bring out a weak-

. • •ness of character. His treatment has merely been a short 
resume of his term.

7. v/insor, Justin, on. clt*. Vol. Ilff pt. llr n, 10L. 
Markham, Sir Clement, op. oit.. p, 181,



CR-VPT2R' X?:

incEROT DON de caotro y audrads,OOHDE D! JMMOB

Palma has the following to say regarding Don 
Fernandez de Castro y Andrade, Conde de Lemos and nine- 
teenth Yioeroy of Peru,

Lemos was a youth of thirty-three years when ho as
sumed duty as Viceroy of Peru in 1667« According to his
torians (Palma gives no source), "solo faltaba sotana para 
ser complete Jesuita." In his command of nearly five 
years, he shone little as an administrator, His deeds 
were limited to sending, although unsuccessful, a strong 
fleet in pursuit of Morgan, the bueoeneer who had burned 
Panama, and to capture on the coast of Chile, Henry Clerk.

The Viceroy was only distinguished for his devotion. 
Frequently he could be seen sweeping the floor in the 
church of Los Desanparados. playing the organ, or officiat
ing as cantor in the solemn high maos on Sundays, These 
caused comments from the nobility, who thought such acts 
were degrading for a Spanish Grandee,

I. Palma, Ricardo« fradioionea Peruanas. Vol. i.
pp, 248-251$ V o i.IV , p. 240; Chaohivaoheria, p. 74,
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Lauras ordered,under penalty of jail, that no one 
could paint a cross whorolt could he stepped on; every
one had to kneel at prayer time; and he chose for sponsor 
at his son*s confirmation a cook in San francIsoo - Monas
tery Who was a Negro and ronowned for his saintly quali
ties. For each individual sentenced to death by him, he 
ordered said thirty masses, spent at least six hours a 
day saying the rosary, as well as confessing and receiving 
communion daily. ;

Never had Lima seen such splendid religious profes
sions, Palma quotes Lorente from his Historia on the 
description of one of these processions. Lemos also had 
an image of the Virgin Mary brought from Zaragoza, and had 
built an arch which was valued at two hundred thousand 
pesos. The Gall# de Mercaderes was paved in silver, which 
represented two million dueados. . : : : . : y ' '

The fanatical Lemos, who was proud of his descent ’ 
from San Franciso© de Borja, would have founded, as he 
would often say, a Jesuit college on each street in Lima. 
He had scarcely arrived in Lima when he went to Puno to 
settle the Salcedo disturbance,
; The Viceroy, according to many historians, (Palma 
does not name them), took-Salcedo prisoner and treated him 
severely. In brief time Salcedo was sentenced to death, 
and his property confiscated to the benefit of the royal
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treasury#
The Jesuits, as previously stated, dominated the 

Viceroy# His confessor was a Jesuit, as were his secre
taries, The chronicle writers of that tine accused the 
Jesuits of having contributed to the tragic end of the 
rich miner, Salcedo, who had done a great deal for the 
Crown, He had sent several million dollars to the King as 
a fifth of the profits of the mine.

When the sentence m s  read to Salcedo, he asked the 
Viceroy to permit him to appeal to Spain. During the time 
which elapsed between ships, Salcedo gave the Viceroy a 
silver bar dally. Bear in mind that not only was each 
bar of silver valued at two thousand duros, but the trip 
from Callao to Cadis took eight months! Temptation was 
great and the Viceroy vacillated.

But the Jesuits reminded him that it would bo best 
to execute Salcedo and confiscate his property. The most 
influential Jesuit adviser was Father Francisco del 
Castillo, who was godfather of the Viceroy*s son. Salcedo 
was executed not far from Puno,

Lemos, in whose term the canonization of Santa Rosa 
took place, died in 1673 and his heart was buried under the 
main altar of the Desamparados Church,

Palma declares that Lemos, despite his religious 
virtues, was fond of silver, illustrating with this story.



After Lems had settled the turbulence In Layoaeata, he 
went to Potdsi# Don Antoni© Qulroga, a wealthy miner, 
visited him. Qulroga did not ©all on the Vioeroy empty 
handed, but brought him a gift of twenty thousand duroa.

Leraoa treated the opulent miner with cordiality, and 
not a day went by that Quiroga was not invited to dine 
with the Viceroy. But Quiroga, already warned, wondered 
what this would lead to. When Lemos had to return to Lima, 
he took leave of the miner and asked him if he would be 
the godfather of his expeeted child. So, thought Quiroga, 
the reason for all these feastsI

Eight days later Quiroga sent a messenger to Lima 
asking the Negro cook In San Francisco Monastery to repre
sent him as godfather at the baptismal ceremony, and to 
give to the Viceroy's wife a hundred thousand pesos for the
baby .  ̂ ■"......' :

DoKa Ana de Borja y Aragon, wife of the Viceroy, was 
a capable governor. While her husband went to Layoaeata 
she remained in Lima as President of the Audlenola from 
June, 1668, to April, 1669•

Palma has quoted the authenticity of this from 
Mendlburu's Dloolonarlo hlatorlco and from a collection of 
Documshtos hlstdrleos by Odriozola. Her grandfather was
San Francisco de Borja.
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The Llmenao did not Ilk® Dona Ana, and called her 
La Patona. She v/as twenty-six years old and not w r y  
pretty* S M  dressed splendidly, was domineering, haughty, 
and vain* That she was shrewd is proved by the following 
ae count. ., . ■. -. /

In 1668 a galleon from Cadiz arrived, and among the 
passengers was a Portuguese friar. As soon as he arrived 
in Lima, Dona Ana received an anonymous letter stating that 
the friar was nothing but a spy* She called the Oidoree 
and immediately they wished to hang him. But Dona Ana 
wisely thought it over and (Palma quotes Oarollaso de 
.Francisco de Carbajal, by his own admission) said, "Leave 
it to me. I know, a way of finding out if he is a priest 
or spy. If he is not a priest ho will be hanged.*

That day the friar, Father Nunez, was invited "to do 
penance" in the palace. The three Oidoreo also accom
panied Dona Ana to a beautifully arranged table of de
licious food. Father Nimez did not hesitate to eat; he 
devoured, and he drank his wine from the jug. Dona Ana 
winked at the Oidores as if to say, "He is a priest," 
Without knowing it, Father Nunes had passed the test. Was 
not Dona Ana a capable administrator!

Z. P&lim, Ricardo, op. clt.. Vol. 1. nn. 242-51.
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In spite of Lemoa’ preoccupation with the salvation
.of hie soul, it didn’t prevent him from being occupied

3
vzith luxurious living and comforts e Palm calls him a

4hard-headed Galician,
Palma has been in accord with history regarding Lemos,

Winsor says he is a descendant of King Saneho IV and son
of the ninth Oonde do Lemos, -tiho'was the patron of 

5Cervantes, He was only thirty-three when he was ap
pointed to Peru, He was married to Ana de Borja, daughter
of the Duke of Gandia and dosoendant of San Francisco de6
Borjc. : ' ' ' ; ' ■ ' ' -

Y/hen he reached Lima he was called upon to remedy the 
state of anarchy in the mining districts owned by Salcedo, 
Salcedo was a wealthy mine owner in Laycaoata. His army, 
consisting of Andalusians, Castilians, and Creoles, de
feated the troops of the Bishop of Arequipa and Salcedo

7took over the rule of Layoaeata,
But Lemos decided to go to Layeaeata personally to 

settle the affair, Lavall®, Markham, Winsor agree with

3. I'alma, Ricardo. op, cit.. Vol. II. n. 64.
4, Ibid,. Oaehivaeheria, p, 74*
5* Sinsor^i Justin, Narrative and Critical History of 

America. Vol, Vlil, Pt. li, p. 304. ' ,
6. IbloT . . »
7. Talma, Ricardo, op, cit,, Vol, I, pp, 21+7-21*8, 

Winsor, Justin, op, cit,. p, 305.
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Palm's relation of the Tioeroy's treatment of Saleedo.
' ' ' V  • • ■ : ■ ■ ' ■ ;  • "  8 ' ....

and his ezeoutton due to the Jesuit influenee, Laralle
adds that he settled the rebellion with youthful energy.
Ho executed forty-two, Including Saloedo, Layoacata was . 
razed and Puno was founded in its place,

' During the Viceroy*s absence his young wife adminis
tered the government. His proceedings were considered by 
his confessor, Castillo, to have been needlessly harsh and 
cruel* and he v;aa plunged into the depths of remorse and 
contrition. He ordered twelve hundred masses said for the 
souls of the men he executed, and he himself acted as 
sacristan in his chapel, blowing the organ and attending 
to the lamps.

That Demos was a roligious fanatic, especially con- 
spiouous in his fervor and pious enthusiasm for religious 
processions, is confirmed by these same historians, in-.-■ . .. - 20 ' ' ' ‘ '
oludlng Pioher,

Lavallo verifies that Demos ordered compulsory kneel- 
ing.at prayer time, that a cross could not be painted where 
it would fee stepped on, that his son's confirmation 
sponsor was the Negro cook of San Francisco Monastery, and

8« Markham, Sir Clement. . liistory of Peru, p. 182. 
Lavalle, Jose. Galerla de KetratosTT. 98.Winamp. Justin, op. oit.. n. 305.

9. Ibid.10. TH?.
FIsners Lillian, Vloenegal Administration In AJoerloa.p. 2a. -----------------------
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that his attempts in. sending a fleet In pursuit of MorganUand Henry Clerkev/ere unsuccessful,
'Palma has quoted from Lorente eoneernlng l^mos1 

splendid religious proeeasiono, espoeially in the canoniza
tion of Santa Rosa do Lima, The wise rule of his wife,
Dona Ana, illustrated with the story of the suspected 
friar, was quoted from Mendlburu, Doeumentos higtoriooa 
by Odriezola, and Garoilasode Fraaoleeo de Carbajal,

Palma has quoted from historical sources, but has 
not named them for his relation of L e m s 1 action in the 
Salcedo ease, the Jesuit influence over Lemos in all 
matters, and L e m s 1 fondness for silver as brought out in 
the story of Quiroga and Lemos in Potosf•

Palma calls Lems a Mrd-headed Galician. V/insor 
says of him in that respect that he was in the habit of 
subordinating his judgment to that cf M s  religious ad-

12
riser. When left to himself he was hasty and impulsive, 

That Lemos was fond of luxurious living and physical 
comforts is evident. However, in the books examined I have 
not been able to find an outright statement to that effect, 
Therefore, I can not verify Palma,

Winsor and Lavalle say Lemos was attacked by a 11

11. Lavalie, Jose, op, olt.. p. loo.
12, Winsor, Justin, op, olt.. p. 305,



dangerous Illness at Lima which carried him off at the
■ . . . - ■ : ■ ■ / : . ■ 13

age of thirty-eight years, on December 6,.1672*
Hose® credits him with a reputation for piety, oruel- 

14ty, and injustice* .
Palma’s treatment of Lems has been historically cor

rect, At the same time, Palma has had a great opportunity 
to demonstrate his wit and his irreverence, I.emos, so 
preoccupied with the salvation of his soul and with re
ligious processions, has only been of interest to Palm 
to present to the reader his failings, Leiaos1 failings 
were so unlike the good Christian he professed to be. He 
would sweep the church floor, and attend mass daily, yet 
he was fond of luxurious comforts • Salcedo might have been 
saved, Palma claims, for the condemned man gave Leiaos a 
gift of silver every day. It was the Jesuit influence 
that caused the Viceroy’s harsh sentence to be put into 
effect.

One can almost hear Palma’s chuckles as he relates 
the capability of DoKa Ana as an administrator in the 
TradicIon of the suspected friar* Nothing could have been 
more appropriate for Palma than this historically proved 
event to demonstrate the shrewdness of Dona Ana.

If. ^Inaor. Justin, op, 'olt.. p. 305^ "" ~
Lavalle, Jose, op, cit.. p. 100*

14. Moses, Bernard. 1‘he Spanish Dependencies. Vol. II. 
p. 182. ---------
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On the whole, then, v/e nruot say that Palma*o judg* 
meat of Lemoa Is hletorioally oorreet*



CHAPTER X H

VICEROT DON BAMASAR DE LA CUEVA,
CONDE DE CASTKLLAR

Palma has the following to say of the twentieth
Viceroy of Peru, Don Baltasar ao la Cuera, Condo de
Castellar y do Villa-Alonso, second son of the Duke of 

1Albuquerque.
Castellar entered Lima on August 15, 1674, and Palma, 

quoting an unnamed historian, says, in opulent splendor as 
previous Viceroys had done# The public thought, and cor
rect it was, that Castellar did not come for profits but 
for honors, and they accepted him with enthusiasm.

His first administrative acts were to organize a fleet 
against piratical attacks, fortify Arica, Guayaquil, and 
Panama, and repair the walls of Callao.

In civil and religious questions he made wise ordi
nances. He was a zealous guardian of the King, had grave 
arguments with the Archbishop, reformed the University, 
created funds for the maintenance of Santa Ana Hospital, 
and gave orders to moderate the luxury of coaches, and to 
better the police force. l.

l. Palraa, Mcardo. I'radlolonoo Poruanas. Vol. 1.
.■ pp* 258-262.
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He punished with extreme rigor abuses of the 
oorregidores. and minutely inspeeted the royal coffers* As 
a result of this, employees were imprisoned; Ohuqula#o, the 
treasurer, was hanged; property of those at fault v/ao con
fiscated; and the royal treasury recovered a little of the 
loss. Bo one was paid unless he had an order from the 
Viceroy with his signature. Many of these were forged by 
Villegas.

Palma quotes Lorente,by his own admission, that 
Castellar had audiences with anyone, public or seeret, with
out set times and gave decrees which aroused the admiration 
of the LimeBos. who thought that they never had seen a 
similar form of activity and administration in the previous 
Viceroys.

Mendlburu is Palma’s source for his account of Don 
Juan del dorr o’s discovery of a new method of extracting 
silver. At first Castellar doubted this and sent several 
InspectorstoPotosi, The inspectors returned with the 
news that it was true. Castellar, delighted, ordered a 
celebration of the event. However, after he had instruc
tions distributed to other miners, the method was proved 
not worth the bother. Corro claimed his misfortune was duo 
to enemies.

Castellar’a upright policy created many influential 
enemies, who succeeded In having the King relieve him of
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M s  command. On July 7, 1678, while Lima was having a 
procession of prayer because of a terrible earthquake a 
month before, Gastellar received a royal decree from 
Chari®i II to surrender his command immediately to the 
proud and arbitrary Archbishop, Don Melcher de Linen y 
Cisneros# The Archbishop subjected him to a strict real- 
denela, during which time he had the smallness to keep him 
a prisoner for almost two years in exile in Paita.

V/hen the excellent Duke of Pa lata relieved the Arch
bishop in 1681, Castellar, absolved of wrongdoing, pre- /
sented his Relaoion written in Sureo and one of the most 
notable among the Memories do los Virreyea,

The Viceroy brought a great fortune to Peru which be
longed in the greater part to his wife, who was beloved in 
Lima for her charity. Of Castellar it is said he entered 
rich and left poor*

In 1682, Carlos XI, repentant of his injustice, ap
pointed him to the Council of the Indies, a position 
Castellar held until his death about three years later.

Castellar had the habit of walking through the city 
every afternoon, accompanied by his secretary and a police 
captain; but before returning to the palace and when the 
bells rang out the Angelua, he entered Santo Domingo Church 
to say a rosary. It was the night of February 10, 1678, 
while the Viceroy was kneeling and saying his rosary that
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Juan 4e Villegas attempted to kill him. Eight days later 
Villegas was hanged.

Palma Is in agreement with history eoneerning 
Oastellar. By his own admission ho has quoted an unnamed 
historian in telling of Castellar’s entranoe into Lima on 
August 15, 1674.

Palma is correct in his statement that Castellar came 
to Peru for honor and not for profits. Wineor, Mirkhaa, 
Moses, and Lavalle confirm this statement to the following 
effect %

!tols Viceroy was a zealous defender of the 
revenues, economical, strict and upright; and 
like most of his predecessors, he strove to 
satisfy the requirements of the country, while 
at the same time he sent home large sums of 
money to Spain. He frequently punished 
corregidorea and priests for nets of Injustice.
He donated fimds for the hospital for Santa Ana.2
Castellar was energetic in his efforts for the welfare 

of the. people. He had allowed some commercial Intercourse 
with Mexico, and this had led to the introduction of art
icles from China into Peru. His Indulgent policy caused

2, ./insor, Austin. Narrative and Critical History of 
America, Vol. Viil, Pt, II,. pp. 305-306.

Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 182. 
Moses. Bernard. The Spanish Deoendenoios. Vol. II.

p. 18). , --------------- -------
LaValle, Jose. Galeria do Retratos, pp. 102-104, 

quoted from HendlWru.
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an outcry from the Spanish merchants who m d o  loud com
plaints s and without a hearing he was ordered to give up 
his command immediately to the proud Archbishop Linan y
Cisneros. He was ordered to be strictly judged, and was

3held a prisoner for two years at Paita.
An unnamed and unknown source to me is used by Palma

in his statement that Castellar, a rich man, left Peru
penniless because of his charity. This is true also of
his relation of the attempted assassination of the Viceroy
by Villegas on February 10, 1676.

Lorente is quoted by Palma concerning Castellar1s wise
ordinances, and his public or secret audiences at any time
and with anyone. Mendiburu is the source used by Palma for
the account of Don Juan del Corro1s discovery of a new
method beneficial to silver.

Wlnsor and Pereyra verify Palma that Charles II, sorry
for his unjust action, named him a member of the Council of

4the Indies. Castellar died in 1686.
Pereyra calls Castellar one of the best Viceroys of

5Peru for his righteousness and magnanimity. Such is

3. tavalie, Jose. op. olt.. u p . lOA-lQA.
Pereyra. Carlos.Historic do la America Eepanola. Vol. 

VII, p. 257. ----------------------
4. Wlnsor, Justin, op. oit.. p. 306.

Pereyra, Carlos, op. olt., p. 257.
5. Ibid.
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P a l m *3 opinion of the twentieth Viceroy of Peru. P a l m ’s 
conclusion that Oastellar was just has been proved histor
ically correct. Hie facts have been verified.



CHAPTER XHI
• VICEROY DON ISXOHOR DB LINAN Y CISNEROS

P a l m  relates the following of Don Melehor do L15an y
1

Cisneros, the twenty-first Viceroy of Peru#
Cisneros entered Lima as Archbishop in February, 1678, 

But five months later Charles II appointed him Viceroy of 
Peru, relieving Castellar# Later the King gave Cisneros 
the title of Conde de Puebla de los Valles, a title which 
the Archbishop transferred to one of his brothers#

Castellar left the royal treasury in excellent condi
tion, and the Viceroy Archbishop was careful not to be 
wasteful# However, if the country was not rich under the 
rule of Cisneros, it cannot be said that it was poor either# 
The Viceroy would say that It was necessary to guard the 
treasury from those who guarded It, and to defend it 
against those who defended it#

Unfortunately his haughtiness and the petty battles 
against him predecessor, Castellar, in the latter*s resi- 
denola defame in history the name of this Viceroy Arch
bishop# • 1

1. Palma* Kioardo* Tradicionos Peruanas. Vol. i. 
pp. 26>266.
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During his reign the Brazilians took over the frontier 
at Buenos Aires, and the Viceroy sent out a troop under the 
command of Don Jose do Garro#

Pirates wore still sacking the Spanish coast, and 
Cisneros equipped two boats and placed General Pantoja in 
charge*

The epoch had many religious quarrels: there was a
battle between the friars and Jesuits in the missions of 
Mojos, Carabaya, and Amazonas; a fight among the nuns of 
Santa Catalina in Quito, many of whom loft the cloister; 
and the quarrels of Bishop Mollinedo with the Canons of 
Cuzco* The greatest commotion was caused by the Francis
cans of Lira who on the night of December 23, 1680, at 
on© ofclock set fire to the ©ell of the General Commission
er, Fray Karoos Teran,,

Under Cisneros1 rule, Lima received the first copies 
of Recapilaoion do leyes do Indias,

Markham, Moses, Fisher, Wlnsor, and Lavallo confirm2
Palma in his account of the rule of Cisneros* Markham 
says that Charles II liked the Archbishop so well that he

2. Markham, sir tiloment* A History of iBeru. p. 18ZI 
Mooes, Bernard, The Spanish" Dependencies. Vol. II.

p. i85. — :----- ----------
Fishery Lillian, Viceregal Administration in America.
Lavalle, Jose, Galerfa de Retratos, p, 106.
Wlnsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 

America. Vol, Vlli, pt, 11, p, 306. ~
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irao named Viceroy of Peru, receiving the title of Oonde de 
Puebla de las Valles, which he transferred to his brother* 

Moses states that the Archbishop*s career In America 
to the end of his term as Viceroy was seventeen years. He 
was forty-nine years old when he became Viceroy, and also 
held his ecclesiastical office,

Fisher claims ho was zealous and intelligent; Moses 
adds that he gave much attention to the hospitals and ec
clesiastical institutions*

Lavalle and Fisher verify that the monasteries were a 
source of social disorder* Conflicts of the parties in them 
often reached such a degree of violence that persons were
seriously wounded, and once a friar was killed. Conflicts 
arose in connection with the election of priors or manifes
tations against an unpopular official. The quarrels were 
not always kept in the monastery; they often were carried 
out into the street, and secular authorities were obliged 
to intervene. (This refers to the mention made by Palma 
of the battle between the friars and tho Jesuits, the 
nuns of Santa Catalina in Quito, Bishop Mollinedo and the 
Canons of Cuzco, and the burning of Fray Teran,s cell by 
the Franciscans,)

Lavalle confirms the reception of the Rooopllaoion 
do lores de Indies.
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Cisneros* haughty character and unjust treatment of 
Gastellar have been discussed In the previous chapter*
There will be further dissuasion of his vain and proud 
oharaoter in the next chapter on the Duke de Palate.

I am unable to confirm Palma*a statownt regarding 
the Viceroy’s attitude toward tho royal treasury. He has 
not named his source* ,

To summarize Cisneros, Palma has been historically 
correct in his presentation of this vain and arrogant Vice
roy. I have been able to verify all his statements except 
one, but this one statement has been quoted from an un
named • chronicle writer.



CHAPTER XXIII

VICEROY DOR MSU3HOR DE HAVARRA Y ROOAFULL, ' '
DDqUE DE LA PALATA

Palma has the following to say of the twenty-s®@©M 
Viceroy of Peru, Don 2,telohor do Kavarra y Rocafull, Duquo 
do la Palate♦

It is Palma1s pergonal opinion that Palata, a descend
ant of the Kinga of Navarra and member of the Council of 
Regents daring the minority rule of Charles II, is el 
virrey mas virrev that Peru ever had. In 1683, Palata 
made Don Luis Ibafiez do Segovia y Orellana the Condo do 
Torreblanea; and, Mvlng been made a Count, he remained so 
because the monarch conformed to it. Not before or since 
has any Viceroy dared to do such a thing.

Preceded by great renown, immense prestige and wealth, 
he entered Lima on November 20, 1681, received by the 
Cabild© with pomp, and walking on silver. Installed in the 
palace, he displayed the luxury of a small king, intro
duced the etiquette and refinement of a court, and seldom 
was he seen on the street without his carriage drawn by

1. Palma, Ricardo.^radioiones Feruanas. Vol.I.' pp» 270-276. —  : — — »
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six horses and a brilliantly dressed guard.
Mo other Viceroy came with sueh ample authorization to 

govern; M t  no one v/as more sagacious, laborious, just, 
energetic, and worthy of the positions No one— and Palma 
quotes an unnamed historian— eould havo'said with more 
reason than he to those who tried to oppose him in reli
gious and civil laws: Dios esta en el oielo, el rev esta
leios y yo mando acui.

Palata was a bit less than a king in Peru; but he was 
a bit more than all his predecessors# Only he could put 
into order the Audlenelas of Panama, Quito, Oharcas, and 
Chile, reprimanding them for their abusive proceedings.

The pirates were still alarming the country with their 
raids. He equipped the fleet, which later forced the 
pirates out of the Paolfio, and Gierke was executed.

In three years he had built around Lima a wall; the 
same was done in Trujillo.

Palata had superseded Cisneros, who wished to continue 
with the same privileges he had as Viceroy. The principal 
one was the use of a coach drawn by six mules. Palata op
posed it, and from then on the Archbishop and the Viceroy 
had disagreements.

On February 20, 1684, Palata ordered wise and just 
ordinances against priests exploiting the poor Indians, The 
Archbishop preached from the pulpit against these orders in
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suoh strong language that the Vloeroy resolved not to at
tend any functions at the cathedral« Although the Canons 
went to the palace to excuse the Archbishop, Falata refused 
to accept the excuses and on the feast day of San Fernando 
he went to Callao# This quarrel produced a great scandal. 
The Archbishop finally went out in his coach to receive 
the Vloeroy when he returned froa Callao# Cisneros1 recon
ciliation was not sincere, for two years later the Arch
bishop again preached against the Viceroy as an enemy of 
the Church who would bring the wrath of heaven upon Lima#

From January, 1687, frequent tremors were felt, and 
on the 20th of October the earthquake occurred arid Lima was 
in ruins. Only Falata had the serenity of spirit to make 
provisions in the midst of general tribulations.

Falata was relieved on August 15, 1689, by the Conde 
do Manolava. He remained in Lima for a year for his real- 
denoia. He never returned to Spain for he was stricken 
with malaria in Portobello and died on April 13, 1690.

Palma says Falata was called by the Llmenos el virrey 
do log pepinos (cucumbers), alluding to a ban in which he 
prohibited the eating of such an unhealthful vegetable.

Palm relates the following of Falata; by his own ad
mission he has used an authentic tradiolon. the source of 
which is not given. It seems that the Viceroy had no equal 
in the playing of reveslno (a card game). Those who
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played with him always avoided winning, either out of aour- 
teay or adulation. Besides, the Viceroy was known to he a 
man of quick temper and little patience, such as an unr 
named chronicle writer relates.

After the earthquake of 1687, there was a shortage of 
crops in the valleys of Lima which caused high prices*
The Viceroy called the principal agriculturists to the 
palace and obtained beneficial concessions for the poor.
This action inspired the Limeno poet, Juan de Cavildes, to 
write this verses

"Exeelentisimo duque, 
quo, sustituto de Carlos, 
engrandeoes lo qua en tl 
aun mam quo asoenso.es atraso.”

Among the group of agriculturists was the richest land 
owner in Limn. He was a stubborn and avaricious man. Dur
ing the conference the Viceroy took out his snuff ease, took 
a pinch, and held the case in his hand. While talking he 
used his hands and the man, thinking it was an invitation 
to help himself, did just that. This was repeated three 
or four times and, while all those present were willing to 
lower the prices of grain, the Impolite farmer was the , 
only one who refused to yield. Dp to this point the Vice
roy had tolerated the farmer1s use of his snuff, but 
getting up he said to him, "Go, before I lose my patience 
and tobacco."
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Palm now continues with the account of tho revealno 
game. Palata claimed no one could defeat him at the game, 
Tho L'arques do Villafuerte decided he would, and went as 
usual to the palace for the Sunday tertulla. Kot more 
than an hour had passed at the game when It happened. The 
Viceroy*s face flamed; he remained twenty minutes, and then 
excused himself because of a headache. The news traveled 
soon that the Viceroy had lost; even a friar of Santo 
Domingo— -Palma adds, a friar he must have been— composed 
several lines that went like this:

"al virrey do lea peplnos 
lb han oortado el revesino,"

Villafuerte also got a decree , though how he obtained it
Is not known, which gave him the right of ownership to one
of the lots, which today correspond to the patio, where are
located the accounting houses.

During Palata * s time the horses were watered at the 
fountain of the Plaza Kayor. The Viceroy decided they 
raised too much dust, so from then on they were to be 
watered at the river. Villafuerte called his stableman and 
told him the next day to water the horses and then take 
them to the palace and let them frisk about the patio. The 
servant did as he was told and the Viceroy, furious, de
scended to the patio ready to punish the insolent Negro 
just as Villafuerte arrived at the scene, Villafuerte
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produced the papers showing that he was on his own property. 
The Viceroy* convinced of the authority of these papers, , 
shook the Marques * hand saying, "The only thing that Is 
clear, Marques, Is that God placed you In the world para 
oortariao siempro el reveslno."

Palma’s high regard for Palata is confirmed by his
tory* Winsor, Moses, Markhara, and lavalle agree on 
Palata1a famous background, great renown and prestige, and 
on bis arrival in Lima with poep, Moses adds to Palma’s 
description that

it is reported when he entered Lima the merchants 
caused the streets through which he was to enter 
the plaza to foe paved with ingots of silver for 
two squares* These ingot bars were between 
twelve and fifteen inches long, four or five in 
breadth, and two or three inches in thickness.

As a matter of fact, Moses has quoted Palma’s opinion of
the term el virrey mas virrey in speaking of Palata* Palata
did display the luxury of a small king. They also verify
that his ample powers of rule were used in a sagacious
manner and that no one was worthier of the post»

2# V/insor, Xusiin. Narrative and Critical history of 
America, Vol, VlII, >t. XI, p, 306.

Moaes, Bernard * The Smnlsh Dependencies. Vol* II,
pp. 188. 272. :

Martii&m, Sir,Clement. History of Peru, p. 183, 
Lavalle, lose. Galeria de Rotratoa. p. 109.
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Fisher agrees that only he managed, t© settle the
AuAlenelaa of Panama, Quito, Charoas, and Chile. Means
says that he v/as a great ruler, an infinitely hotter man

4 'than his piteous master, Charles II* .
Foreyra and Lavalle confirm Palma that Palate's, 

ooaotal defense was brilliant and suoeessful in clearing 
the pirates out of the Pacific, and that the pirate, Henry 
Clerk®, was execrated.

The relation of Palate's quarrels with Cisneros, the 
Arebbishop and former Viceroy of Peru, are confirmed his
torically. Moses and Lavalle agree that Cisneros, after 
the Crown took away his civil power, expressed his resent
ment in an unreasonable and abusive opposition to Palate's 
administration* He described Palate's conduct as anti- 
Catholio, and declared even the Church and even the pulpit 
had been scandalously profaned by the family of the Viceroy. 
While the Archbishop remained pertinacious, the Viceroy 
requested the ministers of the Audioncia not to visit him. 
The Archbishop had resented Palata's intervention in the
Church ordering just rules against priests exploiting the 6
Indians.

). Fisher. Lillian. Viceregal Administration 'in Amrica."
. .. ^  $ 2 4 ; .  - ■ -------------------------------------------- :---------

4. Means, Philip. Fail of the Inca Empire, p* 187.
5. Lavalle, lose. op. pit., no. 109-110>

Pereyra, Carlos. Klstdria de la America Espanola,
Vol. VII, p. 241. ------- ------

6. Moses, Bernard, on. olt.. p, 195,
Lavalle, Jose. on. clt.. p, m .
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Fisher also confirms Shat Cisneros desired to @oa*
tlttue to bask in the pleasures of his former offlee, and
there was one whieh was only for the Viceroy. That was a
carriage drawn by six horsos with a livery. Palata oh*

7jectoa, and from then on Cisneros and Palata argued.
The controversy reveals phases of the Archbishop♦a 

puerile vanity and his desire not to have it forgotten 
that h® had been the Viceroy. He wished to ride in the 
carriage in order that his former state might not appear 
to have suffered any diminution, and that the Viceroy might 
not seem to exceed him in dignity. The Archbishop 
entered into the conflict with more zeal because he re
garded himself as defending a sacred cause; and in his
qualities as a priest he enjoyed support of the inhabi-

9tants which no secular officer possessed.
Palata hold his post for eight years. He ruled with 

dignity and displayed many of the qualities of a clear
sighted statesman. The honors to which he might legiti
mately have aspired on retiring to Spain after successful

10service were never attained. He died of malaria in 1690. 
Lavalle adds that the Viceroy’s feud with the

7. i'ishor, Lillian, op. Git., p. 221. r
8. Ibid.
9. Moses. Bernard, op. cit.. Vol. IV, p. 196.10. Ibid., p. 200. -

Lavalle, lose. op. cit.. p, ill.



Archbishop was personal for his successor, Monolova, did11
not have any trouble,

Palma has quoted chronicle writers for his tradlclonos 
of Palate, He only gives the name of one source, and that 
is the poem by Juan de Cavildes, I have not been able to 
find the others in the books ozamlnode

The evaluation of Palata by Palma has been confirmed 
by history, Moses has even quoted Palma in some of the 
details he gives of this great Viceroy# It is evident that 
this Viceroy was el virrey mas vlrrey. ll.

ll. Lavalle, J o s o . op, cit,. p. lITT



GHAPTER X H V

HOEROY DON HELOHOR FORTOCARREItO LA20 DE LA-VEGA,
CORDS DE LA MQNCLOVA

Of the twenty-third Viceroy of Perm, Don Kelchor 
Portoeerrero Lazo de la Vega, Conde de la Monolova, Palma 
relates the following.

In August of 1690, Monolova made his entrance into 
Peru. He xms accompanied by M s  daughter. Dona Josefa, . 
and servants from Mexico where he had served eo Viceroy. 
When very young, Monolova was in command of a company in 
the battle of Arras in 1654# In this battle he lost his 
right arm and it had been replaced by a silver one. Hence 
his name which was given to him in Mexico and Lima, the 
Viceroy Braze de -Plata.

According to Lorente whom Palma quotes, Monolova was 
equal in prestige to his predecessor Palata, but not so 
capable; he was religious, conducting, and moderate. He 
was an example to his people and was always ready to give
to charity.

In the fifteen years and four months of his rule, no 
Viceroy before or after had such complete peace. The

I,™Palm. Ricardo. fratioTohes Feruanas. YoIV I.
pp. 277-282. ---- -----



administration was orderly, and beautiful homes, were built 
in Lima, In truth the treasury was not overflowing, but 
this was duo to unusual political reasons. The magnifieent 
religious processions reminded one of the days of Lems.

Charles the Bewitched died in 1700, and Philip II re
warded Monclova by making him a Grandee of Spain* Sick, 
old, and tired, Monclova asked to be relieved. Without 
seeing this desire come true, he died September 22, 1702* 
Monclova*s daughter* Josefa, became a m m  in the Convent of 
Santa Catalina* . 2

Palma in his tradicion. Brazo do'Plata, relates that 
Monclova became furious every time ho heard himelf referred 
to as Brazo do Plata. Despite the fact that he always wore 
a glove on his right hand, he was also called Mano de Plata. 
This the Viceroy considered an insult to his honor and posi
tion* . ■ :

In spite of his years, Monclova was attracted to the 
fairer sex* One morning there appeared on the wall of the 
palace a lampoon alluding to one of his escapades. Mon- 
elova was not like Canete, Castelfuerte, or Amat and other 
Viceroys who would have answered it. Instead, he had it 
erased from the wall; but the public never forgot it.

2. î alma. Rldardo. bp* olt.. voi. 11. pp. 19&-IQ4.
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Another tradloion about Monolova is told by Pa l m  in
3'. ■Un Liti&io Original. It seems that Monolova m s  called 

upon to settle a dispute between a Count and a barques*
These tv/o men, in their respective carriages, mot on the 
same street and neither one would give the right-of-way.
The dispute was taken to the Viceroy, The Marques claimed 
he was of higher rank and therefore the Count had to give 
him the right-of-way; and the Count claimed he was of the 
higher rank, Monolova (Palm here emits a personal opinion), 
who was a capable man and understood the human soul, found 
a solution to the problem. He told them to leave the car
riages as they were and he would write to Spain for the ans
wer to the question,

Winsor confirms that Monolova was of a high noble 
birth, and adds that he was the last Viceroy appointed dur
ing the period of the Austrian dynasty, •

Moses says the reputation which Monolova had acquired 
in Mexico contributed to his favorable reception in Peru, 
where his many virtues, his eoneiliating conduct, and his 
Interest in his subjects made him respected and admired by
all classes. His lack of creative power fitted him to rule

5in a period of social stagnation. * Vlll,

3, Palm, Ricardo.
4, Winsor, Justin.

America. Vol,
5, Moses, Bernard.

P. 200,

58-68,OP* hit., Vol. I. pp, . . .
mrrative and Critical History of
Vlll, Pt. Xi, p. 307.
The Spanish Dependencies. Vol, II,



Markham, VJinsor, and lavalle credit him for his great
military qualities. They verify that Monolova had lost an
arm in the battle of the Dunes near Dunkirk in 1658• He6 .
had it replaced with a silver one, Palma declares the
battle was that of Arras in 1654.

Lavalle says Monolova found Lima in ruins from the
7earthquake, and ho had the city rebuilt. After a rule of

8
nearly sixteen years, he died September 22, 1705.

Palms has used chronicle sources for his relation of 
Brazo de Plata and Pn Lltlglo Original. The sources are 
not named, and I have not been able to discover them. Re
garding Monolova1s prestige, sterling character, and rule, 
Palma has quoted by direct admission from Lorente.

There is only one point in disagreement: Pa l m  says ,
the Viceroy lost his arm in the battle of Arras in 1654 
while Markham, Yfinsor, and Moses say it was in the battle 
of the Dunes near Dunkirk In 1658. The remainder of Palma * s 
facts are confirmed by historians which makes him, on the 
whole, historically correct in his treatment of Monolova.

‘Biam, Sir clement. History of Peru, p. 189.
tsor, Justin, op. oltV. p . 307.
ralle, Jose. Galeria do Rctratoa. p. 113.
| :
reyra, Carlos. Materia de la America EaraSoia,
Voi. vn, P. 2557^ :----------:--------- -----
ior. Justin* op* oit.. n. 107.
"" Bernard, op. oit'.. p. 200.



CHAPTER ]{%7

YICEROY ^ON M.'anmL Oma.DS^SAirrA PAU,
MARQUES DB CA3TBL~D0S-RIU3

Of the Marques de Castel-dos-R£us, Don Manuel Omms de 
Sant® Pau, de Sentmanat y do Lanuza, Grandee of Spain and 
twenty«*fourth Vlooroy of Peru, Palma has the following to 
say* " ■ ■ ■ \ •. ■ -

When the death of Charles II occurred, Don Manuel was 
ambassador to Paris. Ee not only handed the decree to 
Louis XIV In which Charles II gave him the Crown, but 
openly doolarod himself in favor of the Bourbons*

It is known that the Aaerlean colonies accepted the 
decree of Charles II and recognized Philip V.as sovereign* 
The latter quickly appointed Don Manual as Viceroy of Peru.

Don Manuel arrived in Lima on July 7, 1787* Hardly 
had he begun to govern when he levied taxes and imposed war 
eontrUnitions* Thus he succeeded in sending to the ex
hausted royal treasury a million and a half Autos.

With the Viceroy came his son, Don Felix, appointed 
General of Callao* The Archbishop did not attend Don 
Manuel*s state entrance. Be was the first Viceroy to bring 1

1. i’a i m , ilioarSo. ‘Fradiolones Poruanas. Vol. I.: pp. 286-268* . .■ t . .
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with him a plie^o de 8%@##laa. This plier.o was deposited 
with the royal Aadiencla. and in case of the death of the 
Yioeroy it was to he opened. A series of na»®a would be 
found therein to replace the Viceroy; thus the Audlencia 
would no longer rule* ;

Palma quotes a historical source for the accounts of 
the main events during the rule of Don Manuel: the pirate
Wagner won a victory over the Conde de Casa Alegre;
Dmapierre and Rogers took over Guayaquil; there m s  an 
earthquake in Paruro, and a quarrel between Fathers Zavala 
el Vizcaino, and Paz, el aevillano. After eighteen hours 
of deliberation by the Audlencia. Zavala won by two votes.

Don Manuel was fond of writing poetry, but it is of 
little inspiration* Every Monday the poets of Lima would 
meet at the palace • Palma. names a manuscript, Florjde 
Academics de Lima, in the library of Don Eduardo Carrasco 
which has recorded the meetings and verses read in this 
literary ©lab* Such men as Peralta, Herrera, el Conde de 
la Granja* Berroeal, Olmedo, and many others would come to 
this literary meeting*

Celebrating the birth of the Infante Don luis 
Fernando, Don Manuel had presented at the palace the tragedy, 
Peraeo. written by him. It is of little value.

Don Manuel had not ruled quite two years when he m s  
accused before Philip V of defrauding the royal treasury.
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The Audlenela and th# Trihunal d»l Oonaalado backed up this 
accusation and the Monarch resolved to have him relieved of 
his command without hearing the Viceroy’s aide of the story. 
He revoked the order because Don Manuel*o daughter, a 
lady-in-waiting in the Queen’s Court, threw herself at 
Philip* s feet and reminded him of her father* s groat ser
vice during the war.

Although the King revoked him order, Don Manuel had
been deeply wounded# So deeply was his pride hurt that he
died April 22, 1710, after three years of governing. His
funeral was not pompous, but there was an abundance of
verses read,' ....  - ... "

Lavalle and Moses verify that Don Manuel at the time
of his appointment was the Spanish ambassador at the court
of France# He had also been the ambassador in Lisbon, His
departure to America was delayed for a number of years, and
in the meantime Mbnelova continued to act as Viceroy Until

. 2 .
his death in 1785.

Ho made the palace a meeting place for an academy of 
writers who came together every Monday to present their 
writings and to discuss subjects relating to literature#

2. lavalle. Jose. Palerfa do Hotratos. p. Il8.Moses, Bernard. The Spanish Donendenciea. Vol. II,
P* 258, ; . - . . .
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Some people in Lira expressed regret that the Viceroy
should permit himself to beoome the head of a literary

3 4elub. Peralta, Herrera, and other great writers attended,
Markham, and Pereyra say that as the first Viceroy sent

out by the new Bourbon king, it is not surprising that he
5was under the French cultural Influence. Pereyra con

tinues that Don Manual was economical, a bad poet, and 
author of Peraeo.

The Council accused him, and the Audlenola also was 
hostile, and he was recalled without being able to pre
sent his side. His daughter in the Court succeeded in 
having that order revoked and he continued su olnlca domlna- 
olon hasta la muerte. ; , ,, ........

Pereyra also adds that Don Manuel was a guitarist. He 
had a salon in the palace for the presentation of dramas 
and concerts. Here was applauded the Peraeo, a monstruosl- 
dad eao4nloa en destestables versos. given in honor of the 
birth of the future Fernando VI 
Pereyra on this last statement.

Lavalle credits Don Manuel with an attempt to intro
duce in Lima the manners and modes of the Court of Versailles.

l
Lavalle agrees with

3. Moses, Bernard, op. oit., n. 258.
4# Lavalle, Jose. op. oit.. p, 119,
5. Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 184, 

Pereyra, Carlos. Historla de la America Eopanola.
Vol. VII, pp. 208—292. —

6. Lavalle, Jos6. op. oit.. p, 119.
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This shocked the Limonos who were ecoustomed to the auster
ity of life, dross, and manners of tho Viceroys of the 
house of Austria# They criticized him severely and felt
he had lowered his dignity hy converting the Viceregal

7palace into an academy and theatre•
Lavalle quotes Mendihuru regarding the accusation 

against Don Manuel# He was accused of having favored con
traband traffic as well as defrauding the royal treasury#
Lavalle agrees as to his daughter's success in revoking the

: 8 ■ . . : m - : :,
Viceroy’s recall#

Palma has been confirmed by Lavalle, Konos, Markham, 
and Poreyra in most of his statements. However, Palma has 
quoted from an unnamed source the facts which I have not 
been able to verify, which makes him still historically 
correct as far as this paper goes# Palma has quoted his
torians for the details of Don Manuel’s appointment to 
Peru, M s  loyalty to the Bourbons, the taxes ho levied to 
aid the Spanish treasury, and the important events of his 
tern. ' ~  ̂ ^  '

Palm has not said anything concerning the personal 
failings of Eton Manuel. In his treatment of this Viceroy, 
he has merely given a resume of his term#

7. lavalle, Jose. op. cit.. n. Il9. ' '
8. Ibid. -----



CHAPTER XXVT

• VICEROY DON DIEGO LADROH DE GU1TARA

Palma has the following to say of the twenty-fifth 
Viceroy of Peru, Don Diego Ladron de Guevara, Bishop of 
Quito#

Guevara, Bishop of Quito and formerly of Panama and 
Guamonga, v,*as designated as third ehoiee by Philip V in 
o&se of the death of Viceroy Castel-dos-Rlus# When the 
latter died in 1710, the first two on the list had also 
died. Shortly after Guevara took command, the news of 
ViUaveoiosa1 s victory consolidating Philip V In Spain was 
received in Lima# Lima celebrated the occasion with the 
presentation of a comedy in verse, Trlunfos do amor y poder. 
by Peralta. •

The Viceroy succeeded in defending the coast from an 
English pirate, and commissioned the Marques de Villas de 
Tajo to destroy the Negroes in the mountains of Huaohipa, 
who had dared to fight the royal troops,

Guevara gave attention and protection to the Univer
sity of San Marcosj and instead of sending huge sums to

1. Palma, Ricardo, ‘i'radioionea Per lianas. VoiTTH '
pp. -292*293•
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Spain, he had the puhllo funds spent In Peru on temples, 
bridgest and roads* A Viceroy vjho did not send millions 
to Spain was not fit for the position# This, and also the 
fact that he placed the ©hmreh before the Grovm, caused 
him to be superseded by the Prince of Santo Bono*

The Vleeroy was recalled to Spain by the King, who 
said this would save him the embarrassment of returning to 
Q,uito. (Palma quotes, by his own admission, the ehrenlele 
writer, Alcedo*) However, Guevara died in Mexico on Novem
ber 19, 1718*

Fisher and Moses say that Guevara was deprived of the 
viesregal office on aoeoent of charges that were made 
against him* Some of these charges were unjust, some were 
made in ignorance and malice, but some were sufficiently 
important and well founded to persuade the King to super
sede him. Markham mays it was his enlightened policy which

2
led to his supersession in 1716; Wlnsor agrees with this.

Guevara remained in Lima until the conclusion of his
reaidenoia, and embarked at Callao for Aoapuloo on March 18,

31717e He died in Mexico*

Z. kisher* Lillian. vioere,"al Acininiatratiori in America,P. 5i. --- ------ :--------
Moses, Bernard. The Spanish Dependencies. Vol. II, 

p. 261.

America,
3.

Vol. Vlii, pt. IX, p. 307.
valle, losi* Galerfa do Betratos* p. 121.
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Lavallo says that duovara came from a noble and illus
trious family. The end of his governorship is a sort of 
mystery, for he v/as recalled to Spain yet continued to 
govern until he was suddenly ordered to turn over the com
mand to the ArehMshop of Oharoas*

Lavallo confirms that Guevara was attentive to the 
University, that his coastal defense v?aa successful, and 
that ho ordered destroyed the Megroes who dared fight the 
royal troops,

Palma quotes the chronicle writer, Alcedo, by his own 
admission, in telling that Guevara was recalled to Spain by 
the King to spare him the embarrassment of returning to 
Quito* Whether Palma quoted all his material from Aloedo I 
do not know.

Palma has been historically correct in his statements 
regarding Guevara,

4. lavallo. y p s ^ " op~. oit.. n. 1227 
5* Ibid.. p. 124.



CHAPTER 2 m i

HOEROT BOH DIEGO M010ILL0 KM) 
VICEROY DQN CARMINE NICOLAS CARACCIOLO,

m i m i m  d e sahto booho '

Palma has the following to say of Don Diego Moroillo, 
Archbishop of Chare##, %#o ruled for fifty days until the 
arrival of the twenty-sixth Vieeroy, Santo Buono, Moroillo 
later became the twenty-seventh Viceroy of Peru. He ruled 
Peru for fifty days until the arrival of Santo Buono on 
October 5# 1716.

Santo Buono, a Neapolitan nobleman, had so many titles 
that Palma says a cart would be necessary to carry all of 
them. He was unable to stop contraband; the, missionaries 
made great conquests in the mountains; and the College of 
Ooopa was founded. His three-year rule was important only 
because of an epidemic which devastated the country.

Under his rule was received the royal decree that it 
was prohibited to brand slaves. He asked the King to abol
ish the mita (forced labor), but the King refused. No 
public work, no progress, nothing good was done by this 
Viceroy with so many titles. For his state entrance

Palma, Ricardo * T. 
pp# 296-300. *“

Hcionoo PoruanasV Vbl,
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Peralta and forre composed poems•
Wlnsor and loses confirm Santo Bueno*s Illustrious

birth. He had been ambassador at Rome and Venice, and en-2. .. .

tered Lima as Viceroy on October 5> 1716. He came to 
Peru with stringent orders to destroy all foreign trade In 
the Pacific, but was unsuccessful.

LaSalle confirms the statement by Palma that Santo 
Buono opposed the mlta« that slaves eould not be branded, 
that the College of Ocopa was founded, that the progress 
of the missionaries in the mountains was great, and that a 
devastating epidemic swept over the country.

I am unable to find Palma*a source for his statement 
that Peralta and Torre composed poems for Santo Buono*s re
ception. Fisher's statement, "... no praises arc sung for 

5him In Peru," verifies P a l m ’s opinion and is most fitting 
for this Viceroy*

. 6
Santo Buono was superseded at his own request In 1720.

Mbfolllo became the twenty-seventh Viceroy of Peru. It Is
reported that Moroillo predicted his return to the office
of Viceroy when, after his brief reign of fifty days, he * VIII,

ixAts, Jose. 
ier. Lillian.?♦ 6.
53, Bernard,

Narrative and Critical History of
VIII, II, p. 307. " :
The Spanish Dependencies. Vol. II,

Galoria de Retratoa. p. 126.
viceregal Administration In America
op. olt.. p, 274.
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7surrendered the staff of command to Santo Buono# He said, 
"Entrego a V»E, este baaton quo pronto tondra que devolver- 
me," and so It was. That such a prophecy was ever uttered
Is not perfectly clear, but it is known that Moreillo en~: . 9
tered Lima as Viceroy in 1720 and ruled till 1724.

Palma1s only other statement regarding Moreillo is that 
he refused to grant permission for the building of the 
Nazarenos Convent, with the remark$ "No en mis diasl One10
las nazarenos son males para beatoo y peores para monjes."
I do not know Palma*s source for this statement, nor did I 
find it in my readings.

Lavalle quotes from Monsenor Garofa that Moreillo was 
humble, liberal, and virtuous. The Monsefior believes him 
almost a saint. However, Mendiburu says he was an incap
able governor and bought his position as Viceroy. Lorente 
in his Historic del Peru baio las Borbones agrees with 
thlB.ll

Palma has not said a great deal about Moreillo. His
tory confirms all his statements regarding Santo Buono and 
Moreillo. It is evident that the terms of these two Vice
roys were unprogressive.

7. koses, Bernard, op. oit.. n. 274. - -.:: ^
8. Lavalle, Jose. op.oit.. p. 126.
9. Moses, Bernard, op. oit.. p. 271.

10. Palma, Rleardo. op. oit.. Vol. Ill, p, 303.
11. Lavalle, Jose. op. oit.. p. 132.
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VICEROY bom JOSE DE ABKEHDARIS,
MA.RQ.Ufs DE CASTEIZUERTE

The following Is related by Palma of the twenty-
eighth Vleeroy of Peru, Don lose de Armendarlo, Jerques de

". .. l ' -  ̂ -
Caatelfuerto.

\

Caatelfuerto, known in Lina as Peso Bandog, was the 
ex-Vioeroy of Granada in Spain. During his time there took 
place the famous case of the Older Don lose de Antequera,
On the eve of the execution of Antequera, the Viceroy pub
lished a ban that death would befall anyone who attempted 
to interfere. The most notable personages in Lima had at
tempted to save Antequera, but Castelfuerte was stubborn 
and the Older was put to death.

The Augustlnian friars were divided into two parties 
for the election of their Prior, There were curious dis
orders in the monastery the first day of elections. The 
following day a ban was published to the effect that 
Castelfuerte was capable of handling the situation. The 
Augustinians ignored the ban, and the scandal was repeated,

i. Pj;ima, Ricardo, tfradiciones Peruanas. Vol. I. 
pp. 302-306.
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Oastelfuerte entered the monastery with his guards• The 
friars had locked themselves in a room, but the Vieeroy 
broke down the door and supervised their election. He took 
the two previous candidates prisoner and sent them to Spain.

Almost an identical scandal took place in the Convent 
of Enoarnaolon between Mother Nieves and Mother Cuevas. A 
ban was also published for this and the troops entered the 
eonvent. Mother Nieves and her.principal backers were 
transferred. ; : • • ■ ' ^ ' -1:,; , ■

Ho published a ban that the Correeldores were to in
form him on the oomduct of the priests. The Bishops of 
Cuzco:and Ouamanga resented this interference and encour
aged disobedience to the law; but Oastelfuerte enforced his 
ban. ■ ■ ■ ' ' . . ' , / . .: . , ' :

The Inquisitors, unable to tolerate this interference 
by civil power, ordered him to appear before the Tribunal. 
Oastelfuerte did not hesitate to comply. When he entered 
the room, he placed his watch on the table with the remark 
that ho could only stay one hour, and if he remained longer 
two artillery guns were out in the street to bombard the 
building. The Inquisitors, knowing that he was capable of 
such a thing, escorted him to the door.

He ordered bans against women who presented t h e m - ..
selves publicly, against the hermits of Baoo, against liber
tine customs, bans on salaries and on counterfeit money.
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Such was his fervor In pronulgatlng bans that there is an 
endless list ©f The only time ho didn't publish a
ban was in the case of the silver miner, Calatayud. This 
affair oouldeaaily have become a race riot, and the Vieeroy 
secretly gave orders to the authorities of Ouse® and Pas, 
which succeeded in weakening the rebellion#

'.■In-1736-, after twelve years of rule, Gastelfuorte re
turned So Spain#.

It Is said that when he read a certain redondllla he 
exclaimed, will see if instead of calling me Penc Bandos 
you will call me Pepe Gucrdas," In truth he does deserve 
the title Pen# Queries. he .who-had Oalatayud and fifty of 
his smn hanged!

2
Palm, in his trails lorn. Mosqulta Kuerta# says that 

Castelfuerte1s reputation as a stern disciplinarian had pre
ceded him# The second day of his arrival, the captain of 
the guard appeared, alarmed, for on the door of the principal 
entrance was a lampoon# The Viceroy smiled end had an answer 
put under it#

Weeks and months went by, and hardly was Castelfuerte^ 
authority felt. He spent his hours studying the customs and 
needs of the country, and attended the social functions# He

2. ^ a l m . Ricardo. op. oit., Vol. 11. on. 308-310.
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was not wasting M s  time, for he wished to know thoroughly 
the country he had to rule,

The fame which had preceded him seemed to he a lie, 
and there were murmurs that the Viceroy was nothing but a 
fool* More lampoons were put on the palace door, and as 
usual he answered them*

But Lima soon learned differently, for he sentenced to 
death eighty men in Cochabamba, and with his lance in his 
hand at the head of his guard he was seen killing friars 
who attempted to disobey his orders* He put in their places 
the clergy, the Audlenoia, the Cablldo, and even the Tri
bunal.

The truth is, Peru never had a more honored, just, 
energetic, and feared Viceroy than Castelfuerte, who began
ruling by playing dead.

- - 3 ■ . ■ ■ ■ ; ■ ; • :
In Caprioho de limena Palma further brings out the

stem character of Castelfuerte*
With the recent execution of Antequera, the city was 

turbulent. So the Viceroy had a ban published to the ef
fect that no one was to be on the street after ten o*clock 
at night. Don Alvaro de Santiponee did not obey the law 
and soon the police were after him. They chased him down 
several streets but Don Alvaro, seeing an open door,

3. Palma, idcardo. on. clt.. Vol. If. nn. dV-42.
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walked la# The owner of this house was a certain Dona 
Margarita of royal blood# The youth explained his trouble 
and Dona Margarita gave him protection* She refused to 
turn him over to the police* At first Oastelfuerte desired 
personally to settle with the lady, but then decided to 
write to her husband, who was at his estate not far from 
Lima* The husMnd also refused to turn the prisoner out of 
his home* Oastelfuerte exiled him to Valdivia* Interven
tion by influential people was of tm avail, Don Carlos, the 
husband, died in exile* Under the rule of Villaganeia, Don - 
Alvaro came out of hiding and left for one of the Portuguese 
possessions* •

Oastelfuerte excused himself for this abuse of author
ity by saying:

I did this so that husbands will not permit 
their wives to disobey tho law and the administra
tion; but I doubt that the example will be 
profitable for women will always rule men.
He returned to Spain in 1730 and was decorated with 

the order of tho Golden Fleece.
Peroyra confirms Palma's statement that Oastelfuerte 

was known as Pepe Bandos because of his fervor in promul
gating bans,

4* ^ereyra, Oar ion# Historia do la America L'spanola,Vol. VII, p, 957—  - — ------ ----
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Palma is correct in the details of the death of 
Anteqmera* The inhabitants of Asuncion sent complaints to 
the Audienoia concerning their governor, Diego de log Reyes, 
The Oldor Antequera was sent to investigate matters, and he 
himself took charge of the government, imprisoning the 
governor* Reyes appealed to the Viceroy who ordered him to 
be restored to office* Antequera refused to do this, al
though the Vieeroy repeated his command three times, Mean
while Reyee escaped from prison and waged war on Antequera, 
The Viceroy sent troops to put down the civil strife, but 
at first they were defeated. Reyes was put to death by 
Antequera. Castelfuerte took a strong hand in the matter, 
and sent Zabala, governor of Buenos Aires, to conquer 
Antequera, who was brought to trial as he deserved.

The scandal in the convent of la Snoamacion between
Madre Cueva and Medre Nieves is confirmed by Fisher and6
Lavalle. Lavalle also confirms the scandalous election

7of the Augustinian friars.

5• iisker, Lillian. Viceregal Administration in America, 
p. 89, quoted from Superuncia to his successor, 1761, 
Memoriaa de los vlrreyes. Vol. IV, p, 207? Castel- 
fuerte to Villagraoia, 1736. Ibid., pp, 294-321.

Winsor, Justin, Narrative and Critical History of 
America. Vol. VlII, Pt, ll, p* 309.

Lavaiie, J'ose. Paler la de Retratos. p.' 135,... . ' —
6* Itid* .

Fisher, Lillian, op. oit.. p, 212, quoted from 
Mgaorias d e l o s v lrreyes, Vol. I, pp. 277-280;
Vol. I l l p p .  277-280.

7* Lavalle, Josi. op, cit., p, 133.
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Winner verifies Palm that the Inquisitors resented 
0astelfuerte,3 interference with the Church by having the 
corrertldores report on the priests* conduct, and called 
him before the Tribunal* The Viceroy’s appearance before
the Tribunal with his troops waiting outside is also his-

8. .
torioally correct.

Lavalle confirms the bans published by Castelfuerte,
as well as the execution of Calatayud, the rebellious silver

9miner, and his friends.
Palma has quoted an unnamed source for his two stories,

Caprieho de Limona and Mosquita Muerta. History agrees
with Palma that Castelfuerte was just, honored, feared, and
energetic. Winsor calls Castelfuerte the most distinguished
military man idio ever came to Peru as Viceroy, He was a
Captain-General when Philip V appointed him to the Vice-10royalty of Peru.

He was a atom disciplinarian, as would be expected of 
a military man. He was inflexibly just, and when com
plaints were brought to him he protected the people from op
pression. He supported civil power, and the Bishop was 
forced to yield to the severe but upright representative of

d. V/irisorj Justin, op. pit., p. 309. '
9. Lavalle, Jose. op. clt.. p. 134.

10. Winsor, Justin, op. clt.. p. 309.
11. Markham, Sir Clement* History of Peru, p, 185.
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the King, This resolute and able Viceroy gave up his
charge and returned to Spain, where he was decorated with

12
the order of the Golden Fleece,

Lavalle, who quotes Mondiburu, 
13

Winsor.
is in agre mt with

Palma, in conclusion, has been historically correct 
in his relation of Oastelfuerte, He has been verified by 
history in all his statements except his two stories, 
Caprioho de llnena and Mosqulta Muerta. for which he admits 
the use of chronicle sources, Palma's evaluation of,Castel- 
fuerte as a great Viceroy has also been confirmed by his
tory, Oastelfuerte was, as Palm says, the Viceroy called 
Pep® Cuerdas.

13V Winsor, Justin, op. cit.V p. 309. 
13, Lavalle, Josd, op. oit'.. p. 136.



CHAPTER XKEC

VICEROY DON NT03E DE MENDOSA CAAMA|o Y SOTOMAYOH,
, MARQUES DE VILLAGARCIA

Palma has the following to say of Don lose de Mendoza
Caam&fto y Sotomayor, liarques de Vlllagaroia, twenty-ninth 

' 1 Viceroy of Peru#
Vlllagaroia took over the oomand of Peru at sixty 

years of age. He entered Lisa Janmry 4, 1736. He refused 
the acceptance of the position and, to one of the King's 
ministers persuading him not to refuse what so many desired, 
he answered that he would rather die a poor nobleman than 
die a rich Vloeroy. The King found his excuse without 
basis, and Vlllagaroia had to embark for Peru,

Superseding the energetic Castelfuerto, the new Vice
roy's laws were less severe. With sagacity and moderation 
he succeeded in calming the turbulent Oruro and holding 
back Juan Santos, who had proclaimed himself Inca* He was 
not so successful with the English admirals, Vernon and 
Jorge Andson.

During his term was discovered the mineral which made 1

1. Palma, Ricardo. Wadloiones Peruanas. Vol. I. 
pp. 309*310; Vol.!i, p. 96. ™
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Oerro de ,Pasco Important,: Villagaroia v/as skilled in the 
art of sculpture•

Palma quotes from Yia.je al Rlobo de la lima concerning
the scientific commission composed of Den Jorge Juan, Don
Antonio do Ulloa, and the Frenchmen, Gaudin y La Condaaine.

After nine and a half years of governing and when the
Viceroy least expected it, he was relieved by Superunde in
July, 1745• This offense affected the aged Viceroy so
that while returning to Spain he died aboard the ship.
Hector % in December of the same year.

Markham confirms Palma’s statement that Villagaroia
took the reign of Peru on January 4; 1736, and that he died
on his way to Spain in 1745« Winsor adds that Villagaroia
had been ambassador to Venice, Viceroy of Oatalonla, and a
veteran statesman when he entered Peru*

Leguia credits him as learned in the art of sculpture,
and says he had built at the entrance of the stone bridge

4an elaborate stone arch*
Lavalle confirms that Villagaroia’s rule was sagacious 

and moderate, that. Oruro was pacified, that Juan Santos was 
held in check, and that his defenses were not successful

2. Markham, Sir Clement. A History of Peru, n. 186.
3. Winsory Justin* Narrative and Critical Si story of

America, Vol. Viil, Pt. il, p, 310.
4. Leguia, Jorge. Hiatoria y bio&rafia. p, 44.
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5against Vernon and Jorge Andson* Wlneor and Lavalle add
that his name Is tarnished by the seal v/lth which he on-

6
oouraged the hoirible antoo-de-fe of the Inquisition.

Lavallo, quoting Mendiburu, credits Villagaroia with 
a just rule. Palm has not given his source for Villa
garoia 1 s comment to one of the King’s ministers when he re
fused the acceptance of the coveted Viceregal position.

To summarize, Palm has been historically correct in 
the facts ho has given of Villagaroia. I have been unable 
to locate Palma’s source for one fact given, but he has used, 
by his own admission, a chronicle source. Palma also has 
used, by his own admission, Via.le al ftlobo de la luna re
garding the scientific studies during Villagaroia’s epoch. 
Palma has not given any personal opinions about this Vice
roy.

lavalle. jose. aaieria tie Retratos. pp. 137-140.
6. Ibid.

Wlneor, Justin, op. oit., p. 310.



. . ... oHmra xxx
VICEROY DON JOSE MAHSO DE VELASCO,

COITOE DE SUPERUNDA

Of the thirtieth Viceroy of Peru, Don Jose Mango d® 
Vel&zeo, Oonde do Supemhda, Palma has the following to 
say.

Supenmda, who received this title as a reward for 
having rebuilt Callao after its destruction by the terrible 
earthquake of 1746, assumed command of Peru on July 13,
1745. A chronicle writer, says Palma, gives this date im
portance because of its influence upon the spirit of the 
Viceroy. ' -

It Is said the Viceroy declared to his secretary,
Pedro Bravo d© Ribera, that his rule would bring him mis
fortune, that thirteen would not end well for him# That 
his prophecy was right is shown in his fifteen years of 
rule, which were abundant in misfortunes. The earthquake 
in Callao; an epidemic; a fire in the government archives; 
the formidable tremors * in Quito, Lataeunga, Trujillo, and 
Concepcion; a fire which devoured Panama; and the rebellion 
of the Indians in Huaroehiri are some of the events which IV.

IV. talma, Ricardo. Cradle lone s Peruanas. VolTTi """
PP* 314-324; Voi. IV, p p . 103-105.
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ooourre&e
In August, 1747* was fouM#& neap Callao the town of 

Bellavlsta, the monastery of Ooopa \7aa elevated to a 
college, the Convent of Cajamaroa m a  founded, and the 
Audlenela of Panama was abolished.

Supemnda also tod his arguments with the Archbishop. 
The Archbishop of Lima at this time was Barroeta. By his 
own adalasIon Palma quotes Cordova Urrutla that Superunda 
and Mrroeta tod serious disagreements• One was that the 
Archbishop ordered the organ to bo played when he entered 
the church, but not for the Viceroy; another argument oc
curred over the use of a parasol in processions e The dis
putes were presented before the court and the Viceroy won.

Palma quotes from Superunda's Relation the Viceroy*s 
opinion of the Archbishop*

The Archbishop was often advised by his 
Council in disputes that if he gave in he was 
subordinating his dignity, if I were to relate 
all the incidents and feuds, it would form a 
huge volumee

The Viceroy relates the famous parasol feud, which took 
place in 1752.

Another event regarding the etiquette of the Viceroy 
and Archbishop at functions is the following. It was the 
custom that only when the Archbishop was going to say mass 
would he sit under a dosel next to the Viceroy; and to avoid 
any offense, a messenger was always sent to the palace to
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Inquire if the Viceroy planned to attend the feast.
On the feast day of Santa Clara the Viceroy decided 

to humiliate the Archbishop, and told the messenger he 
would not attend. At twelve o'clock that day the Arch
bishop arrived at the church and seated himself under the 
canopy; but to hie amazement, he saw the Viceroy enter with 
his retinue. The Archbishop was puzzled; not only that, 
but he had eaten lunch, which Palma says the chronicle 
writer emphasizes. Therefore, he could not say mass.

Naturally the Archbishop thought it undignified to
/

have his doael taken down, so the feast remained at a 
standstill while the Viceroy enjoyed the Archbishop's dis
comfort, Then the Viceroy seat an official over to the 
Archbishop informing him that it was strange ho should be 
seated under the doael. equal with the Viceroy, since he 
could not say mass because he had lunch. The Archbishop 
stood up and told the official to announce to the Viceroy 
that he would say mass. He did just what he said, Qna can 
imagine the scandal this created. However, the Archbishop 
was excused by the Church, and the King had him transferred 
to Granada in Spain.

Superunda, without a doubt, is one of the most notable 
figures of the colonial epoch* To him Chile owes the found 
ing of six of her most important cities. While President 
of Chile he was conciliating, untiring in bettering the
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countpy, and firm in awakening the habit of work in the
people. In Peru Intrigues interfered-.: with his good poli
cies, and the country had been left in violent disorder by 
his predecessor. He settled the rebellious tribes in 
Huarochiri,

Tired, Superunda was returning to Spain, but unfor
tunately his boat, which was going to Cuba, was attacked by 
the English. Palma quotes Don Modesto do la Puente,
Historic de Ecpana. in this. Superunia was old and tired, 
or else he believed they could not win, and he as Lieutenant- 
General advised the Council to surrender, and an English 
ship escorted them to Cadiz... The Spanish court decided it 
was a cowardly act, and ho was stripped of all honors and 
sentenced to two years in the prison of Monjuich.

A man of charity, he did not leave Peru with a fortune, 
It is said that one day, not having any alas to give a 
beggar, he gave him his sword handle which was of silver.
His beneficial deeds after the horrible earthquake of 1746 
are notorious. When he left the prison of Monjuloh ho was 
as penniless as a beggar.

In 1770 the Archbishop of Granada was strolling down 
the street when he oav; a group of children playing. Their 
schoolmaster was seated on a bench engrossed in a book, when 
one of the Archbishop’s servants called him* The school- 
master was a venerable old man, recently arrived in Granada
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and was In charge of the school. He was known under the 
name of Maestro Velazoo.

Scarcely had the Archbishop looked at him when he 
recognized Superunda, hia old rival. After the greetings 
were over, the Archbishop asked Superunda to live with 
him. The former Viceroy at first refused, but when the 
Archbishop acted Insulted, he accepted the invitation.
After that day, although embittered by the memories of his 
misfortunes and the ingratitude of the King, Superunda*s 
hours were peaceful*

Palma's praises of Superunda are confirmed by history, 
which has devoted many honorable pages to his memory*
Winsor says that he was a native of Biscay, a soldier of dis
tinction who had seen action in the War of Succession* In 
1735 he became Captain-General of Chile, and during an 
energetic administration of ten years he founded cities, 
fortified posts, and constructed roads* In July, 1745, he 
entered Lima as Viceroy of Peru and was created Condo de 
Superunda because of his conduct in the earthquake of 1746*
He showed indifference to his personal safety, took energetic 
and judicious steps to relieve the wants of the homeless
citizens, and devoted the remaining years of his term to 

- ' ' : . 2 the work of rebuilding the capital and the port. Lavalle

2. Winsor,' Austin. Narrative and Critical History of 
America. Vol. VIII, Pt. li,pp. 311-312.
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calls him the accent f ounAear of Lina and Callao <
Leguia, >.!arkhaia, Moses, Lavalle, and Pereyra agree

with Wlnsore Leguis adds that he surpassed all the other
Viceroys In a building program of amazing proportion*
His title, Superunde, (over the waves), is symbolic.

Lavalle confirms the events that occurred during his
rulo, also the feuds that Superunda had with the Aroh-

5bishop* Palm, by him own admission, in the relation of
these feuds has quoted from Cordova Urrutla and the
Relaoion by Superunda* However, Palma does not mention the
chronicle source for his relation of the Viceroy’s trick
on the Archbishop on the feast day of Santa Clara. He
merely uses the term cronlsta*

Besides Palma’s source. Historic de Bspana by Puente,
the return trip of Superunda to Spain, his surrender to the
English, and his imprisonment in Monjuioh with consequent6loss of honor are confirmed by Lavalle *

Lavalle also verifies the statement that Superunda 
opened a school in Granada under the name of Maestro Velazoo 
and that his former rival, Archbishop Barroeta, took him to

3

3 . lavalle, Jose. Galoria de Wtratos. T7~YK2Z-------- -----
4. Markham, Sir Clement* history oTToru. p. 188*

Leguia, Jorge. KlstorlcTy feioftraflaT"p. A5.
p- a - .

5. a : ;  ̂ l ? s-oS r p . . Arasrloa Eapa50̂ p- 306 •6. Ibid*
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7his palace and. gave him a home *
Palma has been historically correct in his treatment 

of Superunda, History has verified his statements that 
this Viceroy was honorable, prudent* charitable, and 
laborious; but, due to misfortunes, after a term of sixteen 
years he was stripped of all honors and was as penniless as 
a beggar. Such was the gratitude of the Spanish King,

7,-Eavaile,'yda6« on. olt.. p. IkfT
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VICEROY DOM MAHOEL AJ1\T Y JTJNIET

Regarding the thirty-first Viceroy of Peru, Palma has
1

the following to say.
A m t  had been Captain-General of Chile, and beeame 

Vioeroy of Peru in 1771. Palm quotes an unnamed historian 
that he v/as active, an organizer, intelligent, severe, and 
very zealous of the public interest, without forgetting his 
own convenienses. He had proved his personal valor when 
he entered a jail in Santiago, alone, to squelch a re
bellion.

He began to govern Peru when Spain was at war with 
England and Portugal, and the American colonies feared an 
Invasion. He attended to the coastal defenses and organ
ized militia, After peace was declared, Charles III re
warded him with the cross of San Jenaro.

Palm quotes from Papoles varios in La Blbllotooa do 
Lima that Amat had Invested a relative of his, Fray 
Mar Ison, who v/as also his confessor, as a theological repre
sentative of the King, Harlmon, however, at a session with 
the Bishop and other members became caustic, and Amat I.

I. Palma, liie'arlo, fradiclones Peruanas, Vol. I.
PP. 327-332; Vol, ll, p, 140.



exiled him for two yeara to Trujillo,
Amt, although liberal in his religious beliefs, at

tempted to make the religious orders reform their customs.
He had a special balcony built on his palace so that he 
could spy on the friars# Be had inaugurated, where the 
Jesuit College bad been, the Conviotorio de San Carlos,

He believed that justice should be like lightning.
He took great interest in the police force, the sanitation, 
and the embellishment of Lima# He built a hospital for, 
sailors, a bull ring, and Faseo do Agues which could com
pete with Saint Cloud and Versailles.

Liberal in his customs, ho scandalized the country 
with his love affairs. Many pages are devoted to little 
stories in which figure the names of A m t  and Mioaela 
Villegas, La Perricholi. an actress la the Lima theatre#

His contemporaries accuse him of dishonesty in handl
ing the public funds and give as proof that he came from 
Chile poor, and despite all he spent on Mioaela who dis
played an Insulting luxury, he returned to Spain a million
aire, Palm refuses to commit himself on this, and says 
only that the Viceroy knew how to absolve himself of such 
accusations in the resldenoia. claiming It was envy. Palma 
quotes Mendiburu for this last statement*

In 1786 after fifteen years of rule, ho was superseded 
by Qulrior. Ke returned to Catalonia where, in spite of

179
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his age (he was in his eighties), he married his young 
nieoe.

The poets of Lima did not pass up any occasion to 
satirize the Viceroy for his affair with La Perricholi.2
probably even more so, for Amat was not fond of poetry*

He did not pronounce Castilian properly. It seems he
had the harsh speech of Catalonia, which accounts for the
name given to Micaela Villegas, Perricholi: what he really
said was perra-chola. He presented her with a beautiful
carriage in which she proudly rode before the aristocratic
ladies. After satisfying bar vain whim, she presented the

3carriage to the San Lazaro parish.
4Palqa gives a long account of La Perricholi. which I

feel is not necessary to give in detail in this discussion
of Amat. The point is that Amat was not liked in Lima, and
this affair contributed to much ridicule of his character.
Palma quotes Lavalle, Radlguet in L tAmerique Hspagnole, and
Merimee in bis play La Carrosse du Saint Sacrament in the

5relation of La Perricholi and her carriage.
It is a known fact that Amat would always answer to 

La Perrieholl1s question of what was new in Lima: "La

2. Palma, Ricardo?
3. Ibid., Vol. I,
4. i m . ,  Vol. II,5. TEH.

PP. clt., 
PP* 73-76. 
PP. 299-307

Vol. In, p, ^0,
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P11q , el Puente y el Pan, come ae estaban ®e esSan«B
An energetlo ruler, Amat was given the order to expel

the Jesuits from Peru, This was the most Important event’
' . 7' ' \ " .in his term#

Winsor, Lavalle, Moses, I^arkham, and Leguia agree with 
Palma's evaluation of Amat and the details of his life and 
rule over Chile and Peru. Winsor adds that he had a 
passion for everything military, hut not withstanding his 
arbitrary tendenoies and soldierly manners, he acquired 
great social influence and made many friends at Lima. It 
is said he Intended to reside at Lima after resigning, but
he remained only until the end of 1776♦

Leguia continues that there are Viceroys such as Amat 
who, given the essential power, are in Lima small French 
monarch#. Only in this city of the kings, Madamo Pompadour 
1# called La Perrloholi. and Versailles and Saint Cloud are 
the Paseo de Aguas. Leguia refers to Amat as "the illus
trious deporter of the Jesuits,"

6, talma, Ricardo,
7, Ibid,. Apendlee, pp„
8, winsor, Justin, Narrative and

America, Vol, VlllT pt. II,

opV olt., ToTT 
. W ,  185,

IV, p, 82.
Grit

Lavalle, Toss, Galerla de Retrai 
Moses, Bernard, Spain*a heoilnii

it. A History

m $ r .
story of

Markham, Sir Clement. .. ___
Leguia, Jorge, Historla~yl

PP*ratos, pp. 147-150, 
InIHFPovrer, p. 97. 

of Peru, p. 188, 
PP. 47-49.mmm
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Lnvallo also says that Anat planned to reside in L i m  
after his resignation. Why he left Peru is not known, 
Lavalle, quoting Kendiburu, states that A m t  was grandioso, 
splendid, suspioious of everyone, and Inflexible to the 
point of hardness.

Sweot says that the Viceroys, after the Bourbon kings 
earn# to the Spanish throne, wore more practical men like 
Aaat.'

Palm has given a great many details regarding La 
Perrloholl. I have presented only those details which 
serve to point out that A m t  scandalised the LimeKos and 
that this affair was a souree for satire and ridicule of 
the aged Viceroy,

Luis Alberto Sanches in his book, La Perrloholl. con*
firms the statements given by Palma concerning Anat and
La Perrloholl. Sanches has shown Anat as the famous sol*

, ' 10 dier, having few scruples but efficient as a ruler,
• In conclusion, as far as I have been able to discover. 

Palm has been correct in his facts concerning Amt. Palm 
has quoted historians, by M s  own admission. Some of the 
sources he does not reveal. Those that he did admit using 
are Mendiburu, Papeles Varies. Lavalle, Rodiguot, Merlaee$

9* Sweet, vlljLllam» a  iilstory olr iatin Amer 1 oa, p.
10. Sanchez, Luis. La Perrieholi. dp. Vi . 73. 85.



while Leguia, Lavallo, Moses, Markham, and Wlnsor also 
confirm Palm*



CHAPTER ZXni
: ' • - :

VICEROY DON laimEL DE OUIRIOR

Of the thirty-aecond Vicoroy of Peru, Don Hanuel do1
Guirior, Pnlma aaya the following*

Guirior, a Navarre so of good family, xms the Viceroy 
of New Granada, where he married Dofta Marla Ventura, v/hen 
appointed by Charles III to Perm, The Viceroy, accompanied 
by his wife, arrived in Lima incognito July 17, 1776. His 
state reception was held December 3, that is, four months 
after he began to rule, Hla sagacious character and fine 
administrative qualities won him the public. He was atten
tive to the conversion of the unfaithful and the first 
Viceroy to publish bans against .luogcsde oarnavalos.

Guirior was the only Viceroy who gave to the hospitals 
the ten pesos which wore allotted him for pastries sfoenever 
he attended the theatre# During his term the Viceroyalty 
of Buenos Aires was established,

Areoho was sent as Visitador General of the Royal 
Treasury with such powerful authority that Guirior1s 
authority was almost nil. Areche’s true purpose was, as 
Palm says, "to squeeze the orange of all its juiee,”

1, Palma, Ricardo. Tradioiones Peruanaa. pp. 335-336.
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Afreohe raised taxes and placed them on articles• Disorders 
arose. Palma quotes Lorente that disorder was so had in 
Arequipa that schoolboys killed somo of their companions 
who played the part of revenue officers, and two thousand 
areaulpenoa dared, although unsuccessful, to battle the 
royal militiae

Guirior tried to convince the Viaitador that things 
would not end well, for discontent vms at its height and 
would lead to a rebellion. But Areohe thought the King had 
sent him to Peru to enrich the royal treasury, and that 
the Peruvians were only servants. He had Guirior super
seded, After four years of command, Guirior unceremoni
ously was ordered to Madrid, where he died a few months 
after his arrival*

In his residencla Guirior was victorious, and Areche 
was severely punished* History agrees with Palm that 
Guirior*s authority was taken over by Areche*

Pereyra says that this excellent Viceroy, who bettered 
ten hospitals in Lima and attended to municipal life, was 
destined to be present.at the gravest crisis in Peruvian 
history* No one better than he would have known how to 
inaugurate the era of free commerce in universally advantage 
ous conditions* Unfortunately, the attempts of this man, so 
capable, were retarded by the action of Areohe who accused
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the Viceroy of trying to retara reforms,

Moses credits Guirior with excellent and intimate
knowledge of America, whereas Areohe lacked this intimate
knowledge of the affairs of the inhabitant#*

Tupao-Amaru says Areohe,appointed Viaitador by Charles
III, had no other mission than that of tightening the chains
upon the conquered race and imposing more taxes on the op-

4pressed people, Markham, Fisher, and Priestly agree with 
5him.
Fisher and Lavalle confirm that Areche succeeded in 

having Guirior recalled. The King later was forced to re
call Areohe, who was exiled from the Court and Madrid and6
his property confiscated*

Lavalle verifies that Guirior and his wife were on- 
thustloally received in Lima, He was modest, quiet, and 
a virtuous example. He and his wife were examples of 
domestic virtues. Despite Guirior1s peaceful and concil
iating nature, Areohe, proud and violent, tried his patience, 
Lavalle quotes Cordoba y Drrutia that Guirior, hounded by 
unjust claims, died heart-broken but his wife continued

а. l-'ereyra, Carlos, Msiorla tie la America Eananbia,
Vol, VII, pp. #0=51%: :------------— ---

3, Moses, Bernard. Spain's Declining Power, p, 177.
4, Tupao-Amaru, Cuarenia Ailos de Gautlgoro. p. 16.
5, Markham, Sir Clement. H istory o f Peru, p. 202,

Priestly, Herberg. Jose do Galvez, p. 62.
Fisher, Lillian. Viceregal Administration la America.

P. 79.
б. Ibid.* pp. 3<?, 112, y

Lavalle, Joso. Galeria de Hetratos. p. 152.
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the ease till vindicated.
Lavalle also confirms Guirior’s state reception, his 

attentiveness to the conversion of the unfaithful, hi# ban 
against .luer.oa do oarnavalea^ and the formation of the 
Vioeroyalty of Buenos Aires.

In oonelueion, to my knowledge Palma has been his
torically oorreot in his statements about Guirior.

7. lavalle, Josd, op. oit.. p. 151.
8. Ibid., pp. 150-151.



CHAPTER x x m i

7I0SR0T DON AGUSTD? DE JATJREGUI

Palma has the following to say of the thirty-third 
Viceroy of Peru, Don Aguotin de Jauregui.

Jaxiregui, a native of Navarra and of the family of the 
Counts of Miranda, Lieutenant-General of the army, was 
President of Chile when Charles H I  appointed him Viceroy 
of Peru. He entered Lima June 21, 1780, and no one re
ceived th® command under v/orse auspices.

The savages in Chanehenayo had burned and sacked civil
ized towns$ the taxes and tyrannical proceedings of Areohe 
had produced serious disorders; and in 1779 war had been 
declared between England and Spain. Jauregui, (a name
which means demasiado senor in Basque). had to fortify the

’

coast against an expected English attack.
The Viceroy had been in power only four months when 

the news arrived that Corregidor Arriaga had been killed 
and Tupuo-Amaru had been proclaimed Inca, There is no need 
to relate here the tremendous revolution which seriously 
endangered the colonial government. 1

1. IPalma, klcar&o. Wadiolones Feruanas, Vol. I. n. 341.
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On April 6, 1781, the Inoa and his vasaels were cap*, 
tured and were ex@@uted In the m a t  harharlo mnner*,
Areohe ordered hands and tongues out off and bodies quar
tered, The crimes were atrocities. The flame was not ex
tinguished till July, 1783,.when Don Felipe Tupae, brother 
of the unfortunate Inca, was put to death. Palma quotes 
Fumes (title of book not given), "thus ended this revolu
tion,"

It is known that on April 26, 1784, Jauregui received
a basket of oherrios as a gift. The Vieeroy was very fond
of this fruit, and he had eaten but throe or four cherries
when he fell to the floor dead. Thus the Indians avenged
the death of Tupao-Amaru,

/ .Pereyra says Jauregui spent his time seriously study
ing the causes of the rebellion, A veteran of the African2
campaign, he was a good organizer, Tupao-Amaru claims 
Jauregui ordered the most horrible crimes against the 
Peruvian who fought for the independence of America,

Winsor, and Lavallo confirm P a l m 1s statement that 
Jauregui, a native of Navarra, was Captain-General of Chile 
when appointed to Peru In 1780,

2. Pereyra, darlos, Msiorla
pp, 320-321; WO., VJU4., p.
Cuarenta Anoa de Cautlverb. p, 127,

History of'
VOX, VIII,

3. Tupao-Amaru,
4. Winsor, JustlnT

America, p. 3 l C  
Lavallo, Jose

de_la America kspaSola,
Vol, vll, p. 167,

P»

Palerla de Retratos. p. 153.



Lavalle says Jauregui submitted to Ar«oho*s ideas even
though he often did not agree* Also, Lavalle verifies the
horrible execution of Tupao-Amru (quoting the details
from Mendiburu), the disorders caused by Areohe’s policy,

5and the savage uprisings.
Moses says Jaufegui \ms succeeded by Croix on April 3*

1784, and twenty-four days later died as the result of a
6violent accident. This does not agree with Palma’s state

ment. Palma does not give his source; he merely says that 
it is a known fact that Jauregui died on April 26, 1784, 
from eating poisoned eberrlee. .

In conclusion, Palma is correct in all his statements 
except the date and cause of Jauregui1s death. To my 
knowledge, the other historians have not referred to this 
incident.

Lavalle* Jose, op. o l t . .  p. 1%4.
6. Moses, Bernard. Spain*s Declining Power, p. 376.



CHAPTER XXXIV

VICEROY DON TBODORO DE CROIX
'"' - ' " - \ ' : ' . « !. - ...

Palm relates the following of the thirty-fourth
Viceroy of Peru, Don Teodoro do Croix,

Croix, a Knight in the order of Germany, Captain- 
General of the Walloon Guards, and Lieutenant-General of 
the Royal Army, entered Lima April 6, 1764• He had served 
in Mexico under his uncle, Viceroy Marquee de Croix, for ^  
many years. He returned to Spain, where Charles III sent 
him as his representative to Peru, Croix, and here Palma 
quotes an unnamed chronicle writer, was a man of eminent 
virtue, and was distinguished for his charity, Many times 
he remained with only a candle in his hand, having given 
the silver candle holder to the poor because he did not 
have any cash on hand. Ho received communion frequently, 
and was a true Christian.

The administration of Croix, who was called El Flamenco, 
was of great benefit to the country. He established the 
Audienoia of Cuzco and the Tribunal of Minerla. There was 
a great development in commerce during his five years of 
governing,

X, Palma, Ricardo, ffradioibnes Peruanas, VolVl. 
pp. 344-346, ~~— .
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The Income reached n little more than four end a half 
millions * and the expenses did not exceed this sum. Thus 
he realized the tsabeardwof thing: balancing the budget.
To reaoh this balance the Viceroy changed the economic 
system, reducing.employees and the army*

: The scandal of his epoch was the quarrel between the 
Marques de Lara and the Bishop Sanchez, Forming Croix’s 
tertulia were famous men such as Hipolito Unanue,
Oiprlano, Daralos, Rodrfguez de Mendoza, the poet Terralla 
y Landa, and many acre. The Viceroy, in spite of his intel
ligence, dictated severe ordinances against the introduc
tion of works by the encyclopedists*

This Viceroy, so fond of the caustic and libertine 
poeta do las adlvinanzas* could not bear having Fray Juan 
Aloedo bring to him personally and recommend for reading a 
manuscript* This manuscript was a satire on the conduct 
of the Spaniards in America* Croix exiled Alcedo for this, 

Croix left for Spain April 7, 1790, and died in Madrid 
in 1791♦ Historians confirm Palma’s statements concerning 
Croix’s greatness.

Winsor and Markham describe him as a tall, handsome 
soldier, a native of Lille in Flanders, which accounts fory .- - ... 2
his being called El Flamenco by the people of Lima•

Winsor, Austin, narrative and Critical History of !
America. Vol. VITI, pt. n r p. 318.

Markham, Sir Clement, History of Peru, p* 21$.
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Fisher says that the charity of Croix, reported to he
the poorest man in Lima, was inexhaustible. He generously
assisted hospital®, beggars, sick, prisoners, mendicants,
and friars. He was a good administrator, and one of the

3greatest military Viceroys of Peru, Moses credits him
with excessive zeal concerning printing and the possession 

4of books,
Thomas confirms Palma*s statement that Croix had 

served in Mexico, In 1766 a captain in the Viceregal 
Guard, h® accompanied his uncle, the Marques do Croix, Vice
roy of Hew Spain, to Mexico, Upon his return to Spain, 
Charles III rewarded him. with his choicest gift, the office 
of Viceroy of Peru,

Winsor states that in 1790 Croix retired, leaving be
hind him a good reputation as an upright, kind-hearted, and 6
religious man, Lavalle quotes Croix*s brother, the Mar
ques d® Henohln, who says that his brother, without being 
brilliant in his conversation, had an intelligence which 
quickly enabled him to discover the strong and weak points 
in all questions, Croix was so modest that only he doubted

3V Wisher, Lillian, Viceregal Administration in America.
p. 245. --------- :—  ---- --------------

4* Moses, Bernard, Spain*s Declining Power, p, 376,
$♦ Thomas, Alfred, feodoro &e CrolxT pp. 17-18. 67,
6. Winsor, Justin, op. oit.. p. 316.
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his merits,
Lavalle oonfirms Palma’s statements that Croix sue-

eeeded in halanoing the budget by an eoonomioal program,
and that eomraerco developed a great deal during his five 

8
years.of rule.

Palma has quoted an unnamed ohroniole writer for his 
relation.of Croix’s virtues and example of kindness. I 
have not discovered in my reading the incident that Croix 
remained with only the candle in his hand, having given 
the silver candle holder to the poor* Fisher, however, re
lates that Croix.had to borrow money for the expense of his 
return trip to Spain from the Admiral of the fleet. At the 
port a beggar was awaiting him to ask alms. The Viceroy,
finding his pockets empty, broke off the silver end of his

9sword and gave it to the poor woman.
Unknown to me are the sources Palma used for the 

statements about the scandal between the Marques de Lara 
and the Bishop of Croix’s epoch, that Croix’s tertulla was 
attended by famous men, that Fray Aloedo was banished for 
recommending the Viceroy to read a certain satirical manu
script, and that Croix prohibited the introduction of works 
by encyclopedists, and the example Illustrating Croix’s 
charity.

V# Lavalle, Jose. Valeria de Retratos. n. 16b.
8. Ibid., p. 159.
9* Fisher, Lillian, op. oit.. p. 245.

7
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To summarize, Palma has been historically correct in 
his account of Croix* I have been able to verify all facts 
mentioned except those given in the preceding paragraph, 
for which Palma says he used a chronicle source not known 
to me *



OHAPTER x m r

TIOKBOT PRET FRANCISCO QH, DE TABOADA,
LIMB Y  TIIMHARIN

Of Frey Fronolaoo Oil de TaTroada, Learns y Villamarin, 
the thirty-fifth Vloeroy of Peru, Palma relates the fpllow- 
ing.

On March 25, 1790, under sad auspices, Gil, a native 
of Galicia, entered Lima. He held the rank of Admiral in 
the Royal Navy, The public v/as painfully impressed by a 
horrible fire which destroyed Santa Ana Church on the night 
of March 22# The ruins of the church were still smoking, 
and the people could hardly be expected to be jubilant in 
their reception for, the new Viceroy, who had been serving in 
the same office in New Granada,

His administration was profitable for Peru. Commerce 
prospered infinitely. He ordered the census of Lima to be 
taken and the result was a showing of 52,627 people in the 
city proper#

His greatest quality was his enthusiasm and protection 
for letters. In October, 1792, was printed Dlario erudito.

X. talma, Ricardo. Tradleiones Poruanas. Vol. I.
PP. 355-357. ------------
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and shortly afterwards the famous Marourio peruano. In 
1793 Hlpolito Unanue published Guia do foraateross and 
Father Diego Cisneros, beeeuse of his advanood polities! 
ideas, was planting the seed for the future revolution.

Oil was recalled to Spain by Charles IV and super
seded by 0•Higgins, In Spain he vras appointed Minister of 
State in the Navy, He died in 1810 very unhappy, for he 
had been one of the members that helped Napoleon dominate 
the city.

Sweet, in speaking of Oil, calls him the best and most
enlightened of the Viceroys, He was a lover of letters and
a promoter of enlightened thought. Under hia patronage2
letters and learning flourished at Lima, . 1

3Pereyra says he.was one of the best administrators•
In agreement with him are Markham, Moses, Y/lnsor, and Fisher 
who say that Oil, who held the rank of Admiral in the fleet, 
was an ardent reformer, an able administrator, and a lover 
of letters, and an active friend to literature. He encour
aged assemblies of learned men, and under his friendly
auspices thought was set free and liberal ideas began to

Vprevail.

I, Sweet, William. A History of Latin America, p, 151'.
3. Pereyra, Carlos, historia de la America kspanola. Vol.' VII, p. 326. :---------------:---  -----
4* Markham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, p. 216,

Moses, Bernard. Spain•¥ ^eolining^^ower. p. 274. 
Winsor, Justin, mrrative and CriilcaTllistory in 

America. Vol, ¥Ixl, Pt. ll, p, 2l8, ~

<x
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Fisher adds that he approved the creation of a period
ical presenting articles relating to the progress of the 
kingdom, and offered material from the archives for publica
tion, In this my, under the protection of the Viceroy, 
the Merourlo peruano came Into existence. Later, In 1793, 
Gil made arrangements for the printing of the Gaoeta de
Lima. He considered it essential for the people to have

• 5the proper means to receive correct news,
Lavalle, who quotes Cordoba y Ufrutia, is in complete 

agreement with the above historians, Lavalle also confirms 
that Oil contributed to the•domination of Napoleon in 
Spain, which caused him to die an unhappy man; that he had 
the census taken; and that commerce prospered.

I am unable to prove Palma’s statement that a fire 
burned Santa Ana Church, causing Gil’s entrance into Lima 
to be a sad reception.

However, Palma has been confirmed by historians in his 
other facts concerning O H .  That Palma’s statement is true 
— Oil’s greatest quality was his patronage and love for 
letters— is evident, for all the historians have praised 
Gil highly for this quality.

If (borit.) Fisher, Lillian. Viceregal Administration in 
America, p, 5«

5• Ibid.« p» 240. ,
6. lavalle, lose, paleria de Retratos. pp. 162-164•



VICEROY DON ̂ MBROSIO 0»HI0aiNS,
MARQUES DE OSORNO

Coneerning the thirty-sixth Vieeroy of Peru, Doa 
Aabroalo 0*Hlggtao, Marquee de Osorno, Palma says the fol
lowing#

0♦Higgins in the year 1752 was a merohant in Lima* He 
was a man of medium height, stocky, large hands and stem 
features, blond, and about twenty years old* He was an 
Irish lad of poor parents and, according to his biographer, 
Lavail®, whom Palma quotes, 0♦Higgins spent the first years 
of his life working for the Countess of Beetivo, until his 
uncle, a Jesuit priest in Cadiz, cent for him and educated 
him; but seeing that he preferred commerce to the religious 
order, he sent him to America*

0♦Higgins, concluding that commerce was not his field, 
decided to go to Chile where he received a subordinate 
position as an engineer* His conduct on the Arauoanian 
frontier displayed such tact and judgment in dealing with 
the Indians that in 1785 he became Captain-General of Chile,

1. Palma, Mioardo, 1’radiclones Peruahas, Vol.PP, 359-36?. — ------------—

CHAPTER XXI7I



On June 5, 1796, he beoaiie Vloeroy of Peru* Hie rule
' - - ' " . - - ' .was a brief one, and during this tine Chile xms separated 

from the jurisdiction of Peru, and Pxmo was incorporated 
into Peru. War w s  declared hetwen England and Spain, 
and 0 ’Higgins sent seren million pesos to the Grown.

Brief but fruitful was the administration of 0,Higgins1 
who xms called el virrey ingles. He died March 18, 1801, 
and was buried in Ban Pedro Ghureh.

The following story la related by Palaa. When 
01Higgins took charge of the government, the scandals and 
robberies in Lima v/ero multiplied so that 0 •Higgins ordered 
a ban--everyone was to be off the street after ten o'clock. 
Receiving a complaint that the only ones put in jail were 
the poor, for the rich bribed the police, he called In the 
five squad captains and told them everyone was to be 
treated aliket after ten n a la oarcel todo Oristol"

That night the Yiooroy decided to see for himself if 
his orders were being carried out. After one o'clock he 
made the rounds of inspection. The first four captains 
recognized him and let him pass* They thought the Viceroy 
ordered enforcement of the law for his own ©onvenienoo♦

It was almost two o*cloak. Tired, he xms returning 
to the palace when a lantern shone in his face and the 
fifth captain demanded to know who passed. He refused to 
recognize the Viceroy and had him thrown in jail for the
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night--” a la oaroel todo Criotot” following day the
first four polioe captains were fired*

The following Palm admits quoting from Perpetuo
...................  2

Antanon and says Stevenson has also referred to this event,
On the day that 0 ’Higgins' reeeption at the palace took 
place, June 6, 1796, the Archbishop of Lima, Don Juan 
Domingo Gonzalez do la Reguera, went to pay his respects. 
When the Archbishop approached the Viceroy, the latter came 
down from the throne and went out to m e t  him. The two ‘em
braced for a long time, much to the amazement of the spec
tators* The Archbishop and Viceroy were old friends* 

Lavalle, Yfinsor, Markham, looses, Fisher, and Sweet
confirm Palma*a facts regarding 0‘Higgins1 youth, his out-

3standing record in Chile, and his administration of.Peru* 
Lavalle also verifies that O’Higgins was called el vlrrey 
ingles* Palm, by his own admission, has quoted Lavalle 
regarding 0♦Higgins* youth,

Palma has not given his source for the tradlclon.
” a la oaroel todo Crista!” And it is unknown to me.

Palma. Moardo. op, 1*3
3* Lavalle, Jose. Qe^'eria^***» «xu.ww#. juû —a v u.

Yfinsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 
America, Vol. Vlll. pt. II. p . 322. :

Markmm, Sir Clement. History of Peru, pp* 218-220* 
Moses,: Bernard. Spain’s Declining Power, p* 363* 
Fisher, Lillian* viceregal Administration in Amerioi 

. pp. 7, 246. ~  : 'Sweet, William. A History of Latin America. p. 149*

lit.. Vol. IV, p. 168. ~
LeTde Retratos, pp. 165-166.
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For the story of the meeting of the Arohblahop and 
the Viceroy, Palm states his source as Perpetuo AntoSon, 
and adds that the great traveler Stevenson has often men
tioned this incident in his book.

In conclusion, to ay knowledge Palma has been histor
ically correct in his treatment of O'Klgginse



CHAPTER XXXVII

VICEROY DON GABRIEL DE AVILES Y FIERRO,
MARQUES DE AVILES

Palm says the following of Don Gabriel de Aviles y 
Pierro, Marques de Aviles, the ahlrty-seventh Viceroy of 
Peru.

Aviles, a Lieutenant-General in the Army, served as 
President of Chile and Viceroy of Buenos Aires. He entered 
Lima in 1801 as Viceroy of Peru. He came to Peru during 
the. reign of A m t , and m s  sent in charge of a troop to 
put down the Tupae-Amaru revolution. He used excessive 
rigor in this campaign.

During his rule the Diooese of Maynas was formed, and 
Guayaquil became incorporated into the Vloeroyalty. Aviles 
built the hospital of the Refugio for women at his own 
expense, and the factory of Santa Catalina for the manu
facture of artillery was started under the direction of 
Colonel Pezuela, later Viceroy of Peru. Also, visiting 
Peru at this time vraa the famous scientist, Humboldt.

Trance and Spain were at war with England, and,Eng
lish ships were attacking Spanish ships| one, the Astrea.

1. ^alma, Ricardo, i'radioionea Peruanas, Yol.* 
pp. 366-369; VST." I I ,  pp. 112, 316.
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was forced to seek shelter In Arloa#
' The Vloeroy often pleaded consultation with the King 
as an excuse to free himself of promises. Aviles spent a 
great deal of time in religious practices. The public 
described him thus: : ,fEn In oraoion habll os y en goblerno 
inhabil es*"

In July, 1806, he v/as relieved by Abancal. Old, ill, 
and heart-broken over the death of his wife, ho desired to 
return to Spain. El vlrrer devoto. as the Limenas called 
him, died aboard ship in the harbor of Valparaiso.

Aviles gave little distinction to the title of Vloeroy. 
He thought of nothing but to fulfill his duty to the King 
and religion. His title of Marques - oamo as a surprise to 
him. He was an old man when the news of hia brother’s 
death arrived, and the King transferred the title to him.

Lavalle confirms Palma*s statements that Aviles served 
in Chile and Buenos Aires, that he entered Lima as Viceroy 
in 1801, that the Diooese of Maynas was formed, that Spain 
was at war again, that the hospital of the Refugio was 
built, (Fisher also agrees on this), that Humboldt visited 
Peru, and that an artillery factory was begun under the 
direction of Pezuela, Lavalle also verifies that Aviles 
was very religious, and that he was described as *En la 
oraoion habil os y en goblerno inhabil es" by the witty
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public, and received the title of Marques after his2
brother*s death,

Markham says he was guilty of great cruelty in the
3

famous Tupao-Amaru revolutione
Lavalle quotes Mehdiburu who believes Aviles was

prudent and honest. But Markham and Sweet say he was a 
penurious financier and undertook no public work and pro
moted no useful measure, Winsor and Lavalle confirm that 
Aviles died in the harbor of Valparaiso*

That he was referred to as El virrey devoto is news to 
me, I have not found that title mentioned anywhere in my 
research, ' . : .

In conclusion, Palma has been historically correct In 
his relation of Aviles, He has presented this Viceroy as 
history does— an honest, religious man with good qualities, 
but not an outstanding ruler.

_ _ _ _ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~  ■ . . . . . . . -- M ■ ' ' ' ' ■ - V  - '  " . -

Lavalle, Jose. Galeria de Hotratbs. p p . 169-172. 
Fisher, Lillian. Viceregal Administration in America, 

p. 246, ' ------ !----------------------
3. Markham, Sir Clement, History of Peru, p. 220.
4. Lavalle, Josi, op, cit,. o. 172.
5. Markham, Sir Clement. op. olt.. p. 220,

Sweet, William, A History of Latin America, p, 151.



CHAPTER X X X m i

VICEROY DOH JOSE FERUAimO DE ABASCAL,
I,!ARQ»BS Dl LA CONCORDIA

Palm has the follov/lne to say of Don lose Fernatrilo 
d® Ah®seal, 1 jarquoo de la Coneordia, the thirty-eighth 
Viceroy of Peru*

Abasoal was Imov/n as 11 Vlrr»y do la adlvinansa. ac
cord In^ to an old-tlner that Palm talked to. To Abasoal 
I»im owes its general cemetery and best school of medicine 
in America, and under his rule the last group of African 
slaves was received and sold*

They say that the Asturian Abaacal, a nobleman, as a 
youth had nothing ware than his gallant figure and a family 
tree that boasted seven generations of blue bloods without 
a strain of Moorish or Jewish blood* While in Madrid he 
joined the array, in which he hade rapid progress. He was 
made President of the Audlencla of Guadalajara, and his 
career was closely watched by the King, He was appointed 
Viceroy of Peru In 1806, and entered Lima in July of that 
year* Six years later he was created the Marques de I.

I . P a l m , R i car Sen ¥radioiones Peruanas, Vol. i,
pp. 370-377; Voi. m ,  pp. 155-158 ; Caohlvaoheria,
P* 336.
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Concordia in honor of a regiment of the same namo which he 
founded to calm the revolutionary tempests • A M s  cal was 
definitely a military man, an able politician and adminis
trator# He died in 1821 at the age of seventy-six years• 

During his epoch Buenos Aires was reconquered by
Llniera# In December, 1806, Lima felt trembrs that lasted

*two minutes, and the sea became so rough that the walls of 
Callao had to be rebuilt. In 1808 the College of Law was 
installed, the general cemetery was built, and San Fernando 
College of Medicine was founded#

In 1812 and 1813 a fire destroyed half of Guayaquil, a 
hurricane struck Lima, and earthquakes were felt in loa and 
Puira, There are many more events, especially those relat
ing to the V/or of Independence, which are too numerous to 
mention#

That Abasoal was valiant is proved by his actions# On 
November 7# 1815» Mill® he was taking his usual siesta, a 
rebellion broke out in the army. Without waiting for his 
guards, he mounted his horse and went to the Mrracks, His 
presence alone was sufficient to calm things.

Abasoal, after receiving three little M g s  of Sal-HaMs- 
Cal decided to leave Lima, . He announced to the Audienoia 
that Lima climate was not good for his health and he needed 
the care of his daughter, the beautiful Ramona Abasoal. He 
turned over his command to Joaquin de la Peeuela,
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H® clearly saw that the cause of the Crown was lost 
in Peru, and he preferred to retire with his laurels. Ho 
wrote to a friend that he did not v/ant the responsibility 
that Peru should be lost under him. His honesty in polities 
and loyalty to the King surpass all praise. Palma quotes, 
by M s  own admission, from Lavalle, a splendid proof of this. 
Abaaoal is called El Virroy del Aoertlio (riddle) because 
of the ineident which caused him to leave Peru.

Palm is confirmed by Markham, Wlnsor, Leguia, and2 - . ■ . -

Lavalle regarding Abascal* Markham says he was a native 
of Oviedo. He entered the army as a cadet in 1762 and saw 
a great deal of service in various parts of the world, in
cluding Buenos Aires.

Seeing the revolutionary ideas of Prance spreading, 
he tried to avert them by a policy of active usefulness 
and military vigilance. He introduced vaccination, built 
the cemetery of Lima, a work of enormous effort in an 
epoch when even the most elementary principles of hygiene 
were scoffed at. He was the founder of the Eseuela de 
Medieina.

^ . Markham. M r Element, h istory  of Peru, pp. 2%-%6.
Wlnsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 

America, p. 328% ~
Leguia, Jorge. Hlatoria y Biografia. p. 165.
Lavalle,, Jose. Galerla de hetraiosT pp. 173-176,
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Leguia calls him SI sap;aolslrao Abaaceil, el grande y 
noblllamo Vlrrey Abaaoal. Markham continues that Abasoal 
was a statesman of great ability and foresight, but de
voted to the interest of the mother country*

Palma follows lavalle In all his facts except the fol
lowing, .whose sources I do not know: Abasoal settled the
revolt among the soldiers alone, and received three little 
bags of Sal-habaa-oal which caused him to leave Peru and 
gave him the name of 21 Yirrey del Aoertijo.

To my knowledge Palm has been historically correct•
It is true, as Palma stated, that many pages could be 
written of Abasoal, especially those relating to the War of 
Independence. History has confirmed that Abasoal was 
honest, loyal, just, and a fine soldier. It seems appro
priate hero to quote Lavalle, who believes that the revolu
tion would have occurred sooner had not such an extraordin
ary man been in charge#



CKAPT3R X m X
"VICEROY DON JOAQUINZD1 LA FEZUELA Y SANCHEZ,

MARQUES DE VILUMA

Palma hao the following to say of Don Joaquin de la
Fessuela y Sanohoz, Marques de Vilura, the thirty-ninth

, 1'
Vleeroy of Peru.

Pezuela v/as in charge of the troops In Alto Peru when 
Ahasoal Insisted on resigning and appointed him as Viceroy. 
He took over the rule on August 17* 1817. Pezuela, who 
had organized the artillery and directed the building of 
Santa Catalina, was always Abascal* 1s favorite, But Pezuela, 
sitting under the canopy as Viceroy, did net correspond 
with gratitude. Palma quotes an unnamed writer of that 
epoch that Pezuela was no sooner in the Viceregal palace 
than he began to criticize his predecessor, and even had 
the aged Abaseal spied on when-he was living with friends 
and preparing to leave for Spain.

Three days before Abaseal left, he sent for Pezuela. 
The latter called on the aged ex-Vioeroy who, being ill, 
had to receive him in his bedroom. Pezuela entered, ex
claiming, "Excellent companiont" Abaseal asked who it was.

v,; " ■ •■V- ■ _ :
1. Palma, bioardo^ #r&dlQlonea ^eruanas. Yoi. I.

PP» 379-382; Caehivaoheria, p. 144.
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Pezuela became diaturbed and asked him If, he didn't recog
nize him# "Oh, yea," replied Abesoal, "the one I made 
Colonel of the Artillery and General of the Army." How
ever, Pezuela received the same ingratitude from the man 
who superseded him.

Pezuela1a son was the famous literary man, Don Juan 
de la Pezuela, Conde de Cheste and director of the Royal 
Academy. During his rule the mitaa were abolished, and an 
epidemic swept Lima.

There were many revolutionary events. In 1816 Laserna 
had arrived in Peru as General of the Army. But In 1819 
he was denounced as a Mason. However, Pezuela defended 
him. In September, 1820, the peace conferences between 
San Martin and Pezuela took place, and Laserna became head 
of the opposition party. In January, 1821, he forced 
Pezuela to surrender the Viceregal office. Laserna was 
proclaimed Viceroy by tho masses. Thus the mot of ingrati
tude was returned.

One morning the following appeared on the palace wall:

"Haol<S David parazrey, 
para sabio Salomon, 
para soldado Laserna,
Pezuela para ladron."

They say this killed Pezuela, for he had been honest with 
the public funds.

Palma says that Pezuela's unpopularity began on the
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night of his daughter's wedding# After the ©eremony in 
the ohapel the eos^plete rosary was reoited, after whieh 
the bride and groom and their two witnesses went to the 
theatre# The invited guests went home and a family dinner 
was held for the couple upon their return from the theatre• 
One can imagine what an effect this had on Lima's society1 
Palma's source for this is unknown to me,

Markham credits Pezuela with excellent military qual
ities, but finds him incapable of coping with an epoch of 
revolution. He was created the Marques of Viluma, and
after four and a half years of disquiet and anxious term,2
he abdicated# Wlnsor says no one had confidence in the
General. Ke was believed incapable, and in 1821 was deposed

3by a military cabal#
Palma follows Lavalie when he says Pezuela'a progress 

in the army was due to Abasoal, whom he treated with in
gratitude; that Pezuela received the same treatment from 
Laserna; that Pezuela's son was the famous literary man,
Don Juan de la Pezuela; that the mlta was abolished; and
that Pezuela defended Lasema, who forced him to turn over

kthe command to him.

2. Markham, dir Element# history of Peru, pp. 236. 2W.
3# Winsor, Justin. Narrative and Critical History of 

America. Vol. VllY, >t. il, p. 327, '
4. Lavaile, tfose, Galerla de Retratos. p. 177.
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Palm has not stated his source for the lampoon that 
was supposed to have offended Pezuela and caused his death.

In conclusion, I believe Palm has been historically 
correct in his treatment of Pezuela.



CHAPTER XL

VICEROY DON JOSE DE LA3ERKA

Palma relates the following of the fortieth Viceroy
' 1 :

of Peru, Don Jos© de Laserna.
Laserna is the last Viceroy of Peru, But for Palm 

the last one is Pezuela. In Laserna, Palma sees a Viceroy 
by false appointment, a mob Viceroy, one who was not 
feasted, one who lived only five months in the palace with 
his bags packed always ready to leave, without history or 
adventures, without fantasy, without glitter and pomp, a 
falsification of the type, like a saint without an altar 
and devotees,

Laserna abandoned Lima on July 5, and on the 9th the 
patriots took over. At twelve o1 clock the Viceroy, 
slightly wounded in the head, was prisoner of the patriots 
and the irony of destiny, for on that same day and hour 
Fernando VII was signing the title of Condo de las Andes 
for him,

Palma says that not a few secret plans found their way 
to the patriotic camp in Huaura through Rosita Campusano, a

1. Palma, bleardo. fradiciones Peruanaa, Vol, 1, p. 382: 
Vol. IV, p. 16%; Apendice, p. 34; Vol. II, p. 398,
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beautiful Guayaquilena v/hom Laserna was courting,
Palm follows Lavalle in saying that Pezuela was the

2 .
last legitimate Viceroy of Peru, Markham agrees,

I can not verify the fact that secret plans were 
given to the patriots by Rosita Campusano, Palma has not 
stated his source,

Palma follows Lavalle in the statement that Laserna
was taken prisoner by the patriots, and at that same hour
Fernando VII was signing the title of Condo de las Andes
for him. In 1820 he returned to Spain, where he was re- 

3oeived coldly,
Palma1s opinion of Laserna is historically correct,

2, lavalle, Jos6, Galerfade Retratos, p, l€T* 
Wrkham, Sir Clement. History of Peru, n. 236,

3, Lavalle, Jose, op, oit.. n. 183,



CHAPTKR XL1

OONOLOSIOH

George Umphrey and Valera y Alcala oay that Palma 
has been historically Incorrect at times. As far as I 
have been able to discover, Palma has been historically 
correct In his treatment of the Viceroys, I would not be 
justified In accusing him of incorrectness in the state
ments that I have not been able to verify, since many 
books were not available to m  because of financial 
reasons or otherwise,

I regret that I was not able to check the following 
sources specifically mentioned by Palma: Herrera, Juan
y Ulloa, Atienza, Oieza, Cordova y Urrutla, Llbro de 
Cablldos. Medina, Mendiburu, Lorente, Oviedo, Ondegardo, 
Santillan, Zarate, and Torquemada.

The above authors have been quoted by historians, 
whom I examined, but it is very possible that the histor
ians, in quoting, ignored minor details and incidents 
that would interest Palma. It is also possible that Palma 
in the relation of unverified events has not bothered to 
state his sources and they may have been found in the 
books by the above-mentioned authors.
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Palma also specifically mentions using Oalvete and 
Lavalle# Ko follows Lavelle often, many times quoting 
him and at other times using him without mention. Palma 
has admitted using Calvete only once, regarding the de
scription of a storm during the sea voyage of Pedro de la 
Qasea in the story of El Motin contra Qasca.

Another fact that does not justify accusing Palma of 
historical incorrectness is the disagreement among his-

t ' •

torians themselves. Markham and Moses give harsh verdict, 
while Prescott and Helps go to.the other extreme. The 
historians Means, Fisher, and Chapman maintain, like 
Merrimn, an intermediate viewpoint.

Even the chronicle writers are not in complete agree
ment, According to Merrlman, Prescott does not rate
Montesin©e very highly, Palma, by his own admission, has

, ■ 'Used Monteslnoa1 Analos del Peru considerably throughout
his stories, Monteslnoe and Zarate disagree in the rela
tion of some events, and historians have quoted both views. 

In writing a story, Palma has had to use hi® own 
judgment among these varied views. It would not be fair 
to accuse him of historical incorrectness when historians 
themselves are not in complete agreement.
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To ray knowledge, Palma did not dress up his facts con
cerning the Viceroys with exaggerations and fancies» As 
far as I hare W e n  able to discover, he followed his 
sources.
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